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Editorial.
In solidarity

DIANA ELENA NEAGA
Editor of Analize – Journal of Gender and Feminist Studies
VALENTIN QUINTUS NICOLESCU
Editor of Analize – Journal of Gender and Feminist Studies

The Covid-19 pandemic has dramatically transformed all our lives and the way we do things.
Plans, projects, writings have been cancelled or postponed. As other professionals, scholars
also faced challenges related with then new work from home practice, doing research in a
“socially and physically distanced world”, facing the fear and uncertainty of living in a
pandemic context. Taking into consideration all the above, we felt the need to give a sign of
solidarity during difficult times and that is why we launched a non-thematic call for papers for
our next Analize Journal issue.
As always, our intention is to open conversations among Eastern and non-Eastern
feminist researchers on the situated nature of their feminism(s) and to encourage creative and
critical feminist debates across multiple axes of signification such as gender, sexual orientation,
age, disability, ethnicity, religion, and so forth. To this respect, the articles presented in the
current issue are a testament to our commitment for the diversity of approaches and topics
explored in our journal.
In her article, Faten Havez looks at the way in which ghost stories written by female
authors like Anne Hoyt, Rose Terry Cook, and Alice Cary were subversively employed during
Victorian times to address complex issues of womanhood and social oppression. Female
characters in thrilling ghost stories were used to criticize women’s social standing in the era
and their lack of substantive agency. Faten Havez thus suggests the term of “ghostedness” in
order to illustrate the transformational act through which the fictional female characters move
from the physical plane into a supernatural one, thus abandoning the realities of insecurity and
oppression.
From a different perspective, Vladimir Mitev is re-reading Simin Daneshwar novel
Savushun through second wave feminist lenses. It is particularly interesting to observe how the
second wave feminist agenda was adapted and transformed within an Iranian cultural and
political setting. Thus, we can follow the emancipatory journey of Zari, the main character of
the novel, who has to navigate complex and often contradictory realities in her quest to serve
life, and not power, as other Iranians of her time do. Vladimir Mitev argues that many of the
issues featured in the novel are actually reflecting ideas professed by Western writers like Betty
Friedan, Luce Irigaray or Simone De Beauvoir.
Tristan Venturi attempts to comparatively analyze two fictionalized accounts of
women’s diaries originating in contemporary Hollywood cinema – Sharon Maguire’s Bridget
Jones’s Diary (2001) and David Fincher’s Gone Girl (2014), from the standpoint of the diary
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as a crucially feminist project of self-conceptualization and self-actualization. The author
makes use of the manner in which the diary is approached in the above-mentioned films to
discuss the postfeminist and post-recessionary feminist understandings of female identity and
agency.
Georgia Scribelitto’s article tackles with the hidden meanings beneath narratives
discussing cultural matters by examining Zami (1982) by Audrei Lorde. She aims to achieve
that by studying the text through an interliterary and intercultural perspective, a methodological
approach that permits to highlight similarities and differences among texts from a specific
region. Georgia Scribelitto finds that Zami offers new and provocative visions of gender and
sexuality that challenge current European, American, Latin American or African conceptions.
From a completely different area of studies, Vivence Kalitanyi presents the findings of
a study conducted in Johannesburg, South Africa, which aimed to explore the possibilities of
designing spaces acting as a conduit in deconstructing gender codes in retail spaces of
menswear fashion. The overall results show not only that South African consumers are ready
for gender neutrality in fashion retail spaces, but also that gender neutrality seems to have a
positive impact on the South African fashion industry, therefore perhaps further stimulating
the shift from gendered to neutral spaces. To this respect, the study suggests a number of useful
ideas regarding the way in which retail spaces can identify their own specific, dynamic path
relating to gender divisions and non-binary fashion in South Africa.
Andreea Voina’s article is an attempt at mapping the main publications regarding
gender and innovation in 2020 during the COVID 19 pandemic, focusing on the theories,
approaches and methodologies used in studying the intersection between these concepts. The
article finds that, in spite of significant advances in various areas of study, innovation is still a
highly gendered research and practical field, thus underlining the need for further challenging
gender definitions, analyzing power relations in order to gaining a better understanding of
gender and women’s relationship to innovation, and also for improving and furthering an
empowerment agenda.
Ayobamy Onanuga approaches the issue of gender and sexual violence from an original
perspective, involving women and wives as perpetrators of sexual oppression towards male
gays and bisexuals in African fictional narratives. In order to achieve this goal, the article
focuses on two texts – Alaa Al Aswany’s The Yacoubian Building and Jude Dibia’s Walking
with Shadows –, representing Northern and Sub-Saharan Africa. In this approach, based on
Pierre Bourdieu’s theory of agency, female characters play essential roles as upholders of the
heteronormative moral sexual order, repressing the sexual agency of the queer characters,
causing emotional and psychological trauma.
Su-Chien Chen is using Michel Foucault’s discourse analysis approach to focus on the
Tampon Tax Campaign global movement, specifically on the various discursive strands both
fueling and countering the campaign. Moreover, the article goes beyond the abovementioned
discursive practices, and also comparatively analyzes legislations in Australia, California and
Scotland drafted in response to the tampon tax campaign between 2017 and 2020. The article
argues that menstruation inequality is an intersectional issue, and the tax campaign, albeit
generally speaking a smart strategy, should be just a part of an increasingly wider and stronger
effort to address the menstruation taboo and the underlying power relations enabling it.
Noran Atteya and Christopher Isike draw on two distinct areas of peacebuilding studies
within the broader International Relations field, and more specifically, on the intersection
between women’s role in peacebuilding processes and the religious peacebuilding area of
research. The authors argue that this intersection can prove to be quite relevant when tackling
with post-conflict areas around the Muslim world, therefore trying to make the care for the
potential role that Islamic feminism can play in rebuilding predominantly Muslim societies by
challenging discriminatory and oppressive cultural practices, attitudes, policies or legislations
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legitimated by the patriarchal Islamic doctrines. Thus, the authors are contesting the
traditionally-held beliefs in the academia that tend to have a rather dismissive attitude towards
religion’s role in the peacebuilding processes and also tend to see women not as agents able to
contribute and influence post-conflict peacebuilding processes, but as subjects or victims of
such processes.
Amina Šehović takes on a historical figure to address the issue of visual representations
of female power in Ancient Egypt. The article examines one of the very few women-pharaoh
in Egypt, Hatshepsut, from the standpoint of patriarchal imagery and discourses attached to
power-wielding in ancient societies and the way in which it shaped the construction of a female
political figure.
Siti-Nur Azizah discusses the concept of religious moderation through the lens of
gender equality in Islamic thought. The article analyses the way in which various schools of
Islamic thought relate themselves to the concept of religious moderation as an attitude of
respect and inclusion, but also reviewing it from a gender equality perspective, understanding
that this concept can be seen as an indicator of moderation. Furthermore, Siti-Nur Azizah is
then looking to the ways in which the concept of religious moderation, particularly seen as
gender equality is reflected in contemporary Indonesian policy.
The current issue of AnaLize – Journal of Gender and Feminist Studies hosts a variety
of issues, theoretical approaches, and methodologies from very different areas of academic
inquiry and, in our opinion, offers a glimpse into the vast diversity that is constitutive for the
Gender and Feminism domain. This, together with the quality of the research presented by the
authors, is in our view, a refreshing sign that gives us hope for the future in these unusual and
sometimes dark times.
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The Act of Ghostedness in the Ghost Stories of
Victorian Female Authors
FATEN HAFEZ
PhD, St. John’s University, USA
Kean University, USA

Abstract
The vast popularity of ghost stories in the mid-nineteenth century and their pervasiveness in
the literary periodicals of the era testify to how much Victorian female authors invested in the
concept of fear and terror to addresses the social subversion of women. The ghost story
narratives that they used enabled them to push the boundaries of supernatural fiction to
enlighten the world about complex issues of Victorian womanhood and social oppression.
The cultural and social biases against women were the driving force behind the Victorian
authors to confront critical issues such as the socially imposed domesticity and the fully
disabled female agency. “Self-ghosting” is a key factor in developing the interpretative
theory I am using to understand how and why a desperate act perceived as uncanny measure
is, in fact, ideal. It helps them meliorate their problems and endure their plight. Therefore, I
coin the term “the act of ghostedness” to illustrate a voluntary act their heroines adopt to
move to a supernatural world where they subsist in a quasi-ghost existence. In so doing, they
are able to find the security and the satisfaction the physical world failed to provide them.
This essay endeavors to demonstrate that the ghost stories of Anne Hoyt, Rose Terry Cook,
and Alice Cary secured a place in the broad spectrum of feminism and gender studies when
their narratives divulged the social subversion that long inured women to a ghost-like
anonymity.
Keywords: Victorian female authors, ghost stories, feminism, Victorian womanhood,
ghostedness

The effervescences of abstract spectral portrayed in the ghost stories of Victorian female
authors was not exactly a silhouette of a dark shadow or a solid substance lurking elsewhere,
but a terrifying manifestation of women who were wronged and undermined by society. This
manifestation is vividly seen in Hoyte’s, Cook’s, and Cary’s stories. It granted them a strong
foot in feminism when their narratives became the emissaries for women’s wellbeing. The
concept of “self-ghostedness” has a feat in feminism as well. A vanishing woman reposes at
the center of the plot as her absence raises questions about the absence of women’s power and
This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License
© Faten Hafez. ISSN 2344-2352 (Online).
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agency. Nina Auerbach remarks, “Just as ghosts should tell us something about immortality,
ghost stories by women should tell us something about women’s suppressed condition” (281).
I follow Auerbach’s lead and conclude that the societal oppression the heroines experienced is
the result of these women being simply women. The actual hunting was reified from social
oppression and mundane domesticities.
By all account, ghost stories by women are often feminist tales that destabilize the
assumptions and traditions of women as dutiful and obedient, and in the case of Victorian
female authors, ghost stories were the new frontier through which they created narratives of
rebellion. What they were fighting was the stagnant essence of Victorian womanhood. The
more a woman is reigned, silenced, and restrained, the more she is a ghost floating between
two worlds. Vanessa Dickerson characterizes a Victorian woman portrayed in a ghost story as
“a figure of indeterminacy, of imperiled identity, of substance and insubstantiality” (5). This
indetermination did not just undermine their power, but heightened their anxiety and, in turn,
summoned voluntary acts of ghostedness. In Cook’s “My Visitation”, Eleanor swerves
between the worlds of humans and ghosts because she could not go public with her same-sex
desire. In Hoyt’s “The Ghost of Little Jacques,” Madame C retreats into invisibility to avoid
social and spousal oppression. Similarly, Peggy in Alice Cary’s “Ghost Stories, Number III”
(1855) is a financially and socially oppressed woman, who lives in complete obscurity only to
find a sweeping moment of salvation in the metaphysical world of her deceased lover. 1 These
stories were infused with socio-metaphysical allegories to prove that women’s social worth is
only attainable in ghost-like worlds.
***
Victorian ghost stories were riddled with coded messages related to women’s entrapment in
mundane domesticity. The female authors were aware that women’s happiness was contingent
on cultural conformity and social compliance. This created a predicament of subordination that
compelled the authors to introduce their heroines as disempowered female figures seeking
liberty in the infinite space between reality and the supernatural. 2 This imaginary undertaking
helped the heroines gain agency necessary for them to combat societal norms, though they were
aware that any attempt to move beyond society’s definition of their role will be met with
solemn resistance. By continually effacing themselves, they became more accustomed to the
idea of self-sacrifice and hard work, and the more they deviated, the more they plunged into
the world of ghosts. Ironically, these ghosts were the beneficial outsiders—the all-seeing and
all-knowing spirits—that helped women exorcise their resentment of the oppressive patriarchy.
In these stories, the incidents where the heroines encounter the ghosts did not appear as
tantrums of hallucinations, but manifestations of their unconscious thoughts. Whether it is
1

Hoyt’s The Ghost of Little Jacques was published in The Atlantic Monthly, A Magazine of Literature, Art, and
Politics. 1863, vol. XL, pp 213-26. Cooke’s My Visitation was published in Harper’s New Monthly Magazine.
1858, vol. XCVIII, pp 232-55. Cary’s Ghost Stories Number III was published in The Ladies Repository: A Monthly
Periodical Devoted to Literature and Religion. 1855, vol. XV, pp 221-26.
2 For achieving the highest level of empowerment while losing the limitation of the physical world, see Jennifer
Bann’s “Ghostly Hands and Ghostly Agency: The Changing Figure of the Nineteenth-Century Specter,” p. 668.
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Eleanor’s burden of the forbidden desire, Madam C’s inability to save her life and her
children’s life, or Peggy’s estrangements from society, the authors were exorcising thoughts
and concerns deemed unspeakable at the time and their suppression loomed dangerously in
their future. The authors used women’s conditions as narrative sources where they blend ghostseeing accounts with realistic incidents. Such method helped them produce ghost stories not to
be stacked on the pile of old-wives’ tales, but to spur the often-unrecognized social anxiety of
Victorian women. In other words, these authors were weaving a counternarrative of what
Thomas Ficks calls “the supernatural fluff” (95) to highlight what is intrinsically valuable to
their well-being.
Rose Terry Cook invaded a forbidden region in the conservative society of the
Victorian era. She published her story “My Visitation” and made public the emotional and
sexual suppression of women in the same sex desire. The repeated encounters between the
narrator and Eleanor’s ghost reveal how a woman’s romantic interest in another woman cannot
take place in the physical world, but in a numinous realm, where it remains mystical and unreal.
Cook presented this forbidden desire in an imaginative sphere where the passion and the actual
physical contact remains intangible. She makes it clear that despite the narrator’s
acknowledgment of her romantic interest in Eleanor, “The one present and all absorbing
passion of my soul is Eleanor; beside her no rival could enter… I could not love another as I
did her… I would not if I could” (Cook 236), it cannot survive society’s censorship. Thus, it is
best expressed in the hidden folds of everyday life.
There is also the narrator’s frustration with society’s treatment of women, which made
her eager to have a comforting alliance with a ghost to escape the oppression. Her relationship
with the ghost of Eleanor seems to be a trustworthy and stable union. She mentioned women
marrying bad husbands and their marriages were immediately presumed ill-fated unions. She
reckoned that these women married at a very young age and their husbands could not live up
to the responsibility: “the myriad of women who have lived to curse their marriage-day ninetenth have been those who married in their ignorant girlhood and married boys” (239). This is
at the time where marriage was the only socially acceptable condition for single women. Males’
deception contributed to her frustration as well. She regards them as “liars despite of education
and policy” (236). She dreaded the possibility of loving a man and placing herself at his mercy
for the rest of her life. Her earlier love affair prompted a sad note about the fragile and oftenbroken relationship between men and women. In fact, she compared this shattered relationship
to a common and an ordinary tragedy that is “daily noted, reacted, and forgotten by observers”.
She further asserted that the effect of this tragedy is grievous enough to leave its records in “the
catalogues of the insane asylum” or “the eternal calendar of the heavens above” (234).
Jeffery Weinstock weighs on the interpretation of this story. He argues that similar
stories can stand as ‘“bitextual” instruments that renders different explanations of the same
situation (74). Cook’s “visitations” offers two distinct and varied interpretations; the first
would pinpoint the narrator’s distrust in the male authority that destabilized the marriage
institution. It would point out the act of seeking refuge in the world of ghostedness as only
natural, since it alleviates a wife’s sense of insecurity. It will invite readers to observe her
withdrawal from life when Eleanor’s ghost appears in “the secret recesses of life” (237) and
her going back to it—swerving in and out of the spiritual world—as a metaphor of a desire
veering between approval and prohibition. The second interpretation would be a channel for
Analize – Journal of Gender and Feminist Studies • New Series • Issue No. 17 (31)/2022
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the narrator to declare her sexual desire, which is perhaps the author’s reason for incorporating
it in a ghost story narrative. Diana Wallace considers a ghost story as a channel for the
“expression of repressed or unconscious desire” (27), and in Cook’s story the narrator is
seeking expression of her “female libidinal energy” (8), as Dickerson labels it. The narrator,
nonetheless, did not consider her desire as erotic or unnatural. She declared it to Herman, her
distant cousin, in the most natural way.3 In fact, the only time the narrator felt comfortable
talking about her desire was when she was in his company. She was aware that her opinions
were respected and her arguments were never deemed awkward: “To be so well understood, to
feel that I might utter the wildest imagination, or the most unexpected peculiarity of opinions
and never once be asked to explain what I mean. To reduce into social formulas, which was
not social but my own” (235). Although she was able to liberate her feelings and speak her
mind, readers were aware that she was all too-often unable to declare it to the public.
While the narrator was empowered in her little domestic space by one individual, and
in an isolated incident, it is still a notable feat in women’s battle for liberation. Yet, Herman
does not represent the entire society and this victory cannot always be won with the scarcity of
social and familial support. This becomes the major impediment to women’s strength and a
hindrance to their independence. The case of Madam C in Hoyt’s story “The Ghost of little
Jacques” speaks directly to women’s powerlessness. She presented Madam C as a woman who
is trapped in the mundane of everyday life with no means to flourish. Therefore, she is “a very
weak woman, a very weak woman indeed…Destiney had no mercy on her weakness and had
left her to get along with an innumerable family of children, a philosophic husband who took
all her trouble coolly, and a constant demand for her services either in the shop or at the cradle”
(Hoyt 214). Christine, the housekeeper, describes the husband as a villainous and cruel father
who shows no interest in parenting his children. When his youngest child, little Jacques, died
his ghost haunted the house to inform the mother that he was poisoned by his father. When
Madame C found out that her two other children were murdered in the same manner, she
confronted her husband, but he saw her as an emotionally-stricken woman and offered to
comfort her by giving her the same poisonous medicine he gave the children. When she decided
to leave quietly, she realized that she had become invisible to him the moment she made that
decision. She “[had] been dead. She [had]died to monsieur” (222).
The story’s plot is by no means simple. Madame C’s departure and the death of her
children are not the fulcrum of the story, but it is the ghost of her toddler, little Jacque, who
brought forth the obstacles she encountered to pursue justice and her inability to incriminate
her husband the actual factors that compelled him to ghost himself back to life. Madame C
believed that her decision to depart to Paris was the best solution for the time being. She stayed
with her aunt for quite a longtime, seeking refuge in the world of ghostedness, so she could
save her life. She faded into obscurity, forgotten by her friends, and lived anonymously in
Paris. But her loneliness and her fear of dying alone with no one to “shut her kind eyes and
wrap her so snuggly in her shroud” (222), like she did for her aunt, forced her to go back to her
old life. But when she returned, she refrained from reporting her husband to the authorities. It

3 Herman Van Alstyne is the narrator’s distant cousin. He spends good time with Eleanor at Gloucester beach
and communicates with her emotionally and intellectually. He plays a pivotal role in asserting Cook’s stance on
feminism.
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was her way to avoid what Christine, her housekeeper, was dreading, “the ineffectual years
writhing in the inescapable power of the law, of long trials, of horrible suspense, of garish
publicity, of [her]name handed from mouth to mouth, a forlorn, dupped, degraded thing, whose
plighted life is a theme of newspaper comment and cavil” (222). The appearance of little
Jacques’s ghost, at this point, becomes essential to restore justice. But, more importantly, it
was essential to defeat women’s oppression4 or as Weinstock notes, the ghost’s appearance is
important to draw on the “repressed material to achieve expression” (80) and the unjustly death
of a child along with female powerlessness speaks to the importance of combating cultural
biases against women.
But to achieve full expression, Hoyt has to place the issue of the ghost’s power in a
nuanced framework of “active agency” so she can shed light on the potent power of a spectral
entity as opposed to the inefficacy of human actions. Jacques was powerful when his mother
was overpowered, and he was active when society was passive. He had a distinctive role in
highlighting the lack of social ideals. Jennifer Bann points out the power Jacques possessed
despite being a ghost of a child: “Although the ghost may lack some of the exuberance and
disobedience the living child was said to possess, the power death grants him allows him to
retain his individuality in a way his predecessors could not” (676). Jacques’s ghost had a
powerful disembodied agency that liberated him from the shackles of mortal life: being a
human living in a human world where he is constantly subdued. Instead, he had the ability to
appear as a mournful specter and in silence sent a highly suggestive outlook of loss and grief.
As Victor Krebs notes, “We need to listen to the untold stories of loss and absence that have
sown the road to convention and conformity” (36), as he believes that what it unleashes is
“unused protentional awaiting its moment to be recognized in the present” (36). It is ironic how
his mother, locked in her mortal life, was not able to tell her story and chose to live in
invisibility without reaching her potentials.
In like manner, Peggy Butler of “Ghost Story Number III” donned a cloak of invisibility
to become a shadowy figure, disappearing entirely from her own family. She is veering into
the faded existence of Madam C and the swerving presence of the narrator of “My Visitation”.
Alice Cary presents Peggy as a woman whose passion, sensitivity, and loyalty weave a
paradoxical story of loss and despair. For a long time, Peggy stood by her lover, Joseph
Williams, and opposed her family’s disapproval of him. She waited patiently hoping that one
day she will marry him. However, his untimely death compelled her to move away from her
family and live a dull and unmotivated life in the urban ghettos of New York City. Though she
labored her entire life, her despair after the death of Fredreick, an orphaned child whom she
cared for and raised, did not just add an extra layer of misery, but made loneliness the defining
aspect of her life. Such lifestyle pondered notions of wretchedness in the compulsory selfghosting venture, especially when a woman’s autonomy is defeated by prejudice and
unwarranted opposition. Peggy was not just absent from the consciousness of her family, but
from the entire society. Her family was busy with their pursuits for wealth and they constantly
berated her for her choice. When she moved to New York, she was working and living in
4

The ghost of little Jacques appeared to his mother before her departure but because her husband took her
accusations as irrational and absurd, she decided to move to Paris. The ghost then appeared to his father who
died at his sight. He was shocked, “his eyes quailed, his cheek blanched to ghostly whiteness later drank from
his own poison.” See Hoyt’s “The Ghost of Little Jacques” p, 226.
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absolute independence, but she was simultaneously disempowered by the capitalistic values of
urban cities and the economic disenfranchisement of women at that time.
Peggy’s situation speaks to Weinstok’s notion of the counter-positioning of domestic
values “against the growing ascendancy of the masculine ethos of consumer capitalism” (87).
She does recall that “had it not been for her self-centered and uncaring family” she would have
been happy and had it not been for Josephe’s father, who was “greedy of gain” (224), they
would have been married. These selfish attitudes were what brought Joseph to his own demise.
In a bout of determination and in defiance of his family’s insubordination, he worked himself
to death so he could gain the money needed for their marriage. When he died, Peggy could not
endure the calamity. She ghosted herself out of her family’s life and left the peaceful life
ignorant of what the world valued the most. 5 Cary tells us that with patience and forbearance,
she endured a life of labor and poverty only to realize that she was imprisoned in a capitalistic
patriarchy where her sacrifice was indelibly futile. She realized that “The habit of sacrificing
daily the pleasant things in our reach or pushing them from us into the dark, in the hope that
some future daybreak will shine upon them, is a great and fatal mistake” (221). It is not difficult
to deduce that the ghost of her lover, which appears briefly to Fredrick on his deathbed,
emerges as a counternarrative to society’s materialism. He was, indeed, the comforting and
assuring apparition that Peggy needs. His presence emphasizes what she has been doubting in
the acquisitive world: sympathy, sentimentalism, and moral values that were forever vanishing.
Unlike the ghost of little Jacques, Joseph’s ghost had no agency to help revive what
capitalism destroyed, nor did he attempt to divulge the faults and flaws of a system that
segregates parents and their children. His appearance served as an invitation to reestablish
sympathetic relations between people and restore faith in human nature. Weinstock suggests
that ghosts in such narratives are “situated within social context…and the space they hunt is
precisely that of the ethical void at the heart of American capitalism” (104). But, the appearance
of Joseph’s ghost provided a spiritual consolation to Peggy, whose self-ghosting decision was
as painful as the system that thwarted her happiness. She believed that “she had heard from
[Joseph] out of heaven, and from the fancy, if it were a fancy, she derived the greatest
satisfaction” (226). We may then posit a thorny question: why would Peggy find satisfaction
in a ghostly consolation or in an illusion, if it is considered an illusion? The answer could be
that, for as long as she was overpowered, she conveniently found pleasure in a fancy that sealed
a void in her severed soul.
It is definitely a privilege to have a spiritual affirmation when everything else is
questioned and doubted. It is, however, ironic how this affirmation becomes an indulgence
scarce to some women. Peggy was fortunate to have had spiritual support, while Lady Ippolita
from Emma Embury’s “The Witch of the Aventine” (1840) was confined in the asylum of
insanity, deprived of the chance to talk to humans for an entire decade. 6 Peggy was able to
5 Cary takes the readers into American culture and its capitalistic system to show the gap between the upper,
which she labels as ‘rich and proud’ (225) and the lower class represented by those who live in the slums of
New York struggling with poverty and degradation.
6 Embury’s The Witch of the Aventine was published in The Ladies’ Companion, a Monthly Magazine. 1839, vol
11, pp 188-192.
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continue and push forward, while Lady Ippolita refused to regain her normal life after she
escaped the asylum. Embury tells us that after she discovered her husband’s infidelity, she was
“immured within the walls of a madhouse”, accused of going mad and killing his lover. Her
isolation so severe that a wish for a ghostly comfort was a rare indulgence. Ironically, Lady
Ippolita was not even mad, but it was her “refusal to obey the wretches who were her keepers—
her frantic attempt to free herself from her bonds and the bitter cries extorted from her by
mental anguish were regarded as evidence of insanity” (191). After being buried in the asylum
for ten years, she was able to escape but chose to live in hiding within the ruins of the ancient
city, until her husband died and there were “none now to heed her existence” (192).
The act of ghostedness was forced upon her when the entire society misinterpreted her
emotional distress and deemed her a mad woman due for confinement. She was abandoned,
neglected, and widely forgotten. When she went back to life, she gave a real meaning of social
oppression when she lived in complete obscurity, “fearing to be retaken by her tormentors.”
She was later perceived by the peasants as a ghost with an ominous presence. Every time she
was in public, they “trembled at the sight of her who lived so mysteriously” (192). Embury
also tells us that though Lady Ippolita was never mad, “it were better that she has been” (191)
as she would not have been aware of the social injustice that transformed her from a noble lady
to the witch of the Aventine. 7 Lady Ippolita was ghosted twice: first, when she was imprisoned
for ten years, and second, when her identity was erased became part of a folktale playing the
role of a variably labeled mythical figure. This is definitely a story that lives up to the
significance of its title, though she was given other ominous labels. Sometimes she is known
as “the mysterious woman,” “the witch of the Aventine,’ “the one devoted to the service of the
evil one,” but mainly known as the woman “who permanently covered her face with a black
veil” (192).
The social injustice that Lady Ippolita experienced was never fully understood. It was
glossed over by male authority, which is the toxic undercurrent of American culture. Jurgen
Wolter defines Victorian patriarchy as a system that is “powerful enough to prescribe a
woman’s behavior… and defines her being” (200), and Lady Ippolita’s strategy to cope with
her situation was to adopt a voluntary act of ghostedness on top of her forced ghostedness. She
was aware that she was forced into anonymity, but she ghosted herself to avoid the threat of
another madhouse. Ann Nobel describes the American ghost stories as “a psychological genre
that explores the counter narrative of the optimistic picture of women” (170). The stories of
the wives who battled abusive marriages and were eventually persecuted or the wives who
struggled with domestic battery and became victims of flawed legal systems were stories that
depicted the masculine toxicity that hurt women and deprived them of their pride. 8 Therefore,
Lady Ippolita, while in confinement, realized that when her “bodily strength failed under the
cruel treatment” (191) of her keepers, she had to obey “even in despite of the haughty spirit”
(189). Embury does not take Lady Ippolita back to her old life. When she met the artist, she
told him her story thirty years after it happened. She built herself “a hut amid the remnants of
7

More Victorian ghost stories can be seen in The Oxford Book of Victorian Ghost Stories. Published in 1991 by
Oxford University Press. It contains a nice collection of ghost stories that ranges between1850 to 1910.
8 For more discussions on domestic battery, see Beverly, Humes’ "Managing Madness in Gilman's The Yellow
Wall-Paper.” Studies in American Fiction. 2002.
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old-world splendor and there found more peace than had visited her in the palace of her father”
(192). Embury intended for Lady Ippolita to never recover.
Based on Wallace’s suggestion that ghost stories are better called “uncanny stories”,
since they work on “the ambiguous edges between the explained and the unexplained
supernatural” (58), we can locate the uncanny element in the license given to males’ behavior
and how it is often associated with their disregard for responsibility and consequences. 9 The
authors of the previous ghost stories made their heroines suffer these consequences. They gave
them very limited choices: they either withdrew and lived in a ghostly world, or were
compelled to live in the darkness of forced ghostedness. These choices had severe
consequences and women were deeply alienated from the dominant culture. The norms and
values of this culture were established in a way that antagonized the women who refused to
comply. Clare Hanson argues that those writers “have what in conventional term would be
viewed as a squint vision... they also express what would otherwise remain hidden: a sense of
alienation from dominant culture and ideology, which maybe frighting in its intensity” (5). In
other words, these stories, diverse as they are in content and subject matter, provided a
particular opportunity for Victorian female authors to delve into the historical context of
society’s tendencies. They bring to the public society’s multilayered oppression that stands at
odds with its general ideals.
In retrograde, when we look at how the ghost of little Jacques revealed his mother’s
inability to hold the entire social system at fault, and how the ghost of Eleanor was the
narrator’s comforting alliance since she was unable to stand against the traditional code of
sexuality, we understand that fading into obscurity and ghosting themselves was their best
solution. Similarly, we learn that living in a hut amid the ruins of an old city relying on selling
herbs and roots, or living in the ghetto of a crowded city enduring labor and poverty, were not
isolated cases of two different women, but the imminent and less-dignified fate for women who
did not yield to the higher authority. What is being encoded here is a social oppression of
Victorian women prescribed in a life of hardships and disadvantages if they did not perform
for society.
To conclude, throughout the early and mid-nineteenth century, American female
writers were quick to recognize the literary possibilities of ghost stories. Its profoundly
terrifying blend of horror and fiction was the liberating force that gave them leverage to expose
the patriarchal practices that inured women to obscurity and anonymity. When tracing the
dynamics of “Self-ghosting,” which is an act adopted by the heroines of the stories to meliorate
their unresolved problems, I am able to identify a terrifying manifestation of women wronged
by society, therefore, who ceased to exist in their familiar worlds. Yet, a vanishing woman
resides defiantly at the center of the plot as her absence raises questions about the absence of
women’s agency. In this sense, Victorian female authors such as Rose Terry Cook, Anna Hoyt,
Alice Cary, and Emma Embury presented sad narratives that critique the oppressive social
subversion of women. What this paper is bringing to the foreground is a unique concept about
lesser-known Victorian female authors who wrote ghost stories with a hunting reflection of a
9

Caroline Lee Hentz wrote “The Paradise of The Dead” a story published in1839 and similar to Embury’s “The
Witch of the Aventine.” It gives a similar narrative of males’ irresponsible behavior and it effect on women.
The story was published in The Lady’s Companion, a monthly magazine that was distributed and published in
New York by William W. Snowden.
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society inhospitable to women. Their revolutionary impulses were provocative, indicative, and
explicitly suggestive. Such a blend contributes to the iconic cultural status of ghost stories
written by Victorian female authors. It inaugurates them as authors with a significant share in
the broad spectrum of feminism and gender studies.
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Abstract
This article studies the influence of the second wave of feminism on the first Iranian novel
written by a woman: Savushun. The method of research is close reading. The publication traces
certain ideas of the second wave, outlined by authors such as Simone de Beavouir and Betty
Friedan, and then closely analyses the novel, to see how the main character’s evolution unveils
similar understandings about the worlds of women and men. In conclusion, it turns out that the
author, Simin Daneshvar, has introduced the Iranian public to feminism, albeit in a veiled form,
by telling a story which is, in fact, very Iranian.
Keywords: feminism, Savushun, second wave, Simin Daneshvar

Iranian society before the Islamic Revolution was part of the global flow of ideas, and its
creators used the achievements of world thought to criticize their reality. For example, the
famous "dependence theory", which divides the world into an industrially developed center
and an exploited periphery became, fundamental to the understanding of Jalal Al-e Ahmad's
essay "Occidentosis" (1961). It outlines a path for Iran's development by overcoming the
technological and economic backwardness created by quasi-colonial subordination.
In the same way, the successes of the second wave of feminism (which peaked in the
West in the 1960s and 1970s) became the basis for understanding a novel written in a purely
Iranian cultural context, Simin Daneshwar's Savushun. Daneshwar is the first Iranian female
novelist, as only men wrote novels before her. The novel tells of the personal evolution of an
educated woman from her subordination to social norms and patriarchal order to her open
protest against the status quo. This evolution of the main character takes place on the basis of
the inner ethical dynamics of the heroine, who has no role models, no support on which to rely
for her emancipation. She freed herself from the oppressive order and, in this sense, became
the pioneer of Iranian women's movement. In our time, the feminist movement is traditionally
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strong, but during the Second World War, when the action in the novel takes place, it was
barely emerging.
The article proves that the novel "Savushun" is inspired by the rising second wave of
feminism in the West. It examines the waves of feminism, presents the life of Simin
Daneshwar, follows with quotes from the novel and analyzes the emancipation of the main
character Zari, with which Daneshwar is obviously identified. The method used is called close
reading.
Zari's spiritual evolution in Savushun is determined by several factors: her desire for
security and the integrity of her home and family, the contradiction between her first-class
education at the British school in Shiraz and the corruption and devastation brought about by
the war in the occupied British Southern Iran, the emergence and intensification of the courage
in Zari to oppose the man-made order in which she is identified as inferior. This evolution takes
place entirely with internal dynamics that make Zari realize that, if she is simply the object of
public relations, everything she cares about will be destroyed. She understands that society will
not respect her until she forces it to do so. At the same time, her disagreement with the imposed
rules is not a whim, but a deeply conscious sense of justice in a collapsing world.
Under the occupation in 1941, the novel depicts how divisive times have come in
southern Iran: some cooperate with the British in their quest for power, others take advantage
of the precarious situation and profit from arms smuggling, third group of people conspire
against the government, while fourth group of people fight the typhus epidemic or treat the
mentally ill. In this world in which everyone is struggling in their own way, Zari is trying to
regain territory free from the hardships of war. Zari strives to serve Life, while the other
characters serve power. This is just one of the many signs that demonstrate that this novel, with
its understanding of the role of women in society, corresponds to the concepts of the second
wave of feminism.
Waves of feminism and Savushun
Feminism, the Western and international movement for the emancipation of women, has
produced a large body of works which aim at understanding the complex relationship between
man and women in modern society.
The first wave of feminism discusses equality in political rights and property, notes
American university professor of English Sally Ann Drucker. The second wave of feminism
focuses on gender inequality and discrimination against women. It goes by the slogan "The
personal is political" and states that women's social and political inequalities are inextricably
linked. It calls on members of the "weaker sex" to understand that their life is a function of the
sexist power structures in society. It criticizes the definition of women exclusively through
their husbands and their children as the main cause of social oppression.
Betty Friedan's book The Feminine Mystique is another foundational text of the second
wave of feminism. This author criticizes the sexist public attitude towards women according
to which their place is in the home, and if they do not feel happy as housewives, there is
something wrong with them. According to Friedan, the blame for this attitude is not precisely
on women themselves, but on society, which denies their creative and intellectual abilities. The
feminist claims that every woman has the right to be dissatisfied (Friedan 1963: 19, 20, 22).
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The third wave (which began in the 1990s) is a kind of rebellion against the failures of the
second wave, which is perceived by newer generations of feminists as too associated with the
ideas of white Western middle-class women. Third-wave activists are interested in how
ethnicity, class, religion, gender and nationality determine the fate of women. The third wave
is also more internationally oriented. It fights against sexual harassment in the workplace or
for reproductive rights. There are claims that in the last 10-15 years we are in a new, fourth
wave of feminism, which is positive about non-binary sexual identities and is realized digitally.
It includes the intensification of women's protests around the world and the promotion of the
international solidarity of women.
Some of the important postulates of the second wave of feminism are related to the
understanding that man and woman are socially constructed forms of existence, and not eternal
and unchanging biological categories, whose social role is equally permanent. It is the
patriarchal order that promotes men to the function of authority, while women are perceived
in traditional societies as subordinate. A problem for the second wave of feminism is that
women have significant barriers when it comes to self-definition. Instead, they are defined as
the “other” of men, of those who hold the power to name and define. Therefore, emancipation
is intrinsically linked with developing autonomy and women’s capability not to define
themselves through their relationships to men, but in a male manner, to have an existence of
their own, and will to power.
"Thus humanity is male and man defines woman not in herself but as relative to him;
she is not regarded as an autonomous being.… And she is simply what man decrees; thus she
is called ‘the sex’, by which is meant that she appears essentially to the male as a sexual being.
For him she is sex – absolute sex, no less. She is defined and differentiated with reference to
man and not he with reference to her; she is the incidental, the inessential as opposed to the
essential. He is the Subject, he is the Absolute – she is the Other", writes Simon de Beauvoir
in her famous book "The Second Sex", which is a fundamental work of the second wave of
feminism (De Beauvoir 1972).
The idea that women should be able to define themselves, not to be defined through
their husbands or children, but to have their own ability to construct their social existence, is
one of the characteristic traits of the second wave of feminism. It is an idea which can be
spotted also in the novel Savushun if close reading is applied. But there are also other feminist
ideas that are impregnated in the text.
Luce Irigaray has a famous understanding that there is only one subjectivity in the
world—the man’s one, while the female subjectivity is in fact just some kind of lower form of
reality of the male’s one. Therefore, women’s emancipation is achieved when the woman
transcends her “fallen” nature and achieves a male’s subjectivity—the only existing real
subjectivity.
“Irigaray argues that, since ancient times, mothers have been associated with nature and
unthinking matter. Further, Irigaray believes that all women have historically been
associated with the role of “mother” such that, whether or not a woman is a mother, her
identity is always defined according to that role. This is in contrast to men, who are
associated with culture and subjectivity. While excluded from culture and subjectivity,
women serve as their unacknowledged support. In other words, while women are not
considered full subjects, society itself could not function without their contributions.
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Irigaray ultimately states that Western culture itself is founded upon a primary sacrifice
of the mother, and all women through her.
Based on this analysis, Irigaray says that sexual difference does not exist. True
sexual difference would require that men and women are equally able to achieve
subjectivity. As is, Irigaray believes that men are subjects (e.g. self-conscious, selfsame entities) and women are “the other” of these subjects (e.g. the non-subjective,
supporting matter). Only one form of subjectivity exists in Western culture, and it is
male. While Irigaray is influenced by both psychoanalytic theory and philosophy, she
identifies them both as influential discourses that exclude women from a social
existence as mature subjects. In many of her texts, Irigaray seeks to unveil how both
psychoanalytic theory and philosophy exclude women from a genuine social existence
as autonomous subjects, and relegate women to the realm of inert, lifeless, inessential
matter. With this critique in place, Irigaray suggests how women can begin to
reconfigure their identity such that one sex does not exist at the expense of the other.
However, she is unwilling to definitively state what that new identity should be like.
Irigaray refrains from prescribing a new identity because she wants women to
determine for themselves how they want to be defined." (IEP: Luce Irigaray)
This long quote is a key to understanding the evolution of the main female protagonist
subjectivity in Savushun. As I will illustrate, Zari's behavior in the first part of the novel is
marked by fear because she is responsible for life, for nature, in the sense of human society's
life force, while male characters are willing to sacrifice life, to destroy it, and have the courage
to reject it. That leads to a construction of male and female roles in the novel very much in the
sense which De Beauvoir gives to them in The Second Sex:
"The worst curse on woman is her exclusion from warrior expeditions; it is not in giving
life but in risking his life that man raises himself above the animal; this is why
throughout humanity, superiority has been granted not to the sex that gives birth but to
the one that kills. Here we hold the key to the whole mystery. On a biological level, a
species maintains itself only by re-creating itself; but this creation is nothing but a
repetition of the same Life in different forms. By transcending Life through Existence,
man guarantees the repetition of Life: by this surpassing, he creates values that deny
any value to pure repetition."
What De Beauvoir says, and what matters with regards to Savushun, is that the male characters
in Zari's life have the courage to fight for power at the expense of their security, they are
courageous and, on various occasions, they break the law. At the same time in numerous cases
they show their despise towards Zari because of her apparent "fear". In the beginning of the
novel, Zari is stuck in the repetition of life and only cares not to allow war to destroy her place
of security—her home and family. Under extreme circumstances, she undergoes evolution,
which allows her at the end of the novel to develop courage, to reject orders, "to transcend life
through existence", to define herself, thus developing the “male” subjectivity and obtaining
emancipation.
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What is even more remarkable about the novel is that the emancipation in the sense of
the second wave of feminism is anchored in the Iranian tradition, with Zari happening upon
Iranian cultural notions to achieve subjectivity.
Thus we reach an expansion of the territory of feminism—peripheral spaces of
knowledge and experience get integrated into the wider movement for female emancipation.
And theory is enriched by practice. There are universal elements in feminism, such as: the idea
of woman as reproducer of life and man as the spirit, ready to sacrifice or reject life, the idea
that courage and determination allows for being active subject in the world, while fear makes
one undergo humiliation, until "a call of consciousness" (a Heidegerrian term) demands by way
of discontent that respect by others is given; the idea that women can achieve emancipation by
way of developing "male" subjectivity, as they don't have an independent subjectivity of their
own. But Savushun also offers particularism: it is a novel about how emancipation takes place
in a non-European territory. And its message is that in regions such as the Middle East, where
patriarchy and tradition is strong, emancipation is achieved or should be looked for within the
local tradition.
The personality of Simin Daneshvar
Simin Daneshvar's life in many ways corresponds to the social female profile and the spirit of
the times, typical of the feminists of the second wave of the West. She is a member of the
middle class, well educated, and a pioneer in many aspects of Iranian society of her time: she
is the author of the first works of fiction written by a woman in Iran, teaches at a university,
and was educated at Stanford.
Simin Daneshwar was born on 28th April 1921, in the city of Shiraz, southern Iran. Her
father is a doctor and her mother is an artist. She graduated from an English school where
pupils were taught in English and Persian. She then received a degree in Persian literature from
the University of Tehran. At that time, she was already writing texts for Radio Tehran and the
Iranian press, translating information from English.
In 1948, Daneshwar published The Extinguished Fire (Atash-e Hamush), the first
collection of short stories in Iran written by a woman. In 1949 she defended her doctorate. The
topic of her doctoral dissertation was "Beauty according to Persian literature". These bold steps
in the career of a woman intellectual were followed by her marriage in 1950 to leading Iranian
writer Jalal Al-e Ahmad. He remains, to this day, one of the most famous names in Iranian
literature, with many books and studies on the problems of Iranian society at the time and their
possible solutions.
In 1952, Daneshwar received a Fulbright scholarship and studied creative writing at
Stanford University. After returning to Iran, she taught at the University of Tehran. In 1968,
she headed the Union of Iranian Writers, a key anti-censorship organization, which fighted for
the democratic and economic rights of Iranian writers.
In 1969, Daneshwar published the novel Savushun. This is also the year in which her
husband died, and the story of the novel and the image of the main character contain parallels
with the life of Daneshwar, including the fact that Zari's husband also died. Daneshwar taught
until 1981 at the Faculty of Art History and Archeology of the University of Tehran. In 1981,
Daneshwar published a study on her husband entitled Jalal’s Sunset. Daneshwar left this world
on the 8th of March 2012. During her lifetime, she was one of Iran's leading intellectuals.
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The novel Savushun
Savushun has more than 20 editions in Iran alone, with more than 500,000 copies sold. It has
been translated into 17 languages, including English (two different translations), Italian,
French, German, Spanish and others. The novel tells the story of the British occupation of
southern Iran during World War II (1941). Each of the characters in it recreates a certain life
choice and position in the Iranian society of that time. The main character - Zari - is married
to a husband who has huge areas of arable land and this ranks him among the country's elite.
His brother wants to pursue a political career and has excellent relations with the British. But
Zari's husband, Yousef, sympathizes with his compatriots and is reluctant to sell his grain to
the occupying army. He prefers to provide food for ordinary people. This leads to one of the
main plot contradictions in the novel—Yousef increasingly turns against the British, while Zari
tries to maintain peace and security in his home.
Zari, like Simin Daneshwar, is a graduate of the British school in her hometown of
Shiraz. There she learned the manners, self-confidence and principles of social relations in
Western society. However, the environment in which he finds himself in Iran is patriarchal.
Both the men and women in the novel treat Zari as if she were a subordinate, not empowered,
she must comply with them. That is why at the beginning of the novel we see in different ways,
through the author's speech or through the dialogues, a main character who obeys, despite the
fact that at some moments there is a feeling that justice is on her side.
“One is not born, but rather becomes, a woman," is a famous thought of Simone de
Beauvoir, which shows that ‘women’ and ‘gender’ are generally social constructs (Colibri
2020). Starting from his subordinate position, Zari walks a path that leads to emancipation,
until the appearance of the necessary courage to make it equal in public relations.
Zari’s subordination
The novel begins with the wedding of the district governor's daughter, to which Ezzat-udDowle, the district governor's influential wife, wishes for and receives Zari's beautiful earrings
for her newly married daughter. They are supposedly taken only for the ceremony, but
immediately after giving them the situation turns, as if they were given as a gift, and remain in
the possession of the governor’s family. They are practically stolen. Zari swallows this
(Daneshvar 2012: 19).
The next time authorities intervened in Zari's life was when, through Yousef's brother,
they requested their son Hosrow's favorite horse, Sahar, so that the governor's daughter could
ride him. Zari is again unable to refuse. Eventually, she surrenders Sahar and tells her son that
the horse is dead. She even fakes his grave (Daneshvar 2012: 254). However, the boy's
mourning is short-lived. He learns that the horse has been taken away and goes with his friend
to free him, whereupon he is detained by Indian soldiers. The latter were part of the British
occupation corps, which at the time was still an empire and controlled India. His father's
intervention leads to a happy ending. Eventually, events unfolded so that Hosrow managed to
regain Sahar (Daneshvar: 301).
These situations show that Zari always tries to respond to the demands of society
without having the power to say "no" to actions that, in her view, are violations of her personal
boundaries. There are servants in her home, but she herself is to some extent enslaved by social
morals. Her husband and son show her in different ways that she is inferior to them in public
relations because she is afraid. It is telling that both Yusef's brother and Zari's son Khosrow
refer to her, or to women in general, as "cowards". It is a claim that is correlates with the
understandings of the second wave of feminism, which sees women as reproducers of life,
defined by their caring for husbands, sons, family matters.
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At that point in the novel, Zari still can't define herself. She hasn't developed an
emancipated subjectivity. She accumulates suffering and humiliation, but she sees her noble
role as carer and reproducer of life. Meanwhile, the men in the home are taking resistance to
action. As we have pointed out, her son tries and manages to regain Sahar. And her husband
was involved in a conspiracy against the British and thwarted their army’s attempts to buy the
grain from his warehouses. At one point, Yousef asks Zari why she is so submissive. The
answer he receives is:
"Shall I tell you one more thing? You are the one who took my courage away from me
… I’ve obeyed you for so long that subservience has become a habit with me.”
(Daneshvar 2012: 277)
When Yousef tries to show tenderness by calling Zari a "kitten", she first reveals her damaged
ego and declares that she is a human being. (Daneshvar 2012: 273)
Courage as a criterion for freedom permeates the entire work. Zari is constantly worried
whether the war will not destroy the family's comfort, whether it will not harm her husband
and children, or the achievements in her life. She knows what is right, but she tends to back
down and resign herself to avoid unnecessary headaches. Her thoughts show the gradual
evolution of her personality towards emancipation. Her internal monologue almost leads her
to the idea that women can be independent creatures. She wonders if they can exist separately
from the men and children they care for:
"In bed under the mosquito net, despite Yusef’s cool hand caressing her warm
abdomen, despite his kisses, Zari seemed to have forgotten all sexual response. Instead,
she kept thinking about her past, and wondering whether she had always been a coward
or whether she had become one. Was Yusef really to blame? For one instant she even
concluded that marriage was wrong at its very basis. Why should a man be tied for a
lifetime to a woman and half a dozen children … or conversely, for a woman to be so
dependent emotionally and otherwise on one man and his children that she couldn’t
breathe freely for herself? It had to be wrong. Yet she knew that all the joys of her own
life stemmed from these very attachments.” (Daneshvar 2012: 273)
In that part of the novel, Zari slowly moves towards the message of the second wave of
feminism that women should stop expressing themselves through their husbands, children, or
their homes. Women become empowered when they have a career, aspirations, struggle, cause.
It is this emancipation that is coming towards Zari.
Resistance
Simone de Beauvoir points out that a woman has the property of being seen by a man as an
object and not as a full and equal person. Although, at the beginning of the novel, Zari does
not show her ego and swallows humiliations, she has qualities, experience and a sense of justice
that do not allow her to be indifferent, tolerant and obedient. In the course of the novel, Zari
develops her personality and will to live.
A movement in the character of Zari appears during her visit to Ezzat-ud-Dowle. First,
the influential woman talks about hairstyles and other things that Zari is not interested in
because she is not vain. Ezzat-ud-Dowle then explains that her maid had been arrested. And
she tries to persuade Zari to incite the maid to give false testimony in favor of her mistress after
the maid was caught carrying illegal weapons given to her by the mistress herself. Zari refuses
to carry out the plan. Ezzat-ud-Dowle tries to bribe her and promises to return her earrings, to
which Zari replies emphatically that they no longer matter to her (Daneshvar 2012: 324-384)
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This is the moment when Zari realizes that her passivity has taken her too far in
accepting what is happening in Shiraz. Indian soldiers walk the streets and want sex from
women on the street. A mental hospital, where Zari volunteered, reveals the difficult social
situation in the country. Zari's husband rescues a soldier whose squad was killed and robbed
by the Qashqai tribe. War is wherever one turns. And if Zari remains indifferent, the war will
enter her home.
This is exactly what is happening.
Zari once again experiences her submission while her husband plots against the British
at their home.
"While preparing the hookah for Yusef, she reflected that, regardless of her courage or
cowardice, both her upbringing and her life-style made it impossible for her to
participate in anything that would jeopardize life as she knew it. One had to be prepared,
physically and mentally, for any action which smelled of danger. And she was ready
only for those things which ran contrary to danger. She had neither the courage nor the
endurance required. It might be different if she were not so attached to her husband and
children. On the one hand were Yusef’s caresses, the words and the loving looks; on
the other, witnessing the miracle of her children … no, a person like that could never
take risks. True, she turned the treadwheel of her household, endlessly, every day; and
it was no less true that from morning to night she laboured like Hossein Kazerouni with
her feet and did nothing for herself with her ‘free’ hands—where had she read that
“hands were the means to all other means”? But the smile, the look, the voice and feel
of the people she loved was her reward. Each new tooth her children had, every new
curl on their little heads, their voices chirping like birds, fashioning words which then
trailed each other randomly into sentences; their angelic sleep, and the softness of their
skin alone—all these had been her gratification. No, there was really nothing she could
do. Her only act of courage would be not to hinder others who wished to be brave, and
allow them to accomplish things with their free minds and hands—their means to all
other means. [...] If only the world were run by women, Zari mused, women who have
given birth and cherish that which they’ve created. Women who value patience,
forbearance, the daily grind; who know what it is to do nothing for oneself … Perhaps
men risked everything in order to feel as if they have created something, because in
reality they are unable to create life. If the world were run by women, Zari wondered,
would there be any wars? And if one loses the blessings one has, what then? (Daneshvar
2012: 404)
This long quote shows another understanding characteristic of the authors of the second wave
of feminism, like Beauvoir—the woman as the equivalent of nature and life, and the man as a
manifestation of power, of reason, subordinating this nature and life. It is characteristic of
reason to fight, to fight for supremacy, to dominate. This is exactly what all the men in the
novel do. This happens while Zari is always considerate of others, always thinking about the
most sensible and trouble-free solution for her behavior. She knows that many battles are
unnecessary, she is the bearer of an innate wisdom, which, however, has not been respected in
southern Iran in the 1940s.
Thus we see that Zari is an educated woman from the elite, living in a patriarchal
culture. Her thoughts on a better world built by women are a kind of quintessence of
Daneshwar's work. The woman, in this case Zari, stands outside the power relations, is far from
the battles for domination and is able to offer change if she could emancipate herself.
Daneshwar conflates woman and female logic with Life, they are the opposite of war—
precisely in the spirit of the second wave of feminism.
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Life is peaceful. It is reproduction and production. War is a game of men who have the
courage and confidence to hold on to power. However, their actions are, in a sense, denying
life and the feminine principle. They tell Zari directly that she is cowardly, that she is a woman,
that she has to resign herself. In turn, Zari does not want to take the initiative into her own
hands and fight like those who suppress it. She strives to enrich the world with her feminine
qualities and strength. To give peace. To affirm life.
The turning point
The murder of Zari's husband throws her off balance. An entire chapter of the novel follows
the confused consciousness of the main character. The trauma is obvious. Zari trusted her
husband. Without him, she loses support. But it is in his absence that she acquires the strength
to be an autonomous person, to be independent and courageous. The main figure who kept her
in subjection has left her.
The chapter of confusion is expressed through the Western literary technique "stream
of consciousness". It is the process through which Zari develops modern subjectivity. And that
development takes place through numerous references in her confusion and soul searching to
the Iranian tradition—to the tradition of mourning of Imam Hossein (whose martyrdom in
Karbala is key to Shia Muslims) and to the mourning of the mythological pre-Islamic hero
Siavush (the mourning ceremony is known as Savushun, which is also the name of the novel).
Both figures are known for having been unjustly killed, just like Zari's husband.
So Zari finds way to absorb her uncourageous, subordinate subjectivity into the
subjectivity of her husband, thus achieving emancipation in the way, which Irigaray speaks
about in the section on the second wave of feminism. Irigaray also lets each woman define her
own way of achieving this subjectivity. That is helpful with regard to women from nonEuropean zones, because their path towards emancipation will most likely differ from those of
women in the center of knowledge and experience, e.g., in Western Europe.
In this regard, Zari is assisted by her friend, a doctor at the mental hospital Abdollah
Khan. He calls her: “I know you are a lady. A real lady. I know you are strong and brave enough
not to run away from bitter reality. I want you to prove that it was worth having a husband like
yours” (Daneshvar 2012: 584).
Courage comes not only from Zari's understanding of justice, but also from her desire
to defend what her husband was. The police and Yousef's brother try to persuade Zari not to
go to extremes during the funeral procession for her husband. However, she is no longer afraid.
And she states that mourning is not forbidden. Therefore, she confronts the norms, she is no
longer subservient. She has become an independent subject.
The novel begins with a wedding in which the Irish journalist McMahon shows
sympathy for Zari and Iran. It ends with a funeral, and again with McMahon's words:
"Don't cry, sister. A tree will grow in your home, many trees in your city and even more
in your land. The wind will carry the message of each tree to the other. And the trees
will ask the wind: "Did you see the dawn while you were coming here?" (Daneshvar
2012: 625)
The dawn of McMahon's words can be interpreted both in relation to Iran, which is eventually
liberating itself from occupation, and in relation to the new age of brave women like Zari. Her
journey ends successfully. Left without a husband, she is ready to continue her work. And this
is a kind of recreation of the life path of the author of the novel, who continued her life after
the death of Al-e Ahmad, to become one of the greatest Iranian intellectuals, personalities and
writers.
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Abstract
The diary, understood as both a practice of communication and a writing format, has enjoyed
a prominent position among the discursive strategies employed by the American feminist
culture of the past two centuries. Adrienne Rich has aptly referred to it as “that profoundly
female, and feminist, genre” (Rich, 217). In looking at the diary as a crucially feminist
instrument of self-conceptualization and self-actualization, one might also assume that to some
extent, changes in journaling practices reflect larger developments within the feminist project
itself. In this essay, I offer a comparative textual analysis of two fictionalized accounts of
women’s diaries. Both case studies – Sharon Maguire’s Bridget Jones’s Diary (2001) and
David Fincher’s Gone Girl (2014) – originate from contemporary Hollywood cinema.
Adopting the historical trajectory of the feminist diary as my starting point, I use the selected
films’ treatment of the diary to discuss two contemporary variations – postfeminist and postrecessionary, respectively – on feminist understandings of female identity and agency.
Keywords: journaling, postfeminism, neoliberalism, Bridget Jones’s Diary, Gone Girl

Journaling as Feminist Practice of Resistance
Our present-day collective imagination tends to conceive of the diary 10 through the cultural
stereotype of ‘girl’s secret and loyal confidant.’ However, throughout the course of modern
history, diaries were not always written by women, concerned with private circumstances, or
10

To avoid repetition, this essay employs the terms ‘diary’ and ‘journal’ as synonyms. While the two words
allude to similar writing activities, different nuances exist in everyday language. For instance, ‘diary’ is most
often used to describe the mechanical act of record-keeping for the purpose of tracking events, while ‘journal’
usually refers to a more intimate exploration of one’s own thoughts, emotions, and experiences. In academic
discourse, ‘journal’ is often considered to be a more scholarly, respectable linguistic choice than ‘diary.’ For an
in-depth account of the tensions between the two terms, see Cinthia Gannett’s book Gender and the Journal.
Diaries and Academic Discourse (New York, NY: SUNY Press, 1992).
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even meant to remain concealed. During the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, for instance,
diaries served as semi-public documents, where collective life events would be logged by men
to be then made available to the community. A limited number of female diarists were tasked
with compiling smaller logbooks, where major private life events, such as deaths and births,
would be recorded. It is only at the dawn of the twentieth century that journaling becomes a
predominantly female endeavor, and the self gradually replaces domestic and collective life as
the main subject of diary writing. These changes in diary-keeping habits are inevitably a
product of society-wide shifts occurring around that time. The public and private spheres are
starting to grow separated; the private domain is increasingly associated with the realm of
emotion and psychology and entrusted to women; the very notion of self is rapidly transforming
under the combined influence of Romantic secularism, the Industrial Revolution, and the
emergence of psychoanalysis (Culley, 1989, pp. 15-16).
In her comparison of two women’s diaries written in the late 1700s and early 1900s,
Margo Culley (1989) traces the transition of the diary from female duty to feminist right. Culley
observes that the diarist’s persona shifts from impersonal recorder to complex subject. At the
same time, the writing style changes from chronical to “Whitmanesque.” Overall, the purpose
of diary-keeping evolves from externally imposed “lady’s accomplishment” to authoritative
exploration of the diarist’s own nascent sense of a free-flowing self (pp. 16-17). Significantly,
Culley argues that through journaling, the female diarist always performs a politically pregnant
act of self-affirmation, regardless of how conscious she might be of doing so. It is in fact the
very choice to record one’s existence that contains in itself a doubly radical potential. On one
hand, it is tantamount to affirming that one’s life is worth recording. On the other hand, it is an
attempt to minimize the obliterating effects of time-passing and decay by establishing
continuity between the diarist and her past self, as well as between the diarist and her future
readers (p. 20).
Laura Baker Shearer’s (2002) analysis of the working-class diaries of Lizzie
Goodenough provides a compelling example of ‘female’ logbook blossoming into ‘feminist’
memoir. Lizzie, a domestic worker living in the second half of the nineteenth century, did not
think of her diary as simply a record of the everyday tasks and activities to which she must
attend. Rather, she regarded it as her “symbolic home” (Shearer, 67). In and through her
journal, she is able to explore and affirm her sense of self and agency through the self-praise
of the hard work she carries out in the house, and she “clears a space of stability and security
through language” (Shearer, 63). Her diaries do not reveal an internalized “cult of domesticity”
(Shearer, 62), which would require her to passively chronicle the accomplishment of others.
On the contrary, her journals become antidotes to the threat of self-effacement: Lizzie locates
the source of her self-value in her labor rather than in her relationship with others (Shearer,
63), suggesting a strongly delineated perception of self that finds its validation from within
rather than in the approval of external judgments. A similar mechanism characterizes war
diaries, where expatriate women could forge meaning and connection in relevant ways. In fact,
not only did war diaries serve to record, prove, and digest the trauma their authors were forced
to undergo; they also allowed for the creation of “provisional subjectivit[ies]” meant to
surrogate the sense of kinship and network traditionally provided by geographically contiguous
communities (McNeill, 100-02).
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The academic investigation of women’s diaries as feminist instruments is a relatively
recent phenomenon, promoted by a general realization that journals possess “intrinsic qualities
[that] embody feminist practice” (Huff, 6). Structurally, the diary format resembles feminist
critique tactics in multiple ways. It is loose and open-ended, with no set boundaries (Huff, 6);
mysterious in its operating according to spontaneity rather than rational criteria (Huff 7); and
hybrid as it merges previously distinct experiential modes (Gannett, 280). Like other feminist
signifiers, it is also Freudianly uncanny, familiar and unfamiliar at the same time; as Cinthia
Gannett has put it, “in their very commonality they elude us, [they] seem mysterious because
they epitomize connection” (Gannett, 280). Diaries are also intrinsically liminal, lying at the
margins of both literary and communicative territory (Gannett, 280).
In this sense, “journaling can foster a movement toward reflection and reflexivity and
away from a simplistic notion of autonomous, contained, singular self as ‘knower’” (Gannett,
279). Gannett, among other authors, calls to “unlock the concept of journal or diary as part of
the larger, ongoing feminist project of liberating the traditional discursive practices of women
[…] from a variety of myths and assumptions that have traditionally marginalized and devalued
them” (Gannett, 278). By enabling a reflective and reflexive process whereby women come to
understand themselves as subjects, the diary thus represents a “quintessential form of feminist
writing” (Schiwy, 236). As a practice, it is holistic (conflating events, actions, and thoughts),
inclusive (conferring equal importance to ordinary and extraordinary occurrences), and
simultaneously “fragmented and whole” (Schiwy, 236-37).
Postfeminist womanhood: Bridget Jones’s Diary
Postfeminism famously escapes and condemns rigid understandings of female subjectivity.
More broadly, it is often taken to signal a shift in the collective perception of gendered
identities, categories, and relations. In postfeminist culture, the gendered selfhood is
unprecedentedly fragmented, dispersed, contradictory, disjunctive, and perennially ‘in
progress’ – consistently with other essentially ‘post’ (-modern, -structural) subjectivities. In
recent years, postfeminism has been negatively linked to hyper-individualistic, entrepreneurial
regimes of neoliberal capitalism. Specifically, it has been argued that postfeminism, like
neoliberalism, sponsors a model of living in which competitive, self-organizing subjects derive
much of their (perceived) power and freedom through the exercise of consumerism (Genz and
Brabon, 23). As a result, postfeminism tends to promote a new female selfhood, inextricably
tied to notions of self-regulation and self-discipline. Crucially, it also distances itself from prior
feminisms by choosing to operate with(in) dominant modes of cultural production (e.g.,
popular media) rather than exclusively against or outside of them – thus begging the question
of whether feminism can ever be mainstream and subversive (Genz and Brabon, 30). In popular
cinema, developments in the characterization of female characters have been found to reflect
the postfeminist “complex resignification” of womanhood as it was previously known and
understood (Genz and Brabon, 32).
Based on Helen Fielding’s 1999 novel of the same name (also written in the form of a
personal diary), Bridget Jones’s Diary follows the vicissitudes of a thirty-two-year-old
singleton living in London. Bridget successfully embodies a “product of modernity”
(McRobbie, 261) and leads a fairly enjoyable urban life thanks to her economic independence.
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However, like many women her age, she has internalized the urgent imperative to ‘upgrade’
her womanhood. She spends most days planning to become a better-looking, more socially
presentable, more comme il faut version of herself: her main concern is that she will not find
the right man and settle down unless she decides to change herself. Everyone around her seems
to share her same preoccupation. Family and friends regularly inquire into her love life, only
to cruelly remind her that her biological clock is ticking, and that she will “never get a boyfriend
if [she] look[s] like [she’s] wandered out of Auschwitz” (Fielding et al., 2000).
The judgmental way in which the people around Bridget respond to her circumstances
reveals at least two unexamined assumptions. Firstly, Bridget’s failure to comply with
satisfactory standards of feminine presentation results in the stigmatization of the ‘woman type’
she represents, e.g., the woman who does not put enough effort into looking sexy and is
consequently unable to catch a man’s attention. Single status is therefore conceived as logical
punishment to one’s lack of self-care. Secondly, the reality of being single and older than thirty
years old is virtually pathologized. This second presumption is so infectious that Bridget
measures time itself against her sentimental status: we meet her during her “thirty-second year
of being single” (Fielding et al., 2000). In this case, single status becomes a dreadful diagnosis
as well. A few minutes into the film, we witness Bridget’s first, painful realization. As she
overhears her love interest, Mark, describe her as a “verbally incontinent spinster who smokes
like a chimney, drinks like a fish, and dresses like her mother” (Fielding et al., 2000), it
becomes clear that her self-esteem has hit rock bottom. She now must turn her life around: as
the soundtrack verbalizes, she does not want to be all by herself anymore.
Hence, the decision to buy a personal diary. Bridget understands the diary as both a
self-monitoring tool for recording her physical progress and a place where she can “tell the
truth about Bridget Jones. The whole truth” (Fielding et al., 2000). Her journal is thus promptly
introduced as one of the “tropes of freedom and choice” (McRobbie, 255) supporting the larger
postfeminist project of self-improvement. On the one hand, it is designed to dutifully keep
track of Bridget’s new, supposedly healthier lifestyle characterized by self-restriction, e.g.,
diet, exercise, no smoking or drinking, and the likes. On the other hand, the diary is configured
as a (seemingly) feminist instrument in the search for self-integrity, as Bridget’s commitment
to digging for the “whole truth” about herself aligns with the feminist intention to investigate
“unheeded aspects of our connections with others, with ourselves” (Huff, 12).
However, this apparent alignment is questioned and undermined from the very start.
Bridget’s journal is tied to a well-defined deadline (it will last one year from purchase); goal
(it will lead to finding a partner); and methodology (it will record Bridget’s changes in habits
and physical appearance). Its features are therefore reminiscent of the teleological trajectory
commonly associated with “White-Western-Male-Bourgeois autobiography” (Benstock, 10
qtd in Schiwy, 236). A feminist use of the journal would instead require that “history unfold
[…] around the diarists, day by day, with no known outcome […] with its daily entries that can
only imagine and project a future” (McNeill, 102). Additionally, as mentioned before, the
decision to journal presupposes the worthiness of what is being recorded. Bridget’s resolution
seems to originate from an opposite premise. She does not start a diary out of a desire to
legitimate, celebrate, and immortalize her existence. Rather, she is moved to action by an
externally imposed obligation to face her current lifestyle down to the most embarrassing
details, so that her current reality can be replaced with a more promising, rewarding, and
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socially acceptable one. It is with shame and guilt, rather than pride and confidence, that she
tends to the task.
There seems to be no inner sense of self-worth here, and the diary is expected to fix just
that: by rigidly monitoring Bridget’s life, it will make it worthy. Worth is not innate: it, too,
must be produced or acquired – at least, that is what life has taught Bridget so far. Feminist
diary keeping, instead, works toward expanding one’s self of identity; allow for cathartic
expression without fear of censorship or recrimination; provide a safe testing ground for
questions and half-formed thoughts and insights; stimulate creativity and the flow of ideas by
removing the fear of premature critical judgment; and build confidence through the gradual
emergence and evolution of the diarist’s written voice […] The very process of rendering her
experience into language prompts the journal writer to take herself, her life, her experience,
and her written voice seriously” (Schiwy).
In defiance of such indications, Bridget’s diary is meant to restrict, repress, and
regulate. Her subjectivity is saturate, as signified by the physical excesses she finds comfort
in: she eats, drinks, smokes, talks – in a word, is – too much. Similarly, the promise to disclose
“the whole truth” has very little to do with catharsis. Bridget’s current daily routine will be
disclosed only to be dismantled. Her self-growth will require adherence to a pre-established,
unpleasant schedule, rather than her own creativity. The diary constitutes a safe space only
insofar as Bridget commits to the demanding make-over work she is made to feel she needs.
Ultimately, her journal is merely a self-management tool that, far from celebrating the cathartic
possibilities of self-release, amplifies “the censorious voice that criticizes our every move”
(Bowles, 266).
To some extent, the neoliberal, postfeminist society in which Bridget lives overturns
the traditional sociocultural scheme according to which women are made to feel shame for
focusing on themselves rather than their loved ones (Shearer, 62). Here, women such as Bridget
are stigmatized for failing to take care of themselves – that is, of the visible aspects of their
womanhood. Bridget’s preoccupation with strictly pragmatic duties and achievements is
symptomatic of this trend. Her psychological and emotional life is directly associated with
practical activities, the outcomes of which are, in turn, quantified in units. Her typical diary
entry is a bullet-point record of daily fluctuations in body weight, number of smokes, and
alcohol consumption; such obsession with numbers and lists become descriptive of her general
mood.
Exploring her own subjectivity and agency in ways that are not mandated by the
constraints of societal pressure is not an option that Bridget seems keen on contemplating. Her
very first diary entry, for example, schematically juxtaposes the goal to “find proper man”
(Fielding et al., 2000) to tangible operations, such as completing chores around the house. By
associating sentimental fulfillment with a satisfactory execution of domestic labor, the film
comes close to suggesting that finding a suitable (heterosexual) partner is to be regarded as an
achievement that can and should be pursued rather mechanically. Moreover, the quest for love
amounts to a draining, inconvenient endeavor that must nonetheless be pursued by any adult
woman who wishes to be read by society as a functional, productive, and accomplished citizen.
Consistently with the dictates of late capitalist environments, marketing principles end up
governing human emotions and desires. The neoliberal culture of self-promotion obliges
Bridget to commodify herself before the eyes of potential husbands/buyers. She must look
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impeccably feminine while also sounding erudite; she must calculate risks and benefits with
near-mathematical accuracy; she must transform into a ‘can-do’ girl who should, and will, have
it all.
Rather than flowing freely under the gentle guidance of inner analysis, Bridget’s sense
of identity changes abruptly according to an either/or logic founded solely upon her
relationship status; left with no in-between alternatives, she is either “tragic spinster” or
“girlfriend of bona fide sex god” (Fielding et al., 2000). Upon the painful realization that the
latter has been cheating on her, she can only think of two remaining options: “To give up and
accept permanent state of spinsterhood and eventual eating by Alsatians, or not. And this time
I choose not” (Fielding et al., 2000). As a quintessential postfeminist subject, not only can
Bridget choose; in order to survive, she must choose. As McRobbie has effectively stated,
“choice is surely, within lifestyle culture, a modality of constraint” (McRobbie, 261). Bridget’s
awareness of being a “responsible agent in the world” (Gannett, 278) is dependent upon her
efforts to take charge of her destiny by producing the most marketable and profitable selfimage possible. Unsurprisingly, a second make-over session crowns this moment,
accompanied by additional sets of self-care routines: Bridget throws out all of her alcohol,
works out until she faints, and gives her self-help bookshelf its own make-over.
The last fifteen minutes of the film work especially hard to prevent Bridget from
achieving a full “renaissance in [her] revision” (Huff, 12). Following the latest romantic
disappointment, Bridget sits alone with the diary in her hand. She crosses out the old title,
“Bridget Jones’s Diary,” which she replaces with “Diary of Bridget Jones – Spinster and
Lunatic” (Fielding et al., 2000). Such act of rewriting, although symbolic and sarcastic, alludes
to Bridget’s renewed self-consciousness, as she seems to surrender to the two disparaging
lenses through which everyone around her is used to seeing her. Despite her apparent
resignation, however, Bridget might now be faced with an unprecedented, more complex
decision: Will she be complicit in reducing her womanhood to being single and eccentric? Or
will she actively adopt the harshness of these external judgments as a starting point for a new,
personal journey of deeper self-exploration?
The question is meant to remain unanswered. Mark, her current love interest, rings the
bell and interrupts Bridget’s most intimate moment, depriving it of its promise. After letting
him in, Bridget leaves the room for a few minutes and forgets her diary behind, flipped open
on the kitchen table. Mark sees it and can’t help reading some of the older entries, where he is
blatantly ridiculed and discredited. Narratively, it is a crucial moment: Mark has come back to
Bridget, and she has finally secured the man she has been looking for. Facing the possibility
that Mark might leave again due to the misunderstanding caused by the diary, Bridget fears
that all her efforts have been vain; familiar anxieties start creeping back in as the prospect of a
lonely life ahead begins to resurface. Mark does appear offended as he leaves the house,
confirming her fears. Suddenly, the diary – the prime signifier of Bridget’s right to privacy,
insight, and self-analysis – has become the main obstacle to conquering love.
The film’s very last scene will restore the two lovers’ trust in each other while further
downplaying the importance of Bridget’s diary. In a last, desperate attempt to win Mark back,
Bridget bursts out, “For Christ’s sake, it’s only a diary. Everyone knows diaries are full of
crap” (Fielding et al., 2000). In part, her crude disavowal of diary keeping implies that she is
willing to renounce her self-project, as long as Mark will stay. In reality, she soon discovers
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that he had left the house to go buy her a new journal, as he suggests that it is “time to make a
new start, perhaps” (Fielding et al., 2000). In a way, Mark’s gesture constitutes a blatant male
appropriation of Bridget’s main tool for self-exploration. Additionally, her appreciation of his
gesture proves that she has found her personal balance and peace of mind in a form of retreatism
to the traditional (heterosexual) romance fantasy.
Indeed, it is ultimately her love interest that legitimizes and absolves Bridget’s ‘failure’
to perform femininity in a supposedly adequate way. It is him who establishes that her alleged
weaknesses are, after all, lovable: at the end of the day, she is worth loving “despite
appearances” and “just as she is” (Fielding et al., 2000). Undoubtedly, to a degree, the film’s
ending shows that Bridget’s denunciation of and refusal to comply with rigid standards of
female beauty is rewarded with the gift of ‘true love.’ However, Bridget is far from advocating
for the ‘unorthodox’ womanhood she spontaneously personifies: “I already feel like an idiot
most of the time anyway” (Fielding et al., 2000), she tells Mark. Furthermore, the value of her
womanhood seems to be rooted in her ability to provide others with comic relief through her
awkward manners. But what would have happened to Bridget, had Mark been unwilling to
‘accept’ her as the person and woman she is?
Post-recessionary Womanhood: Gone Girl
Romance wise, Gone Girl picks up precisely where Bridget Jones’s Diary left off. The film
begins by introducing Amy, a “crazy, stupid happy woman” who feels lucky to have married
Nick, “a great, sweet, gorgeous, cool-ass guy” (Flynn, 2013). Set in urban Missouri in the
aftermath of the 2008 Great Recession, Gone Girl sets out to answer “the primal questions of
any marriage: What are you thinking? How are you feeling? What have we done to each other?”
(Flynn, 2013). Nick feels unable to break into his wife’s head figuratively, so he daydreams
about doing so literally – a desire that gestures toward widespread cultural assumptions about
the innate violence of the male mind and the innate unknowability of the female one.
Perhaps, then, answers to these questions might be found in Amy’s diary. The object is
immediately presented through the lenses of female and feminist self-discovery: a woman’s
diary should be a place uniquely “for herself, about herself, and in which to comfort herself”
(Shearer, 67). Amy’s journal recalls the feminist concept of diary as “symbolic home” (Shearer,
67) in which to find shelter as soon as she starts feeling unsafe in her physical house and
“frightened of [her] own husband” (Flynn, 2013). Once Amy becomes the titular gone girl, the
diary also appears to be a key element in solving the mystery of her disappearance.
Throughout the first half of the film, the diary is responsible for framing Amy as a
terrified victim of Nick’s violent temper. Their marriage has already been put to the test by the
financial crisis – “Want to test your marriage for weak spots? Add one recession, subtract two
jobs. It’s surprisingly effective” (Flynn, 2013), she writes in it. Things get even worse when
the couple leaves New York City in order to assist Nick’s dying mother in his hometown. Here,
Amy’s presence amounts to “something [Nick] loaded by mistake, something to be jettisoned
if necessary, something disposable” (Flynn, 2013). It is only a matter of time before she can
feel herself turning into the “kind of woman [she] used to mock” (Flynn, 2013) – neglected,
taken advantage of, cheated on. A private re-enactment of the “idealized domestic space”
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(Shearer, 67), the diary returns as an antidote against self-effacement caused, in Amy’s case,
by marital abuse.
In some ways, Amy shares Lizzie Goodenough’s condition. Her livelihood “depends
on her ability to act. She must be clear about her own agency in order to live.” Her journal
celebrates “sustained moments of self-revelation” through which she acknowledges her current
status of victim, while also producing the “history and appreciation” that her husband is unable
to provide (Shearer, 67-68). The function of the diary is thus strictly associated with the need
and desire for survival – both physical and psychological. As with war diaries, Amy’s journal
is a safe place where hurtful events are proven, digested, interpreted, survived. In its apparent
denunciation of a larger plague of domestic violence, of which Amy is merely one victim, her
diary keeping is also “a social act, albeit displaced” (Summerfield, 34 qtd in Gannett, 279). In
keeping with the grand tradition of feminist critique, the intentional validation of problematic
personal experiences leads to wider reflections on gender roles within male-dominated
societies. As Schiwy writes, “keeping a personal journal is a powerful and effective means of
deconstructing our assigned roles as women in a patriarchal society […] Through reflecting on
the concrete reality of our own immediate experience, and through giving voice to our
perceptions, intuitions, and ‘felt sense’ of things, we create ourselves anew” (Schiwy, 234).
However, the film’s major plot twist utterly denies this conceptualization of Amy’s
diary, instead showing it for what it is: fake, deceitful, and dangerously misleading. Halfway
through, the narrating voice-over undergoes a shocking change. It is no longer Amy’s diarist
persona speaking, but the ‘real’ Amy, who prides herself on having made false allegations
against Nick, as well as having staged her own pregnancy, rape at the hand of two exboyfriends, and death. The image of Amy presented by the diary so far is discovered to be a
remarkably fraudulent one. All along, her journal has been nothing but the vehicles of her lies,
a calculated expedient aimed at framing her “lazy, lying, cheating, oblivious” (Flynn, 2013)
husband as violent murderer. Commenting on the strategic use of diary writing, she reveals:
”You need a diary. Maximum 300 entries on the Nick and Amy story. Start with the
fairy tale early days; those are true, and they’re crucial. You need Nick and Amy to be
likeable. After that, you invent: the spending, the abuse, the fear, the threat of violence.
And Nick thought he was the writer. Burn it – just the right amount. Make sure the cops
find it.” (Flynn)
In fact, the police do find the diary and employ it as major evidence against Nick. Detective
Rhonda Boney, the lead investigator, keeps it on her desk and repeatedly reads through its
pages. When called in to be questioned, Nick is even quizzed on some of the diary entries and
asked to evaluate whether Amy’s statements are true or false. As detective Boney reads the
very last entry – “This man of mine may kill me” – he sarcastically observes that Amy has left
a rather “convenient endnote,” yet at this stage no one is willing to believe his innocence
(Flynn, 2013). It is only after Amy’s masterful plan is uncovered that everyone will join Nick
in condemning his wife as “a mind-fucker of the first degree” (Flynn, 2013). Nevertheless, no
one, including the police, will be able to penalize her actions, and the film’s ending points to
Nick’s resignation to take her back into his life.
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All throughout Gone Girl, there is a consistent implication that Nick and Amy’s
relationship epitomizes the “slacker-striver romance” – a highly gendered, post-recessionary
couple model formed by an “infantilized male and his hyper-responsible, high-achieving
female partner” ((Negra and Tasker, 349). In mediating the repercussions of the Great
Recession, genre cinemas have been representative of cultural anxieties around an alleged
crisis of masculinity. The latter, in turn, seems to have been brought about by the “deeply
alienating, indeed effectively feminizing” (Negra and Tasker, 354) consequences of men’s loss
of financial supremacy in their roles of partners and citizens. Around this time, men may not
be more likely than women to lose their jobs, but they are found to suffer more severe
psychological distress as a result of unemployment. In media depictions, their destitution is
recast as an opportunity for self-reinvention. On the contrary, post-recessionary femininity,
which enjoys far less visibility, is presented as “adaptive and resourceful” (Negra and Tasker,
347); however, women’s greater resilience is punished through a pathologizing approach.
Following the “perceived inversion of gendered clichés” (Cobb and Negra, 758) within the
heterosexual couple, the woman is “problematically male-identified” (Cobb and Negra, 759):
financially successful, emotionally stoic, and uninterested in developing friendships with other
women. Her psychosis is the result of a reversed feminine mystique, where the “narrowness of
forced domesticity” (Cobb and Negra, 762) leads to oppression, which in turn determines the
appropriation of a traditionally masculine societal role.
Nick’s house, car, bar, credit cards, and utilities are all under Amy’s name – according
to police officers, an unsurprising yet humiliating reality. Detective Boney hopes to get a
murder confession out of him by further striking the sore wound of his marred masculinity: she
jokes about how a “type A” woman like Amy might end up driving a “type B” man like Nick
crazy (Flynn, 2013), should he realize that he will never be as successful as her. Nick voices
his frustration over “being picked apart by women” (Flynn, 2013) and, in fact, at nearly every
turn he does appear to be put under attack by the women in his life. His sister Margo, although
genuinely concerned, frequently questions and condemns his decisions. His mother-in-law
does not seem to particularly like him. Detective Boney regards him as a potential killer. Lastly,
a Nancy Grace-inspired television host goes out of her way to convince her (female) viewers
of Nick’s involvement in Amy’s disappearance. Collectively, these women have effectively
appropriated conventionally masculine traits in their judgmental and often predatory attitudes
toward Nick, a “flyover boy” who could not even afford to divorce Amy, seen how she is “the
owner of his bar, his only line of credit, the bitch with the prenup” (Flynn, 2013).
The “difficulty in conceptualizing a meaningfully female-centered capitalism” (Cobb
and Negra, 762) is here made manifest through the demonization of Amy’s character, almost
as if she must turn into “the nagging shrew, the controlling bitch” (Flynn, 2013) so that Nick
can despise her without consequences. Ultimately, there is no need for Nick to murder Amy
because, in a way, the film itself does so on his behalf by disaffirming her trustworthiness. By
the end of Gone Girl, the innocent victim has metamorphosed into a creepily robotic, evidently
deranged woman who, after killing an ex-lover falsely accused of sexual violence, has even
managed to secretly impregnate herself using Nick’s sperm. The diary itself has taken on
murderous connotations: all along, it has facilitated the impeccable execution of Amy’s
meticulously calculated plan. Amy’s dishonest use of the diary violates its supposedly sacred
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space by emptying it of any feminist significance; again, as victim turns into perpetrator,
identity becomes diagnosis.
Amy’s characterization suggests a failed attempt at calibrating the capabilities of the
male-identified woman she embodies – desirable and frightful at the same time:
”Nick loved a girl I was pretending to be: Cool Girl. Men always use that, don’t they,
as their defining compliment. She’s a cool girl. Cool girl is hot. Cool girl is game. Cool
girl is fun. Cool girl never gets angry at her man. She only smiles in a chagrined, loving
manner, and then presents her mouth for fucking. She likes what he likes. […] When I
met Nick Dunne, I knew he wanted Cool Girl. And for him, I’ll admit, I was willing to
try. […] I can’t say I didn’t enjoy some of it. Nick teased out in me things I didn’t know
existed: a lightness, a humor, an ease. But I made him smarter, sharper. I inspired him
to rise to my level. I forged the man of my dreams.” (Flynn)
Ultimately, then, this representation of post-recessionary womanhood is marked by the
exaggeration, pathologization, and demonization of Amy’s entrepreneurial spirit. “She
annexed me. She made me her business” (Flynn, 2013), one of Amy’s ex-lovers, whom she
also falsely accused of rape in the past, tells Nick. Deep-seated anxieties emerge around the
unprecedented economic power gained by female citizens within the “climate of new
permissiveness” (Cobb and Negra, 758) of the Great Recession aftermath. Again, the diary
serves to build a female character with seemingly great feminist potential; the latter, however,
is evoked only to be restrained. Amy’s mind remains impenetrable. Once the psychotic nature
of her heinous actions is revealed, her character is also denied empathy. In fact, as events
unfold, it is Nick, the post-recessionary “boy-man” (Negra and Tasker, 349) re-inventing
himself from abuser to abused, who has earned his right to empathy.
Conclusions
At first glance, Bridget Jones’s Diary and Gone Girl are two very different films with little in
common. The first is an early 2000s British romantic comedy directed by a woman; the second
is a mid-2010s American psychological thriller directed by a man. However, as this essay has
sought to illustrate, both plots revolve around the diary-writing habits of a captivating female
protagonist. Initially, in both films, journaling is presented as a self-affirming and selfempowering activity, meant to assist each of the two characters in conquering her fears and
insecurities.
Soon enough, however, this same activity is nonetheless downplayed and sabotaged by
the narratives themselves in ways that contain the subversive potential of the journal, e.g.,
through the use of retreatism (Bridget Jones’s Diary) and unreliable narration (Gone Girl).
Bridget’s ‘excessive’ femininity is effectively contained by recourse to self-irony and
authenticated by a male’s determining approval of her ‘eccentricities.’ Amy’s womanhood, in
a way, is never properly explored, and the motives behind her despicable actions remain
unintelligible.
In this sense, both movies choose to reject the feminist project of genuine selfexploration that the practice of journaling would have enabled. Over the course of each film,
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the two diarists and their respective life projects are recast through recourse to postfeminist
irony and post-recessionary psychosis. Ultimately, Bridget Jones’s Diary and Gone Girl fail to
fully conceptualize a feminist subjectivity independent of male anxieties around the
progressive disruption of gender roles and hierarchies typical of contemporary Western
societies. Rather than encouraging and celebrating the “renaissance in our revision” (Huff, 12),
they revise their own trajectory, inhibiting their own potential, disowning their once-precious
diaries, abdicating their own female, feminist selves.
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Abstract
This article analyses Zami (1982) by Audre Lorde in light of feminism and interculturalism
and the “Bildungsroman.” Specifically, it considers Zami as a Bildungsroman although as
defined by the author this book is a mythical-auto/biography. The article argues that, although
in the form of an autobiography, Lorde describes how she achieves “Bildung.” In particular,
highlighting the complexity that transpires from this work, the article argues that Lorde had
multiple identities, which she struggled to balance and after all, she was a complex person with
a well-defined identity as a lesbian, Caribbean, and “black/mixed” woman. Although defined
in many different ways in terms of genre, Zami offers innovative and challenging visions of
“gender” and sexuality, which are still actual today and lay the ground for important reflections
on current American, but also European, African, and Latin American societies, in general for
society at large. Ultimately, this article argues that Zami is a complex Bildungsroman.
Keywords: Audre Lorde, interculturalism, Zami, narratives, feminism, theory of literature

The aim of this article is to analyse what lies beneath narratives that discuss cultural matters
through the use of an intercultural approach, specifically referring to Zami (1982) by Audre
Lorde. The underlining argumentation is that one can study cultural works through an
“interliterary” and intercultural perspective, highlighting similarities and differences among
texts from a specific region. The article suggests that the given methodology offers an
innovative perspective on texts from the Caribbean diaspora. Books that address cultural
concerns in the United States are often scholarly studied only on the basis of language or ethnic
divisions, thus undermining the importance of culture in American society. The intent of the
article is to challenge this division, and to uncover the significance of culture in American
“minority” literary production, focusing on Zami.
Intercultural Literature and “Interliterariness”
According to Ülker Gökberg, Heidi Rösch, Christian Von Zimmerman, and Carmine Chiellino,
the notion of intercultural literature has been developed mainly within the German context
(Gökberg, (1997) 19 ff; Rösch, (2004) 89–109; Von Zimmerman (2006), and Chiellino Ed.
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(2007)). Furthermore, Gökberg specifies that this term was introduced in Germany in the 1970s
(Gökberg 1997, 21). The concept, or rather the approach to literature called
“interliteriterariness,” which comes from comparative literature, is a valuable method to
understand intercultural literature. This term is used mainly in Central Europe literary
scholarship. According to Roman Jakobson, in the article, Noveishaia Russkaia Poezia (Recent
Russian Poetry) (1921), those who advocate this idea are indebted to “Russian Formalists and
Czech Structuralists” (Jakobson, 1921, 11).
The term “Literariness”, which is a forerunner of “interliterariness,” was coined by
Jakobson himself in 1921. Jakobson argued that “[the] object of literary scholarship is not
literature but literariness, i.e. which makes a given work a literary one” (1921, 11).
Furthermore, in his article “The Crisis of Comparative Literature” (1959), René Wellek
specifies that “literary scholarship will not make any progress methodologically, unless it
determines to study literature as a subject distinct from other activities and procedures of man ”
(Wellek 1963, 282-95). According to Wellek, “we must face the problem of ‘literariness’, the
central issue of aesthetics, the nature of art and literature” (1963, 282-295). Lastly, in Theory
of Interliterary Process (1989), Dyoniz Durisin defines literary as “the basic and essential
quality” of literature, which embodies “all relations within the literature, their intensity,
amount, and manner of their conditionality within the framework of various individual
literatures” (Durisin, 1989, 21).
Zami as an intercultural Bildungsroman
Although Zami is a well-known text, as it has been established, the article approaches it from
the established much-less-common intercultural perspective in the context of Bildungsroman
narratives. It does not pay so much attention to “racial” formation in the book but rather focuses
on the use of an intercultural point of view to articulate innovative visions of “gender” and
“sexuality” while mentioning their correlation to “racial” problems, in the United States. The
article argues that Zami is an intercultural Bildungsroman that describes the development of
Lorde’s “gender” and “sexuality” from childhood up to early youth across the Caribbean and
American culture and that, at the end, the author achieves a reconciliation with her “Self,” at
different levels, and thus, “Bildung.” The article shows that, thanks to an intercultural
perspective, Lorde articulates challenging feminist visions, which complicate “essentialist”
perceptions in the United States. Unearthing something that it is seldom acknowledged, it also
notes that, written eight years earlier than Judith Butler's book Gender Trouble (1990), Lorde's
vision foregrounds Butler's famous work on “gender” and “sexual” identity but complicates it.
As far as similar perspectives on Zami to the one employed in this chapter are
concerned, it can be noted that in examining this book in a chapter of her dissertation, titled
Re-Reading Audre Lorde: Declaring the Activism of Black Feminist Theory, Suryia A. Nayak
(2013) makes a similar argument to the one we propose regarding the anticipation that Zami
offers of contemporary theories on “gender” and “sexuality.” Nayak comments that “the
intervention of Lorde's byomitography anticipated the debates within feminist and queer theory
that have evolved, and are evolving, concerning gender signification and the relationship
between gender and sexuality (Butler 1990a, 1990b, 1993b, 2006; Namaste 2000; Stryker
1008; Whittle 2002)” (Nayak 2013, 292). Nayak’s observation is very poignant and she
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mentions an important aspect of Zami, namely, its foregrounding current debates on “gender”
and “sexuality” as debated by Butler and other theorists. However, one can argue that Nayak
does not dwell on it in her very insightful dissertation, meaning that she does not compare and
contrast Lorde's ideas to that of any current scholar on these issues, preferring to focus on
another aspects.
In a similar vein, in her thought-provoking Master Thesis, titled “Feminist Activist
Politics and Sisterhood in the Life Narratives of Audre Lorde and June Jordan” (2017), Ezgi
Ilimen assesses the implications of Lorde's “multicultural” vision on her identity-formation but
emphasizing different aspects than this article does. Throughout her scrutiny of Lorde's work,
Ilimen draws a parallel between Butler's revision of gender fixity in terms of “agency and
transformation” in Gender Trouble (1999)—relative to the possibility of challenging essential
gender constructs and creating “changing and shifting notions of gender identity” (Ilimen 2017,
39)—, and Lorde's vision of gender in Zami. However, one can observe that Ilimen does not
go further securitizing Zami in light of Butler's theories. This article, therefore, seeks to go
further than Nayak and Ilimen discussing Zami in light of recent feminist theories.
The recently published History of the Bildungsroman (2018) edited by Sarah Graham
and published by Cambridge University Press seeks to provide a comprehensive overview of
the Bildungsroman genre in Europe outside Germany (Graham 2019, 3). In her chapter on the
“Lesbian, Gay, and Trans” Bildungsroman, in the volume edited by Graham, Meredith Miller
refers to both Bakhtin and Moretti's conceptions of the Bildungsroman, which focus on
historical becoming that entails “historical anachronism” (Miller 2019, 239-266.). Miller
writes:
”Lesbian, gay and transgender Bildungsromans can be read through both critical strands
laid out here. They quite clearly work to historicise the individual and her desires,
posing the individual precisely ‘between two epochs’ (before and after sexual
liberation) at the threshold of social recognition. They do this specifically by posing an
essential, sexualised self against the social and familial structures of bourgeois
modernity. The liberation of this self is constructed as the emergence of the new,
modern relation between individual and state. Finally, they deploy those speciﬁc
strategies for representing the desiring body and for hailing it which were developed in
the Gothic romance” (Miller 2019, 241).
In the quoted passage, Miller underlines how Bildungsroman narratives capture the passage
between different epochs, as underlined by classical theories on this genre. Such passage is
what Miller means by “historical anachronism,” following the lead of the famous Russian
literary critic and scholar Mikail Bakhtin (1895-1975). In Miller’s view, in the case of lesbian
narratives, this historical passage occurs “before and after sexual liberation” (Miller 2019,
241).
Taking up on Miller’s perspective, the article argues that it applies very aptly to Zami.
This article notes that Zami agrees with Miller's view, following Franco Moretti's lead in The
Way of the World: The Bildungsroman in European Culture [1987] (2000) that lesbian
narratives exemplify a modern relation between citizens and state. Challenging, however,
Miller's argument that Lesbian texts present “an essential, sexualised self against the social and
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familial structures of bourgeois modernity,” the article shows that, at least, as exemplified by
the text under examination, lesbain texts pose a hybrid self, which, indeed, rebels against
bourgeois modernism, but also against Western canons, trying to reshape the relationship
between “individual and state” in a dissident way. Nevertheless, one can fully concur with
Miller on another argument she makes later on, in the same book chapter. She argues:
”novels most central to the tradition of queer Bildungsroman sit uncomfortably at the
limit of the modernist canon. Their articulation of the sexually dissident self is
embedded in formal strategies which place them alternately in alignment with and in
opposition to the orthodoxy of modernist ‘literariness’, posed self-consciously against
nineteenth-century realism” (Miller 2019, 242-243).
Indeed, in agreement with Miller's view, it can be mentioned that queer/lesbian tend to
subscribe to the (post)modernist and “interliterary” tradition questioning modernist
“literariness” by proposing an “interliterary” approach, which transcends the “boundaries of
individual literatures” (Miller 2019, 242-243).
Zami is indeed a ‘queer’ Bildungsroman, although it has been regarded by scholars in
many ways. In Zami, Lorde recounts her personal life growing up in Harlem, New York City,
throughout the 1930s, 1940s and 1950s, as well as her subsequent move to other areas of the
city, to neighboring states, and even to Mexico. In general, as urged by scholars, what can be
considered central to the book is the development—Bildung—of Lorde's “gender” and
“sexual” identity from early age until adulthood, in addition to her problematic dealings with
“race” in the United States. More specifically, it can be observed that whilst the focus of Zami
is on Lorde's “gender” and “sexual” development, Lorde shows, in this text, that “racial” issues
intertwine with “sexual” and “gender” concerns.
Looking at an analysis of this Caribbean American Bildungsroman in terms of
Bakhtin's understanding of the genre, it can be observed that Lorde’s struggle in the
socioeconomic as well as sociocultural environment, which is something that Bakhtin ascribed
to the classic Bildungsroman, is an important ground for identity formation in Zami. In his
seminal work, “The Bildungsroman and its Significance in the History of Realism” (19361938), Bakhtin specifically mentioned “socioeconomic factors” as characteristics of the
Bildungsroman genre, but in another writing entitled “From Notes Made in 1970-71,” Bakhtin
emphasized the concomitant role of culture (Bakhtin 1986, 140). As far as Zami is concerned,
it can be observed that socioeconomic and sociocultural factors do not substantially change
Lorde’s identity-formation and road to maturity, although they contribute substantially to make
this Caribbean writer more aware of herself. Lorde, in fact, states since the beginning of her
book her preference for same-sex relationship and follows ups with the development of her
desire throughout the text, thus suggesting a considerably linear narrative. In fact, while
provoking substantial challenges and trauma, external factors do not affect Lorde’s choices in
life. This aspect of Zami is taken up by Heather Russell, although she specifies:
Lorde's narrative does follow a deceptively linear, chronological form. But she
interrupts the narratological flow with italicized passages that appear to be narrated in
dream-time, employing a hybrid prose/poetic form and narratively engaging in
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spatial/temporal movements that are indicative of Great Time (Russell [2009] 2011),
64).
In the quoted passage, Russell observes that Zami follows a linear structure, only theoretically,
emphasizing that it has a hybrid prose/poetic form. Like Russel, Rosemarie Garland Thomson
agrees on the linear structure of Zami when she argues that
[t]he byomitography is a surprisingly linear, teleological, picaresque, selected account
of relationships with women that together form a response to the work's initial,
structuring question: To whom do I owe the power behind my voice, what strength I
have become?” and “To whom do I owe the symbols of my survival?” (Zami 3)
(Thomson 1997, 258).
Thus Thomson emphasises that Zami is fundamentally a very linear narrative. Unlike Russel,
therefore, Garland sees a more linear narrative in Zami rather than an hybrid one from a
narratological point of view. The quoted passage by Thomson suggests, in fact, the linear
structure of Zami, connecting the development of the protagonist to important questions Lorde
poses at the beginning of the book. The passage by Thomson also evidences the philosophical
and in many ways, picaresque/rogue character of Zami, and thus, relative to this last aspect, it
can be argued, further evidences the ties between Zami and the classic Bildungsroman genre,
as understood by Bakhtin.
One can argue, in general, that the evolution of Lorde's awareness as a lesbian
throughout the book can be considered to be fairly linear, in the sense that Lorde establishes
since the beginning of the book her preference for same-sex relationship, but, as the book
progresses, her sexuality becomes more complex. It is possible to trace a number of phases that
mark the development of Lorde’s sexual awareness and the final formation of her identity. One
can identify some key moments that mark her sexual and gender awareness and development.
One of them, takes place at the beginning of the book, when Lorde meets another little girl
called Toni, to whom she feels attracted. Another important phase occurs when Lorde goes
through a crisis, following the death of her friend Gennie, that leads her to leave her family
and, afterwards, to embrace her lesbian sexuality. A third focal moment happens when Lorde
is left pregnant by Peter, whom she had met through mutual political affiliations, and she has
an abortion. Subsequent to this episode, Lorde entertains multiple relationships with
unconventional women in the United States and Mexico and, ultimately, thanks to these
relationships, becomes confident in herself, her choices, and her sexual preferences.
As emphasized by Tracy Curtis in New Media in Black Women's Autobiography:
Intrepid Embodiment and Narrative Innovation (2015), Peter plays an important role for
Lorde's development because she wants to introduce him to her father, but her male parent does
not let him in because he is “white.” As a result, as pointed out by Curtis, Lorde remarks:
““[t]hat immediately catapulted what would have been a passing teenage fancy into a
revolutionary cause célèbre” (Lorde, Zami, 103)” (Curtis 2015, 32). Thus, Curtis emphasizes
that Peter stirs up Lorde's revolutionary fervor, strengthens her will, and makes her resolute to
live her home. Moreover, after this event, Lorde leaves New York for Connecticut and starts
exploring concretely lesbian relationships. Hence, one could argue that the ending of the
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relationship with Peter makes Lorde more decisive to pursue her lesbian involvement (even
though, she will later get married and have children, and subsequently, divorce, which evidence
her “hybrid” sexuality, but these episodes are not recounted in Zami).
Relative to Mexico, as pointed out by Joel Wendland in The Collectivity of Life:Spaces
of Social Mobility and the Individualism Myth (2016), Lorde's time in this country was
important for her Bildung because,
reflecting back on this time, in her life, Lorde constructs two important moments in her
theoretical development: 1) she recognized that skin's color and “race” have distinctly
different meanings outside of the social context of the U.S.; 2) she understood that it
was possible for a woman to perform multiple gender roles, identities, and behaviors
and remain “beautiful” despite dominant, heteronormative values (Wendland 2016,
59)
What Wendland emphasizes, in the quoted passage, is the importance of the trip to Mexico for
Lorde’s Bildung, as well as the intersection between “race” and “gender” in determining
Lorde's well-being.
Whilst, undoubtedly, there are other critical moments throughout Zami that help
shaping Lorde's personality and confidence (such as her relationship with “The Branded,” in
high school), one could mention the above events because they are very important in shaping
Lorde's “gender” and “sexual awareness” and they follow through, in many ways, with
Bakhtin's ideas regarding the classic autobiographical Bildungsroman. In Bakhtin's view, this
type of Bildungsroman follows in the pattern of books such as St. Augustine's Confessions,
where there is a “crisis” and a “rebirth.” Similarly, the above-mentioned moments in Zami
signal a “crisis,” which happens when Lorde realizes that she is a lesbian, although very young,
subsequently, when Gennie dies, and “a rebirth,” marked by Lorde leaving home and starting
a life of her own, even though there is no radical rupture between the “before” and “after,”
since, as we have mentioned, Lorde's narrative is pretty linear. Zami also agrees with Bakhtin's
perception in the famous text “The Bildungsroman” that “the conception of life that underlies
a biographical novel is determined either by life's objective results (….) or by the category of
happiness/unhappiness” (Bakhtin 1990, 17). With the quoted words, Bakhtin sought to
underline that feelings and emotional crises eventually led to a situation of mental wellness. In
Bakhtin’s view, they are characteristic of the Bildungsroman in the autobiographical variant.
In agreement with Bakhtin’s perspective, one can observe how, in Zami, Lorde seeks
to find an emotional balance in her life, which she achieves in Mexico by meeting
unconventional women like herself; a feeling she carries with her, once she goes back to the
United States. Furthermore, one can note that, following the traditional path of the
Bildunsgroman inferred by Bakhtin, in terms of “becoming,” Lorde starts in a condition of
initial insecurity about her “gender” and “sexual” identity but, in the end, she achieves
“maturity” and becomes fully confident about her “gender” and “sexuality.” In fact, first, she
explores her sexuality in her relationship with her mother only afterwards, upon leaving home,
she embarks in lesbian relationships.
On the basis of the narrative recounted in Zami, it can therefore be reasonably argued
that this autobiography can be acknowledged as a linear narrative. As far as the structure is
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concerned, in many ways, it follows through with the classic Bidungsroman genre as
understood by Bakhtin, even though the protagonist is a woman. Also, in agreement with
Miller's view on the lesbian Bildungsroman, which was mentioned above, Zami describes the
coming-of-age of the protagonist from the point of view of “gender” and “sexual”
development.
Yet, it must be noted that identity concerns are something that were absent from
Bakhtin's characterization of this genre. In general, although being regarded as a Bidungsroman
and, as this article has mentioned, fitting into the patterns of the classic coming-of-age genre,
in many ways, Zami has also been read as a Künstleroman, which is to say an artist novel, in
that it is a very creative piece of work. As Di Bernard notes, Lorde contends that Zami is "a
biomythography, which is really fiction. It has the elements of biography and history and myth.
In other words, it's fiction built from many sources. This is one way of expanding our vision"
(Di Bernard 1991, 195-196). With the quoted words, Di Bernard wishes to emphasize that
“[t]he image of a connected artist-self who is able to identify and draw on the strengths of
women around her and before her is an important image for all of us to consider” (ibid. 195196). DiBernard, in fact, analyses Zami from the perspective of female creativity, which is
what characterizes the Künstleroman, and this is an important perspective which is not usually
employed.
While Lorde's creativity in constructing Zami is a very powerful and extremely valuable
perspective to analyze this book, it can be observed, though, that Zami is generally regarded as
a “lesbian” or “queer” coming of age narrative by scholars rather than as a Künstleroman (c.f.
Bolaki 2011, 185). Although both perspectives are extremely valuable and, in some ways, also
complementary, while this paper emphasizes Lorde's creativity in writing Zami, it does not
focus on examining this book as a Künstleroman. Instead, as mentioned before, it examines
Zami from the perspective of the Bildungsroman.
This paper pays attention to the complexity that transpires from Lorde's book starting
from an observation by Stella Bolaki concerning classical Bildungsroman narratives.
According to Bolaki, Moretti observes that the coming-of-age-novel “has produced a
phenomenology that makes normality interesting and meaningful as normality” (Bolaki 2011,
185). Bolaki explains that, for Moretti, “[t]he heroes it has opted for are normal, in the sense
of unmarked, but not uninteresting. The normality articulated by the genre is an interesting and
lively normality—normality as the expulsion of all marked features, as a true semantic void”
(ibid. 187). Bolaki remarks, however, that, Moretti’s account does not address the conditions
that underlie normality, in particular the violence that enforcing such an ideal presupposes”
(ibid.).
Following up on Bolaki's observation, one can note that, indeed, notions of “normality”
and “violence” play a central role in Zami, since Lorde had to contend with multiple and
problematic visions of “normality” in American society. First of all, Lorde has to grapple with
her family's attempt to impose a “normal” life-style on her, which suffocated her, denying the
freedom to be herself. “Normality” by her family is understood in terms of Caribbean cultural
norms and in terms of survival strategies associated with their position as “Black” people in
the United States. In addition, Lorde had to deal with the notion of “normality” existing in the
society outside her home, which generally condemned homosexuality in addition to regarding
as “normal” discrimination against Black people. Furthermore, Lorde had to put up with the
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“normality” of a Manichean society, grounded on the opposition “either/or,” where it is
extremely difficult to reconcile a Black identity with a homosexual one.
There are several instances where Lorde's problematic experience with “normality”
both outside and inside the home environment emerges. As it has been already mentioned, one
instance occurs when, as a young girl, Lorde is sitting next to another little girl called Toni
whom she felt attracted to. Lorde observes her mother's reaction to her initiative noting:
My mother stepped over the two of us. I flinched, expecting instant retribution at her
capable hands. But evidently the enormity of my intentions had escaped my mother’s
notice. Perhaps she did not care that I was about to usurp that secret prerogative
belonging only to mothers about to spank, or to nurses with thermometers (Lorde 1982,
40-41).
While, as Lorde states, her mother did not realize the implications of her gesture, she felt,
nevertheless, uncomfortable in this situation, realizing the terrible consequences of her
mother's understanding of Lorde's feelings for/intentions towards Toni.
Although the role of parents in society tends to be viewed, and was especially viewed
in the past, as that of educating children according to commonly acceptable principles of
education (as implied in fairly “standard” tests of social psychology such as, for example, Van
Lange, Kruglanski and Higgins, 2012), or, it should be argued, in the case of Lorde, in terms
of survival in American society. In Lorde's case, survival as a “black/mixed” person in
American society even though Lorde perceived her “racial” self in different terms. As Louise
Aikman notes, Lorde perceived her relationship with her mother as a symbol of the
“dysfunctional relationships present within a society which encourages individuals to accept
discrimination such as racism and sexism rather than confront these issues” (Aikman 2001,
320). The quoted passage by Aikman evidences that Lorde’s mother's reaction places Lorde in
an uncomfortable situation because her “ab”-“normal” feelings towards the little girl she has
just met contrasts with the “ab”-“normal” expectations of her mother relatively to her sexual
preferences, but it also made Lorde reflect on American society at large.
Another instance when Lorde has to contend with a problematic understanding of
“normality” in American society occurs in high school, when, talking to “white” friends about
different subjects, she is unable to address “racial” differences. As Lorde states, they
considered “who studied German or French, who liked poetry or doing “the twist”, who went
out with boys, and who was “progressive.” We even talked about our position as women in a
world supposed to be run by men” (Lorde 1982, 81). However, deep dialogues encompassing
“racial” differences between them never occurred. As Lorde observes, “we never ever talked
about what it meant and felt to be Black and white, and the effects that had on our being friends”
(Lorde 1982, 81). Thus, Lorde stresses how with this group of friends “race” and “racism”
were a taboo. In contrast, later on in life, she would engage in dialogue with people she met in
progressive circles, with whom she could openly examine color and “racial” differences (Lorde
1982, 149). Yet, with them, she could not engage in open talks about her homosexuality and
for this reason the feelings of connection with them “were as tenuous as those” she had with
her “co-workers at the Health Center” (Lorde 1982, 149). Only after coming back from Mexico
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to New York City and having started attending Hunter College, Lorde was able to find a circle
of lesbians with whom to engage in mutual support.
Lesbians, according to Lorde, “were probably the only Black and white women, in New
York City, in the fifties who were making any real attempt to communicate with each other;
we learned lessons from each other, the values of which were not lessened by what we did not
learn” (Lorde 1982, 179). What the quoted words reveal is that, for Lorde, lesbian groups were
the only circle with whom she was not confronted with the dichotomy “gender” vs. “race,”
prevailing in American society at the time (but not only at that time, as we shall see), and with
whom she felt truly comfortable.
In short, what the above-mentioned episodes reveal is Lorde's struggle with prevalent
conceptions of “normality and “a-”“normality” in American society. Although these words had
different meanings according to the circle she interacted with, they hardly coincided with
Lorde’s “ab-”normal” search for an “intercultural” dialogue, which encompassed “racial,” as
well as “gender” issues/differences. This is to say that Lorde sought dialogue across different
and contrasting realities to break up with the Manichean “racial” and “gender” divide,
according to which you either focused on your gender or on your race, prevailing in the United
States. Confirming this interpretation of Lorde's work in the Encyclopaedia of Postcolonial
Studies, Kara Provost points out that, in the same way that the sexually ambiguous Afrikete
mentioned in Zami functions as a mediator “between gods and humans,” Lorde sought
communication across groups “that either cannot or do not interact, including blacks, whites,
women, men, heterosexuals, working-class people, and academics (Provost 2001, 45-59).
Provost's perspective on Lorde's autobiographical work confirms the contention, in this article,
that interculturalism and intercultural dialogue were very meaningful for her as a way to
challenge problematic notions of “normality” in society.
This view is also articulated by Lisa Diane McGill in her book, Constructing Black
Selves-Caribbean American Narratives and the Second Generation (2005), where she argues
that “the byomitography provides a ‘dialogue’ that attempts community-building with various
populations despite perceived dissimilarities in the human experience” (McGill 2005, 154). In
other words, one can reasonably conclude that in Zami, communication emerges as a necessary
and powerful tool to deflate commonly held assumptions of “normality” in American society.
This is to say, as Zami explains, that it is only through dialogue that Lorde was able to
reconfigure the relationship between herself and other citizens and also between herself and
the state, in a new, challenging “outsider” hybrid fashion.
As far as notions of “a”-“normality” are concerned, it can be further noted that
challenging notions of “normality” is the reason why Lorde's books stood out when it was
published, but also why it continues to constitute an extremely valuable and challenging piece
of literature today. When she was looking for an editor, in fact, no one offered to publish her
work precisely because it did not fit into one single category. According to Barbara Smith,
Lorde's work was refused by “a dozen or more mainstream publishing houses,” “a house known
for publishing gay titles” included (Smith 1989, 123). In Smith's view, the “white male editor
at that supposedly sympathetic house returned the manuscript saying, 'if only you were just
one,' Black or lesbian” (Smith 1989, 123). As it is evinced by Smith's explanation for the gay
editor's refusal to publish Lorde's book, the profound dichotomy that characterizes American
society, according to which you have to fit into one specific category only. As a result, the
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publication of Zami was a very difficult task for Lorde, who, in contrast, subscribed to multiple
and hybrid identity constructs. Eventually, Zami was published by Persephone Press, an
independent press, in 1982 (Graham 2019, 257, 259).
In agreement with the established argumentation on the importance of perspectives of
“a/normality” in Lorde's text, introduced, earlier on, one can note that Bolaki and other authors
focus on how Lorde constructs the “normality” and “abnormality” of her body marked by
cancer, or on how she builds the “normality” and “abnormality” of the “black” woman's body
marked by racism, in Zami as well as in other narratives. They leave, in part, “race” aside. In
contrast, this article pays attention, to the “ “a”-“normality” (the hybridity/simultaneous
combination of normality and a-normality presented in the text) of Lorde' understanding of
“gender” and “sexuality.” As it will be argued, in the last part, “normality” considerations are
made by Lorde using both American and Caribbean narratives, an intercultural but also, in
some ways, already postmodern vision, where “cultural anachronism” plays a central role.
In many ways, Zami recounts Lorde's life throughout the 1930s, 1940s 50s, and 60s,
and foregrounds the subsequent sexual liberation that took place at the end of the 1960s, and
especially in the 1970s (McGraw 2019, 57ff, 70 ff.; Stein 2012). Zami clearly espouses views
“in between different epochs” and, as explained by Bakhtin, this is a characteristic of the classic
Bildungsroman (Morson and Emerson 1990, 405). It is evidence of “historical anachronism,”
(ibid.), which, according to Bakhtin, is a characteristic of the classic Bildungsroman. This view
is also taken up by Miller (2019) in her chapter on the lesbian and gay Bildungsroman.
According to Miller, “[t]his twentieth-century version of the form involves an enhancement of
the psychological ﬁction of the late Victorian age, an elevation of psychic interiority to mythic
status. That is to say, it is to some degree modernist” (Miller 2019, 247). What Miller,
evidences is the important function of myth in gay and lesbian Bildungsromane, almost as a
means to legitimize their identity outside canonical contexts. As Miller further argues relative
to E.M Forster's novel Maurice (another Bildungsroman from 1917), “[t]he triumphant queer
self is mutually exclusive with national and social belonging here. It is outside borders which
are ﬁgured as national and as ‘civilised’” (ibid.). These two functions of mythology as historical
anachronism and as a legitimization of the protagonist's identity outside prevailing social and
cultural norms fulfill, indeed, an extremely important function in Zami.
Conclusions
In conclusion, the article has argued that Zami is a classic Bildungsroman, although it also
departs from the genre. Set between the 1930s and 1950s, Zami articulates important and
innovative vision of “gender” and “sexuality,” thanks to Lorde’s intercultural perspective,
which would be later articulated in the subsequent gay and lesbian movement of the 1960s1970s. Moreover, the article has observed how Zami invites important considerations on the
Bildungsroman genre as written by feminist women. In particular, the article shows that while
maintaining ties with the classic Bildungsroman, Zami also departs from it.
To end this article, it can be noted that Lorde constructs “gender” and “sexuality” in
both “homo” and “hetero” sexual terms, thus challenging fragmentary “cultural notions” on
these themes in two ways. On the one hand, Zami simultaneously accepts what could be defined
as the homosexual “culture” and the heterosexual one thus, disrupting the fixity of “gender”
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and “sexual” constructs. On the other hand, it embraces the Caribbean and American culture
to contribute culturally hybrid visions to the construction of sexuality. It can be observed that
Zami challenges Butler's argument in Gender Trouble that “sex” is a socially constructed
notion. In Zami, Lorde ultimately shows that “sexual” choices are a matter of inclination and
preferences. Receiving a heterosexual upbringing, in fact, Lorde discovers since an early age
an inclination for same-sex relationship, but she also retains an interest in heterosexuality, thus
challenging the idea that “sex” is socially constructed. Additionally, Lorde subverts both
homosexual and heterosexual norms. Although Butler is critical of “choice” and “feelings” as
a revolutionary social force, Lorde shows that “love” is necessary to sustain changes in
“sexual” and “gender” social constructs.
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Abstract
A study was conducted in Johannesburg, South Africa, to explore and investigate the
possibilities of designing spaces acting as a conduit in deconstructing and dismantling gender
codes in retail spaces of South African menswear fashion. With a focus on sex and gender
theorists’ works such as Kaiser (2012), literature on gender, social semiotics, symbols and
meanings was reviewed. The study adopted a deductive approach, and followed a qualitative
methodological choice. Structured interviews as well as online questionnaire surveys were
used to collect data, while coding and descriptive statistics were used to analyse and develop
the data. The overall results implicate that participants from the interviews feel that right
now, South Africa is ready for gender neutrality in retail spaces. Furthermore, the study
confirmed that gender neutrality in fashion has a positive impact on the South African
fashion industry. The study suggests further useful ideas on how retail spaces can identify
their own evolutionary paths on gender divisions and non-binary fashion in South Africa. The
study brings an original contribution, in the sense that gender neutral fashion articulations in
South Africa haven’t been fully explored, despite the fact that this has been trending around
the world, yet retail spaces still follow gender divisions.
Keywords: gender codes, retail spaces, non-binary fashion, menswear fashion, gender
neutral, South Africa

The study aims to discuss an alteration of fashion and how it can be seen outside of its gendered
constructs (Sultana and Shahriar, 2017). As reported by Butler (1990), gender itself has been a
topic under debate and it has been discussed quite extensively by geographers, scholars and
feminist theorists. Efforts of complicating its naturalness of binary binds have been put in place
since Butler wrote Gender Trouble in 1990. This prompted many to see gender outside of its
constructs and how gender should move beyond the binary framings of normative and
hegemonic gender identities (Johnston, 2015: 2). Yeodon (2016, p. 1) writes that non-binary
gender identities have accumulated more social awareness and visibility in the public eye. As
a result, major strides were taken toward deconstructing and destabilising gender.
This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License
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Reis, Pereira, Jerόnimo and Azeved (2018) report that unisex and less gendered
clothing has been a trending phenomenon in recent studies and also in people’s expression of
their cultures. Similarly, many luxury fashion houses and design spaces such as Gucci and
Louis Vuitton have been challenging gendered clothing labels and how clothing is unmarked
and genderless. In South Africa, designers such as Roman Handt (2017) and Blunke (2019)
have both expressed articulation of non-binary menswear fashion and also challenged
structured hegemonic rules of fashioning the male body. Gender and fashion are both similar
and intersect with each other, just like other subject positions, such as race, ethnicity, and class.
Like gender, fashion involves navigating and negotiating through time and space, as a social
process. Fashion only materializes through this process of the body (Kaiser, 2012, p. 1).
Designers such as Roman Handt explore the social and cultural constructs of gender that appear
natural and universal in South Africa.
In South Africa, retail sectors still uphold gender divisions and structured hegemonic
gender codes of accessing and consuming fashion. Retail spaces would usually conform to
keeping up with trends and acclimate to the changes that the market spaces move into (Hines
& Bruce, 2012). This article provides the reader with a thick catalogue of knowledge that is
necessary and could be of great impact on the study of fashion and gender in South Africa.
More importantly, the study tries to create an awareness of the trend in the retail clothing
industry, and suggest the possibilities of dismantling and deconstructing gender codes in retail
spaces in menswear fashion. The next section presents a review of literature, followed by the
methodology, as well as the discussion of the findings. It ends with recommendations and
suggestions for future researches.
Key definitions
All definitions of key terms used in this article can be found in this section. All definitions were
taken from Merriam Webster online dictionary. However, as mentioned by Cofir and Wood
(2017), from the ancient world until now, “women were de-legitimised” in archival processes.
This statement gives room to justify the almost inexistence of some feminist words in many
dictionaries. Consequently, the current study mainly used Merriam Webster as well as Google
Dictionary to provide definitions for some key words in the study.
— Agendered – A term used that is mainly translated as not having a gender, or ‘without
gender’. This term can relate closely and can be defined along the lines of non-binary
gender identities (www.merriam-webster.com/agender). Google dictionary define
agender as a person who does not identify themselves as having a particular gender.
However, Google Dictionary warns not to be mistaken by taking an agender person for
a bisexual.
— Intersectionality – A term that is used to explain the interconnecting nature of social
constructs and categorizations such as gender, race and sexuality. This term explains
the overlapping and correlations between each group (www.merriam-webster.com/
intersectionality). From a generic perspective, the concept of intersection refers to a
point or line common to lines or surfaces that intersect. Additionally, intersection means
“a point at which two or more things intersect, especially a road junction (Google
Dictionary).
— Africanness – A term describing the quality of African descent and/or belonging to
and native of Africa (www.merriam-webster.com/africanness).
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— Cis Gender – A person who personally identifies and correlates with their assigned
birth sex (www.merriam-webster.com/cisgendered). Similarly, Google dictionary
refers to Cis Gender as a person whose sense of personal identity and gender
corresponds with their birth sex.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Contextualising gender
According to Kaiser (2012) gender is a process that is done by the body on a systematic and
routine basis. A separation between sex (male vs. female) and gender (masculinity vs.
femininity) has been established by various feminist theorists to distinguish between the two.
The feminist theorists such as Mari (2022) determined that sex is linked to biology and gender
is of social constructs, by elaborating that gender is advocated socially and culturally
represented. Becoming discernibly gendered in your body takes the complex involvement of
coding systems with colours and other fashioned bodies (Kaiser, 2012, p.121-128). The author
goes further and state that gender is not only about who people are, but rather about how people
perform gender. Gender is always under construction, socially and culturally speaking. This
performance of gender depends on how it is embodied and practised through culture and the
discourses that occur. Butler (1990) refers to the exchange between gender and interpretation
as performativity (Kaiser, 2012, p. 123). Other authors (Linstead & Pullen, 2006) add that
linguistic and social performances are created through appropriating gender as performativity
(Linstead & Pullen, 2006, p. 3).
In the 1980s, it was propagated to parents that pink was viewed as more of a masculine
and robust colour while blue was regarded as the more modest and toned down colour,
therefore blue became appropriated to girls and pink being taken for boys. Since then, both
colours became an institutionalized norm, in an essentialist rule of gender coding (Kaiser, 2012,
p. 121). This is indeed correct, as Paoletti (2012) states, gender coding systems were not
practised up until the 1930s. The idea of pink-is-for-girls and blue-is-for-boys came after, and
the coding system was deeply anchored and became neutral to people, a phenomenon that is
described by the concept of habitus—a set of dispositions/ habits being ingrained into a person
(Bourdieu, 2009). The baby boom generation (1946 - 1964) was among the first to take gender
coding systems more seriously for infants (Paoletti, 2012). The systematic routine of coding
infant babies preludes to society creating "binary binds". Binary binds are created through
gender discourses that occur in the current time and space (Paoletti, 2012).
Children begin to adapt and learn these gender distinctions before they enter school.
Pink and blue colour choices act as determining factors in the gender that a child is assigned,
even in infancy when the child isn't able to comprehend meanings attached to such symbols.
These rules apply in adult clothing due to long-standing cultural patterns that have been
practised for decades (Paoletti, 1987). In the 1900s gender ambiguity in the U.S baby clothing
market was tolerated for children. Boys and girls wore dresses and became shorter as they
grew. A case study on Sienna’s style-fashion-dress for kids details how gender coding systems
can take on a nuanced position. The study details how even the trim of the collar or shape of
sleeves can determine the gender of clothing (Kaiser, 2012, p. 121).
Feminist theorists such as Kaiser (2012) directed his critique toward fixed universal
"binary binds". In Kaiser’s view, these hypothetical binds promote essentialist channels of
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being and add limitations to life choices. Furthermore, feminists have also queried binary
oppositions that sort gender into euro-modern perceptions and contexts. Feminist theory recalls
gender not being fixed and is not a neutral concept. It is disrupted by power relations in culture
and society. The larger objective feminists seek to complicate is the hierarchy and binary
oppositions altogether (Kaiser, 2012, p. 129). Just as feminist theory seeks to complicate
gender binary oppositions, genderqueer theory, at present, suggests unbalanced binary
oppositions such as heterosexuality versus homosexuality. An example of complicating
hegemonic ways of appearing can be seen by drag queens and drag kings in the gay community
(Kaiser, 2012, p. 130-3). Refer to Figure 1. According to Evans and Thornton (1986), various
symbols and practices of femininity such as wearing make-up or putting on a bra were rejected
by some feminists. The belief was that these traditional and exclusive symbols and activities
were seen as trapping femininity into traditional hegemonic roles (Kaiser, 2012, p. 11).

Figure 1. Anka Shayne, a well-known drag queen,
is a stunning example of Denver's best drag talent.

Social semiotics, symbols and meanings
Social semiotics is the study and analysis of popular culture and the people who engage with
the phenomenon. Social semiotics depicts popular culture as a skeleton of social and cultural
facts in a systematic pool of differences. Its main focus or genres of mass culture include films,
TV programs, and social media (Vox, 2018). The study focuses on the behaviour of society in
mass culture, how people behave, socially and culturally. In a video about creating fear
symbols, it explains that there was no universal method of communicating to people that danger
is present.
Linking gender and social semiotics, Bakhtiari and Saadat (2025) postulate that gender
representation has been done through both verbal and visual modes, though research has shown
that visual mode has superficially focused on how each gender appears in different roles rather
than how both gender are represented. The authors go further to say that “gender stereotypes
have long been studied as a prevalent source of ideologies”. They provide an example of
linguistic texts that can include sex ideologies, visuals lend themselves even more to
stereotyping gender identities. The above arguments are supported by Goffman (1979), when
he denied that images displayed in various marketing tools are not pure reflections of the reality
about gender roles. Goffman rather attributed the responsibilities of parents to men and those
of children to women in an attempt to characterise the relation men-women in visual
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advertisements and proceeded to describe that relation in terms of size, feminine touch,
function ranking, reutilisation of subordination, and licensed withdrawal. Sadly, according to
Bathtiari and Saadat, Gofmman’s findings revealed that the advertisements did not depict
women as they were in the real world.
Environmental health engineer Baldwin (1966) and Dow Chemicals created a symbol
that was meant to be memorable, but meaningless. Ultimately the final decision was the symbol
that is seen in Figure 2. This symbol was successful in simple ways that strategically conjured
associations and meanings. This biohazard symbol became a universal symbol that conveyed
all types of danger (Vox, 2018). The same can be said about gender symbols and their
associated meanings. An example of these symbols can be seen in Figure 3. The symbols and
their associations date back to the beginning of civilization. Linnaeus (1751) was the first to
use these symbols and used these symbols to denote between males and females in a biological
context (Whistler, 2017). These symbols have been utilized as a fundamental tool in creating
structured binary oppositions and differentiation between both female and male subjects
(Whistler, 2017).

Figure 2. Biohazard symbol
created by Dow Chemical in 1960,
provided by Florence Inferno.

Figure 3. Gender symbols representing gender.
The left represents female Venus and the right
represents Mars, which is male.

Bakhtiari and Saadat (2025: 25) post a picture of a man standing at two meters away from his
wife and a young daughter waiving at him, as he seemed to be leaving to work. The
interpretation of the image is that women seem to belong at home. On the following page (p.
26), another picture portrays a man and a woman laughing, while the woman puts her hand on
her mouth. The picture is interpreted as if shyness belongs to women.
Derrida (1966), the French philosopher, wrote an essay titled "Structure, Sign, and
Plays in the Discourse of the Human Sciences”. The essay exposes structuralism and its
complex ideas of communicating meaning, and how humans are not securely anchored to
meaning. Structuralism refers to words relating to reality through linguistic practices. Words
and symbols have no meaning but the meanings attached to them. The only way meaning and
linguistic actions link to words is due to the English language creating a structure to the word.
Derrida (1966) writes that structuralism is understood and applied by generating meaning and
creating fundamental structures that allow things to occur. Derrida (1966) exposes
contradictions in structuralism by arguing that the main logic behind it, is that language is not
fixed or anchored to reality.
Fundamental structures are desired and found. These fundamental structures create
fixed entrenched origins that create meaning. This logic limits flexibility and free interpretation
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of reality. The retail spaces can be classified as following structuralism and the rules in
consumption. Structuralism creates desires to ﬁnd fundamental structures in everyday life
which provides a fixed point of a structure. Derrida (1966) argues how this contradiction can
be blurred only by accepting the logic of not having structures to create meaning.
Gender non-conforming fashion articulation
The discourses of hegemonic dichotomies (perceptive that man/women dichotomy is the
natural state) came with methods inspired to challenge hegemonic masculinity. Cheng (1999)
defines hegemonic masculinity as a practice that legitimise men’s dominant position in a
society. The characteristics of that domination are aggressiveness, competitiveness, athletic
prowess, stoicism, and control. However, Cheng maintains that this aggressiveness is an
important aspect of cementing the hegemonic masculinity because it is way of proving the
hegemonic masculinity through aggressiveness or even violent behaviour towards what is
regarded “feminine”, such as women, homosexuals, and nerds.
Pluralizing masculinities to allow for ambiguous modes of articulation with gender was
one of those methods (Kaiser, 2012). The author goes on to report that the Zoot Suit and the
La Sape Movements in Congo were two very important statements of complicating hegemonic
masculinity. These two movements showed agitation toward hegemonic boundaries of
becoming and dressing (Kaiser, 2012, p. 137). Figures 4 and 5 give an example of the Zoot
Suit and the La Sape movement. Individuals in the La Sape movement were also known as
Sapeurs. The movements expressed intersectionalities with sex, gender, and ethnicity. They
housed multiple masculinities interlinked and intertwined in one body.

Figure 4. Example of the La Sape Movement
in Brazzaville, Congo. A group of Sapeurs
modelling their looks and individual
interpretation of style-fashion-dress.

Figure 5. A scene that was taken from the
fashion film Lonely Cowboy by Maxime
Thysen. The scene showcases Blünkes’
2019 collection.
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Thomas (2003) stated that these movements should be seen as an articulation of
rebellion and reluctance toward colonial ambivalence (Kaiser, 2012, pp. 141-2). The
movements were evident in creating panic, anxiety and cultural discourse throughout
hegemonic times. Furthermore, these movements were inspired by going against euromodernity (perspective according to which, modernity emerged from Europe and expanded
throughout the world) and hegemonic masculinities in their act of renouncing ornamentation
from menswear. Tensions ensued all due to the Zoot Suit. The hegemonic business suit of the
late 1940s was said to be inspired by the Zoot Suit. Its appearance was more of a toned-down
version of it (Kaiser, 2012, p.139-142).
Critical theorist Foucault (1977) stipulates that adopting gender and sexuality in a
Möbius Strip way can avoid the pitfalls of universal binary oppositions being created and
propagated to society (Kaiser, 2012). The 18th century "Mollies" in London was another
approach to dismantling hegemonic masculinities through fashion. This was a secretive male
sexual subculture formed to create freedom of expression and articulation. Mollies wore all
types of elaborate and feminine clothing such as milkmaid outfits and shepherdess costumes.
The purpose behind this was to promote their desire to dress up, to cultivate communities
within the subculture, promote identity through sexuality and to advocate for non-hegemonic
possibilities of becoming gendered (Kaiser, 2012, p.152).
The interplay between fashion and gender is quite an important collaboration. Being
visibly gendered can only happen through articulation - an expression of one’s interpretation
of where and when they find themselves in time and space. Embodiment is only possible
through this process. Cultural theorist Chomsky (1986) uses the metaphor of the Möbius strip
(named after Augustus Möbius) to describe the convergence of twos between time, space and
gender. This logic creates a perspective of seeing two sides as one continuous surface. Figure
6 provides an example of a Möbius strip. Fashion is fixated with gender and its influence on
redefining gender boundaries. Fashion systematically continues to toy with gender and
continuously deconstructs it (Entwistle, 2015, p.141-180 and Wilson, 1985: 117).

Figure 6. An example of the Mobius Strip, named after Augustus Mobius.
This illustrates how the convergence of twos manifests and materialises.

In recent years, footwear has gradually evolved and transformed from appearing as running
shoes to shoes rather more for everyday wear. Brands such as Balenciaga, Converse and the
collaboration that Adidas has done with Kanye West on the Yeezy Boost collection, have
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released shoes of athleisure aesthetics. These brands have incorporated comfort and
affordability in their shoes but have also included a crucial aspect to the shoes (Twigg, 2018).
This aspect is being gender-neutrality. The exceptions of women to be dressed in a certain way
to appeal to men have changed and become obscure. High heels are no longer required or seen
as a necessity for women to wear. This has inspired a shift in women prioritising comfort in
footwear. High fashion labels have become accustomed to comfortable footwear and realizing
the growing market and revenue on them. This is due to the evolution of the professional lives
of society. Before fashion, trainers were known for being seen on sports fields and the streets.
Trainers such the tennis shoes, named after the icon Stan Smiths, have been catapulted to
ubiquitous high fashion items. Fashion labels have been able to incorporate gender nonconformity through footwear. Certain styles such as the Balenciaga sock shoe and Kanye
Wests' Yeezy boosts have been seen on men and women. These styles present an absence of
gender divisions through their aesthetics of neutrality (Twigg, 2018).
A footwear brand known as "Irregular Choices" is known for creating collections filled
with glitter, pastel colours and traditional feminine aesthetics such as flowers and dolls.
However, they do not classify themselves as a girl’s label. They have positioned themselves as
a brand that caters for all kids without thinking from a gender perspective. The stance that the
label has taken, signifies the trending movement of removing gender stereotypes out of the
children’s industry of fashion. Stereotypes that have defined for decades the way a fashion item
is designed and distributed has started to fall away (Clack, 2018).
It is imperative for this shift of less gendered clothing in kids wear to be done due to
the shift in perspective regarding gender. According to a survey done by Mintel, U.S., parents
with kids of 12 years of age and below are not bothered by gender and support the trend of
gender-neutrality in children’s fashion. According to Paoletti (2012), gender divisions came
about due to manufacturers creating methods to increase sales. This method introduced gender
segmentation in kids’ products by persuading parents to purchase twice as many items. This
also prompted mothers to determine the sex of the baby before birth to make sure they purchase,
what they regard as appropriate items for the gender of the baby (Clack, 2018).
The prominence of hegemonic gender articulation
Rosaldo (1974) posits that a cross-cultural perspective depicts male activities to be more
important than female activities. This creates a discourse that causes inequality in the gender
playing field. This created the attachment of male bodies in the position of the gazing subject
and females being fixed into the sex-object position (Kaiser, 2012, p.129). Euro-modernity
placed gender in fixed binary terms for fashion and articulation. Gender and fashion were
organized in the opinion that fashion belongs to femininity. This demarcation of gender and
fashion was due to hegemonic masculine discourse. Feminists of the 1900's debated the extent
to which fashion and beauty systematically fix women and femininity in traditional roles.
Breward (1999) stated that the renunciation of masculinity and ornamentation from
fashion was not sudden, but planned and calculated. Unmarking masculinity included less
discernible clothing and style-fashion-dress. This meant that the fashioning of the body was
not to be apparent. Such power relations to gender and fashion were present and aid in
determining the gender hierarchy in culture and society (Kaiser, 2012, p.11 &126). By the 19th
century, the only frameworks available for gender and sexuality were based on universal binary
beliefs. This meant that either they had to conform to heteronormative gender roles, or they
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weren’t recognized (Kaiser, 2012, p.152). Heteronormativity is the concept that
heterosexuality is the preferred or normal mode of sexual orientation. It assumes the gender
binary and that sexual and marital relations are most fitting between people of opposite sex.
Foucault (1972) mentions that the discourses of culture in time have paved
understandings of different subject positions such as gender in a historic and institutionalized
process (Kaiser, 2012, p. 21). Individuals representing themselves in a momentary sense allow
the becoming of who they are. Ultimately this links to fashioning the body (Kaiser, 2012 and
Tulloch, 2010). Due to hegemonic power relations, it is seen as irrational for masculine power
to appropriate female power. However, the borrowing of masculine power from feminine
power was seen as more logical and acceptable. MtF (Male-to-Female) cross-dressing is more
likely to cause anxiety among hegemonic spaces rather than FtM (Female-to-Male) crossdressing (Kaiser, 2012, p. 133). Johnston (2015, p. 10) agrees in saying that methods that
unsettle the hegemonic boundaries between man, women, gay and straight sexual identities can
be seen through the borrowing of feminine power.
As pointed out by White (n.d.), gender-neutral and non-binary gender identities are a
subculture/subcultures that is/are deviant according to the standards of society. These titles
include transgender, agendered (without gender), non-binary, unisex and genderqueer. This
can refer to people who identify as a combination of behaviours such as men and women,
neither man nor women or an individual that rejects heteronormative hegemonic and static
ideas held on gender identities (PFLAG, 2019).
In the view of Mouton (2001, p. 195) and Bailey (1987, p. 95), many subcultures are
not visible, this presents it impractical for this study to take on routine sampling. Many
participants of certain subcultures are not visible or identifiable. An individual’s gender cannot
be presumed by physical attributes. This would be gender and sexual stereotyping (OHCHR,
2013). It is prohibited to gender stereotype as it undermines fundamental freedom and the
enjoyment of human rights. A gender stereotype is an overgeneralised view or opinion about
attributes and characteristics performed and possessed by women and men. Gender
stereotyping is the act of participation in ascribing specific attributes or characteristics by
reason for them to belong in that specific social group or gender (OHCHR, 2013).
Overview on gender issues in South Africa
With the ascent to freedom, the South African government adopted a system of living by
democratic values. These includes the principles of human dignity, equality and social justice.
The South African Bill of Rights provides a range of protected categories of people, which
includes age, gender and sexual orientation. Indeed, Section 9 of the Constitution, forbids
anybody, any institution to “unfairly discriminate directly or indirectly against anyone on one
or more grounds, including race, gender, sex, pregnancy, marital status, ethnic or social
origin, colour, sexual orientation, age, disability, religion, conscience, belief, culture,
language and birth” (Bill of Rights, RSA, 1996).
Notwithstanding these values being integral part of the South African constitution,
women and other minorities (such as gays and lesbians) are still far from enjoying the benefits
of those values. Numerous researches such as that of Nel and Judge (2008) indicate that
homophobic victimisation is an endemic in the country. In their current study, Reygan,
Henderson and Khan (2022) show that the discrimination of Lesbian, gay, bisexual and
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transgender (LGTB) remains a major issue in the South Africa because the society is still
predominantly patriarchal.
Below are horrifying stories that highlight the plight of LGBTs in South Africa as
collected by Reygan et al (2022):
Diane, a mixed-race “lesbian woman from Johannesburg articulated her refusal to
become invisible as an older lesbian woman”:
“Well, for me of course it’s intersectional. I’m black, I’m a woman, I’m
disabled, I’m a lesbian, shit I’m vegetarian!...So, I don’t feel invisible. I insist on aging
not being invisible because If I’m invisible I am causing great disservice to everyone
else who comes after me with the same set of intersections”.
Terrence, a mixed-race gay man from Johannesburg spoke to the violence experienced by
LGBT people in South Africa on the basis of their class (living in a township), race (being
black) and LGBT identity:
“I was in Soweto (a township in Johannesburg) last week to bury Lerato, and it was
just horrible how they murdered this woman. I mean she was sitting and drinking with
friends of hers: so called friends. At 1 o’clock they left the tavern and these guys just
turned on her like beasts and smashed her face in, unrecognisable, for no apparent
reason. That’s why I say there are these pockets in society [of open mindedness] but
for the vast majority of LGBTQI people in the townships it’s another story”.

The same as Diane, Terrence also confirms LGBT’s hassles of being visible in South African
communities during the apartheid and after. The following are his words:
“I mean the question for me about invisibility and it takes me back to my childhood, to
the communities I grew up in. I vowed that I would be visible and that my voice would
always be heard because it is a very painful experience growing up gay in a black and
coloured (mix-race) community. There is prejudice on all sides and I think growing old
I vowed that I’m not going to be invisible and whatever resource I can equip myself
with that will make my voice heard, that’s what I’m going to do”.
In Cape Town, South Africa’s second largest city, the plight of LGBT is no different from
Johannesburg, the largest one. Cindy spoke about LGBT marginalisation in the community and
the resulting consequences. The following are her words:
”A lot of LGBT people now in our coloured community are going that way: suicide.
You go into the coloured neighbourhood and you find this one dead and you say what
happened? They killed themselves: they couldn’t take the pressure… it becomes lonely,
you are alone.”
The above paragraphs highlight both the struggles and the resilience of LGBT in South Africa.
In his study, Currier (2011) stresses the resilience of LGBT in Southern Africa when he reports
that in Namibia and South Africa, LGBT activists “have developed a cultural strategy for
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decolonising antigay laws. They have framed anti-sodomy laws as evidence of continuity of
colonialism in the present”. The framework they propose, goes against some of government’s
colonial-era laws such as anti-sodomy laws. There is a hope that things can look better in the
future, especially that a continental African LGBT organisation has been established. This body
has initiated a dialogue and consultations between themselves to push further the
decolonisation project that was started by the liberation movements.
METHODOLOGY
Design
The research design selected for this study was an exploratory design. Exploratory research
designs mainly correlate with qualitative research approaches in order to find ideas and
perception (Malhotra, 2010) and (Sultana & Shahriar, 2017). Semi-structured interviews and
self-administered questionnaire were used as data collection instruments in this study, while
data coding as well as descriptive statistics were used to analyse the data. The present research
deals with an emphasis on words and theories rather than the quantification of data (Bryman
& Bell. 2011, p. 31).
Population, sample and sampling technique
As stipulated by Persaud, Devonish and Persaud (2019), the objective of qualitative study is to
gain a deeper understanding of a phenomenon. In this regard, researcher needs to take into
account the data saturation, type of qualitative research and similar researches when deciding
on a sample size. For the purpose of the current study, attempt at obtaining heterogeneous
samples has been done to deliver as much information and data as possible. This included
selecting designers in the South African fashion industry that deal with gender neutrality and
non-conformity through fashion.
The minimum requirement for the designer's participant was the recognition of genderneutral articulations done in the design spaces they are in. Fashion buyers in South African
fashion retail spaces were also focused on.
Selection profile criteria
The sample profile for this study has included various designers in the South African fashion
industry. South African design spaces and labels have been keeping up with the trending topic
of gender neutrality. Many have introduced gender-fluid designs for product offerings and
editorial purposes (Gallagher, 2018). Among the population of designers that work with
gender-neutrality, designers such as Roman Handt, Luke Radloff for Uni-Form and Nao Serati
are among the individuals chosen that participated in the interviews.
Buyers for retail spaces was also an aspect that was looked at. The spaces have to keep
up with trends and acclimate to the changes that the market spaces move into. Having a clear
understanding of how they decipher and interpret consumer-driven trends and demands could
hold the methods that help transcend logic of gender into the workplace and everyday life of
the consumer. The researcher interviewed the head buyers for the departments found in retail
spaces. These departments included kids-wear, menswear and womenswear from Polo SA.
Polo SA is a luxury retail brand that caters to children, men, and women. Polo SA has a unisex
range for kids being released in their retail spaces.
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Sampling technique
The reason for this study not to take on routine and systematic sampling techniques is because
this study follows the principles of purposeful sampling. Purposeful sampling is used widely
in qualitative research. It consists of identifying and selecting rich cases in service of delivering
the most effective data for the study. This included selecting relevant individuals that are
essentially knowledgeable about the fashion industry and the phenomenon of gender neutrality
and its influence on people and trends. This technique has been collaborated by Palinkas,
Horwitz, Green, Wisdom, Duan & Hoagwood, (015). Methods of selecting cases is more
effective, as determining a sample that represents the entire population for gender neutrality is
not possible and random selection would not aid the research in any way either.
Data collection method
Bless, Higson-Smith and Kagee (2006) write that the construction of an appropriate and
accurate research instrument is of absolute necessity. The authors go on to say that in most
social sciences, the individuals being studied are conscious of this fact and react to the stimuli,
which are the questions put to them, and provide answers. For the purpose of the current study,
interviews with people knowledgeable in the topic were used to collect data. This process
ensured acquiring more in-depth knowledge from participants. Interviews were conducted with
the designers who work with gender neutrality and also with retail spaces. The questions of
data collection aimed at meeting the objective of the study. The interviews conducted were
recoded through an audio recording device and responses were transcribed thereafter. The
conversations and responses of each interview participant were processed manually by the
researcher.
An open-ended, online social survey was also used in this study. The survey was a selfcompletion and open-ended survey for participants to answer freely and openly. A textual
analysis of the results collected from the survey has also been conducted and has also provided
the results in the format of visual graphs. The reason for this study to take on the current data
collection methods is due to other methods such as focus groups not being able to be
representative of the entire population of gender neutral and non-binary gender identities. In
fact, as reported by Basch (1987), studies that deal with routine sampling techniques and
designed methods of gaining a representative population are not necessary in qualitative
research.
Data analysis
Henderson (2015) defines data analysis as of the description, classification and interconnection
of phenomena with the researcher’s concepts. The process start with a description of the
phenomenon, before the researcher interpret and explain the data. For the current study, the
data analysis method that was used for this study is qualitative data coding technique. Due to
the volume of the data and research involved in the study, the method of qualitative coding
helped in identifying and underlining themes and patterns in the data. This was helpful to
determine social understanding of gender neutrality and how it can transcend to hegemonic
retail spaces in South Africa. This was also to identify practices and themes that are used in
design spaces and compare those practices with the ones of retail spaces. This method analysed
and identified rich information from designers in the design spaces of South Africa.
As reported by Bless, Higson-Smith and Kagee (2006), data analysis is conducted to
detect consistent patterns within the data. For instance, when a research discovers that a second
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variable was given a higher score, this fact allows them to conclude that the two variables are
related in a certain way.
The interviews conducted with the designers ultimately led to gaining knowledge about
the perceptions of gender neutrality in the South African fashion industry. It also helped in
suggesting the possibilities of dismantling hegemonic gender codes in retail spaces. The
interviews conducted with South African retail buyers provided knowledge about how
dismantling gender codes and gender divisions in the retail space is possible.
The online public survey helped in gaining knowledge and information about the South
African public and how they see gender neutrality in retail spaces. Understanding all of this
data by observing and finding themes and correlating opinions helped in understanding the
nature of the present research conducted. The data was categorised and paired with the two
main points of analysis, namely the current and the future state of gender neutrality in South
Africa.
Results presentation and analysis
Results from the structured interviews
The current state of gender neutrality in South Africa
In the opening pages of the data analysed, the results and data collected discovered 4 main
findings that will be discussed under here. The results discussed focus on the responses
collected through the structured interview process and also the responses gained from the
online public survey. These interviews were conducted with specific individuals from retail
and design spaces. There was a total of 6 individuals who participated in the interview part.
These interviews were then recorded through a recording device, there after they were
manually analysed and transcribed by the researcher. The online survey was conducted using
a software called “Google Forms” and was a self-completion questionnaire. The survey curated
a total of 24 responses from the public.
There were two main areas of analysis that were followed when transcribing the data,
these being:
1) The current perception of the state of gender neutrality in the South African
fashion industry;
2) The future of gender neutrality in the South African fashion industry.
The data was categorised in those two areas to answer the primary and secondary research
questions of the present research dissertation. Each main area gives a result that correlates with
the data collected from the online public survey. The data that were collected hold interesting
and insightful results. The first area of discussion found that the current state of gender
neutrality in South Africa is evident, but lacks the spark to reach a desired level. The responses
captured reveal three main points of findings:
•
•
•

Each individual reveals that gender and sexuality are both inherently taught to people;
South African retail spaces are still following and adopting hegemonic and
heteronormative methods of viewing fashion;
South African retail spaces are still able to dismantle these constructs and perceptions.
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The textual analysis of the data suggests that the current state of gender neutrality in South
Africa is still a work in progress. Currently South African retail spaces still follow hegemonic
and outdated methods of viewing and distributing fashion. This is supported by the responses
that gender itself is something that is inherently taught through culture and society. Culture and
society create structures and meanings to language and symbols based on old and outdated
mind-sets. The responses that were collected mirror the statements made above. However, the
participants feel that South Africa is changing and ready for gender neutrality. Also, the
findings suggest that South Africa is on its way to deconstruct and dismantle gender divisions
in retail spaces.
The results suggest further that these systematic methods are generational. Older
generations are ultimately the contributing factor in still keeping with these methods. Younger
generations are exposed to more, and allow room for questioning the things that society has
simply accepted. Outdated and hegemonic methods are slowly coming to an end, and this is a
result of generations passing on and newer generations creating new ways of existing in the
changing times of society. The results also mirror the information gathered in the literature
review. Kaiser (2012) writes that gender coding systems have existed for decades. This exposes
structuralism (Derrida, 1966) in the inner workings of society. Derrida argues that society
structures meaning to languages and symbols.
These fundamental structures create fixed entrenched origins that create meaning.
South Africa’s slow progression and paused development is evident in the culture (Mathe,
2019). The younger generations are starting to change this and are deconstructing and
dismantling these beliefs systems. Older generations are not able to be taught different
perspectives, due to these being so heavily entrenched in their lives. They do not know any
other perspectives but the ones that society has presented.
The results captured from the online public survey support the findings curated from
the structured interviews. Both data collection methods have been used to answer the research
questions in the present research dissertation.
The future of gender neutrality in South Africa
The second area of analysis was the future of gender neutrality in the South African fashion
industry. The responses captured reveal 3 main points of findings:
•

•
•

The South African fashion industry is changing and newer generations of designers are
creating new and progressive methods of dismantling hegemonic and heteronormative
methods of gender representation and fashion;
Collaborating design spaces and retail spaces will ultimately offer new ways of catering
for and focusing on the consumer;
Gender neutrality as a trend can ultimately be used to dismantle hegemonic gender
codes.

The responses gathered from the structured interviews as well as the online survey reveal that
South Africa is progressing. The responses show positive signs of South Africa being able to
move past the societal constructs that have been taught systematically (Kaiser, 2012). The
second was that collaborating retail spaces and design spaces will ultimately hold new methods
of creating progressive and forward thinking fashion. Participants from both design spaces and
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retail spaces feel very positive about the collaboration of design spaces and retail spaces. There
has been limited attention being given to the relationship between retail and design spaces
(Crewe, 2015). Collaborating these two spaces will offer ways of understanding how worlds
represent themselves, as it is also reflective of broader social and cultural concerns (Crewe,
2915). The recoded responses show an agreement to the information in the literature review.
This will also attempt to fill the gap in literature on the relationship between retail and design
spaces. Creating safe spaces that cater for the new and changing market can result in retail
spaces not needing to keep up these methods.
Lastly, the results show positive responses to retail spaces adopting the trend into the
South African market. The responses indicate that following the trend will not bring any
negative implications in its corporate culture. Instead, the trend reveals an opportunity for retail
spaces to benefit financially, economically and culturally. It is good for retail spaces to adopt
and take on new and current trends. This is how businesses stay relevant in the industry (Hines
& Bruce, 2012). Ultimately trends are set and driven by the consumer and the changing
environment around them, as strong social and cultural semiotic affiliations are discerned
through fashion trends (Jackson, 2012, p.170 - 171). The results obtained correlate with the
information found in the literature review. The data presented in the previous section as well
as the findings report in this section have attempted to answer the primary and secondary
research questions of the paper.
Results from anonymous online public survey
Demographic variables
The online public questionnaire surveyed the social variables of participants who participated.
In the beginning stage of the questionnaire age, gender, race, level of education and
employment status were among the results that were collected. Table 1 below provides a
summary of the data procured for these variables by the participants.
Concerning the gender, 67% of the participants were male, while 33% were female. On
the variable of age, the majority of the participants (45.8%) were in the age category of 26-30,
followed by the age category of 20-25 which scored 37.5% of the participants. In terms of
racial distribution of the participants, the majority of participants were blacks (Africans) 83.3%, followed by whites (12.2%), while both Indians and coloured together scored a
participation rate of 4.1%.
Concerning the educational level of the participants, 50% of them have an
undergraduate degree, while 25% have a postgraduate degree, comparing to 20.8% who have
a diploma. Lastly, 4.1% have only a high school qualification. On the variable of employment
status, 45.8% of the participants are employed. 37.5% are self-employed while 16.6% are
unemployed.
1. Perceptions about the current state of gender neutrality in the South African fashion
industry.
The online questionnaire further examined the public perceptions about the current state of
gender neutrality in the South African fashion industry. After an analysis of the results and data
collected, the findings show that 30.4% strongly agree and 26.1% of the total responses feel
and agree that gender is something that is inherently taught. 26.1% of responses remained
neutral and 13 % disagree while 5% strongly disagree. 79.2% of responses agree with the stance
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on South Africa still following hegemonic and heteronormative views on gender. 16.7%
remained neutral while 4.9% disagreed.
The statistics obtained from the survey corroborate the information in the literature
review. Firstly, Mathe (2019) writes that in South Africa the structured constructs are evident
in African culture and that African fashion has been overtaken by Eurocentric and colonial
influences. Ultimately these constructs and perceptions have been entrenched into society and
culture since birth (Kaiser, 2012). Both gender and fashion are systematically and inherently
practiced, with heteronormativity, and deeply anchored coding systems. The results obtained
from the online survey back these statements up with the majority of the population is in
agreement. Another interesting outcome is that 62.5% of participants say that the manner in
which they dress is influenced by the gender they identify with. 25% of the participants remain
neutral and 12.5% disagree with this stance.
Interestingly enough, the data collected reveals that 87.5% of participants have
purchased and/or worn clothing items that do not follow their assigned gender, while 12.5%
have said no. These figures express how the South African public is ready for gender neutrality
in fashion. People are already experimenting and exploring fashion outside of the gender
constructs and divisions.
2. Perceptions about the future of gender neutrality in the South African fashion
industry
The online questionnaire further examined the participants’ perceptions about the future of
gender neutrality in the South African fashion industry. After an analysis of the responses, the
findings were that 60.9% said yes to retail spaces being able to dismantle their gender divisions.
17.4% remained neutral and 21.7% disagreed. Another variable examined was whether retail
spaces would face negative implications, should gender neutrality dismantle gender divisions.
The results were 39.1% agreed, 43.5% disagreed and 17.4% strongly disagreed. A majority of
the participant pool disagrees, which suggests that retail spaces wouldn’t suffer, instead the
shift can be seen to be beneficial to the market.
Another interesting aspect is that 56.5% of responses said that they definitely would be
open to exploring gender neutrality. 30.4% said they probably would, 8.7% said they definitely
wouldn’t. To add, 52.2% of participants agree on other South African citizens being open to
exploring gender neutrality. The results presented above show signs of positivity in the
willingness of the participants. These results support the stance on South Africa slowly
progressing. The results also show a positive reaction on to retail spaces being able to
deconstruct their gender divisions. These results also show that retail spaces may not face
negative implications should they follow with the trend.
A survey required the participants to answer all questions in the questionnaire, which
means the questionnaire had to be completed to its entirety. An analysis of the total responses
for each question suggests that some participants prefer filling out multiple choice questions
rather than open ended questions asking for further information. A few of the questionnaires
collected show participants did not complete certain questions and leaving them blank. Some
participants did not take the survey seriously which also limits the researcher in acquiring
accurate results from the online survey.
Limitations on the sampling population
Another critical pitfall found with regard to the pool of participants for this study was the lack
of opinions and perceptions from individuals who identify themselves as gender neutral and
non-binary. This would have been helpful in gaining their thoughts and opinions on how to
dismantle gender divisions in the fashion industry. Devising methods in trying to reach this
community would be useful, as it limits the research in gaining additional information.
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Limitations on data analysis
Using an online software for transcribing and analysing the data collected from the face-toface interviews was beneficial to the study given the time constraint. However, manually
transcribing the data from audio recorded devices was found to be tedious and extremely time
consuming. Using software could save time and gain a more accurate result.
Limitations on pilot testing
One issue found in the online survey as well as the structured interviews is the use of language.
The researcher found that many participants who participated in either the online survey or the
interviews were unsure or not aware of the meaning of certain words and phrases used. Many
have had to research and look up definitions for words such as hegemonic and cis-gender in
order to gain context and clarity of the question. This presents missing or incomplete data
usually, because the questions are unclear or unfamiliar to the participant. Pilot testing may
also lead to a more accurate and well-structured format for conducting interviews and surveys.
This helps with the order of questions asked and also make it easier for the researcher to analyse
the data collected.
Conclusions
This section discussed and analysed the collected data. The opening section focused on the
structured interviews from retail and design spaces. This section has included an analysis of
two main aspects, the first being the perceptions of the current state of gender neutrality in the
retail spaces of South Africa, and the second being the future of gender neutrality in South
Africa. Both aspects have formed a base of analysis for the data collected. The structured
interviews were recorded using an audio recorder. Thereafter, the data collected was
transcribed and analysed. The survey was done using a software called “Google Forms” and
was self-completion. The survey curated a total of 24 responses. The results captured from the
online public survey support the findings curated from the structured interviews. Both data
collection methods were used with an aim to achieve the objectives of the current study.
Recommendations
This study identified a few concluding recommendations while conducting research. Firstly,
South Africa is slowly reaching that point of normalising gender neutrality. Dismantling and
deconstructing the gender codes will be possible through the younger generations of designers.
Secondly, teaching newer and progressive thinking methods of gender would allow the
achievement of gender neutrality.
Directions for future research
Gender neutral fashion communications in the South African fashion industry are relatively
new and have slowly been emerging as time progresses. This study could be among the first to
investigate and explore the possibilities of dismantling and deconstructing hegemonic and
heteronormative methods of fashion. However, as the trend progresses more into society and
culture, further studies can be conducted to truly understand how this trend can help businesses
in the fashion market achieve stability and sustainability in gender neutrality. The present
research has opened new paths and ventures for researchers to explore in-depth the true impact
of the gender neutrality movement on different aspects of corporate culture, marketing
strategies and branding.
Finally, the current study only focused on retail menswear fashion. Future research
could involve retail women’s fashion as well.
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Abstract
Gender has been a central concept in studying innovation during recent decades, generating
diverse venues of systematic investigation. This article aims to map the theoretical
fundaments of gender and innovation published in 2020, as well as approaches,
methodologies, and concepts tackled in studying the intersection of these two concepts. The
review is based on journal articles retrieved from inter- and transdisciplinary scientific
journals focusing on the topics at hand and aims to map the research agenda, the methods
employed, and the main perspectives used and generated. Although a relatively short period
of time, and a challenging one—due to the global COVID-19 pandemic that disrupted,
among others, the academic world—, literature published in 2020 encompassed plenty
research surrounding gender and innovation, employing diverse and complex methodologies,
and multifold perspectives from various countries and disciplines. This paper documents
frameworks that generated knowledge about women’s empowerment and its impact on
innovation, and lays the ground for future research, as well as for social and professional
practice.
Keywords: gender, innovation, research, women’s empowerment, leadership

Innovation has driven development and catalyzed change throughout the world, yet it has not
been an inclusive research subject until recently in history. Societies can achieve even more
impressive and significant results by simply comprehending that humans are capable of
innovation regardless of gender, race, class, ethnicity, or other individual characteristics. A will
and a further effort to address the unique obstacles that some individuals face in innovating
could increase the depth and complexity of innovation research. When faces of innovation are
examined through a gendered, racial, ethnic lens, the knowledge society and the whole society
have something to gain. Throughout recent years, research focused on women innovators has
started to gain traction. Innovation touches on the lives of individuals, groups, organizations,
countries, and the world itself, thus they “can benefit from innovation and resilience by
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supporting women team leaders in their diverse delivery of innovation” (Zuraik, Kelly, &
Perkins, 2020).
The intersection of gender and innovation has become a point of interest for various
scholars from across the world (see Table 1, following pages), and research found strong
connections between the two concepts in organizational practice. Denend et al. (2020) argue
that gender diversity is a catalyst in engendering and sustaining innovation, as well as
enhancing the collective intelligence of an organization. Reddy and Jadhav (2019) examined
the literature surrounding gender diversity on corporate boards, and presented evidence from
diverse markets to show research interests and findings in relation to gender quota legislation,
managers’ characteristics, firm size and diversity, and other factors that influence women’s
representation on corporate boards.
Moreover, innovations related to gender should impact the gender dynamics within a
society; Brugere et al. (2020) warn that the effectiveness of innovations in this respect weighs
upon the extent to which they change gender relations, including how they shift gender roles,
and result in women’s empowerment. One comprehensive attempt at evaluating the state of the
art in relation to gender and innovation research was carried out by Alsos, Ljunggren, and Hytti
(2013), who pointed out the multifold approaches and discourses surrounding these topics. To
elaborate the analytical framework, the scholars identify three categories: innovation as output,
processes of innovation, and innovation discourses; perspectives found in literature can also be
found under gender approaches as variables, gender constructions under interpretive analysis,
and in-depth analyses of gendering organizations and systems, as well as interactions. Finally,
Alsos et al. (2013) classify previous research consulted based on the general perspectives
employed: (1) gender differences and similarities in innovation; (2) gendering constructions of
innovation; and (3) gendering processes of innovation. The present paper aims to document
recent trends in systematic investigations at the intersection of gender and innovation. We
review recent literature on gender and innovation, by mapping methodologies employed,
approaches, topics and perspectives. Moreover, we place the subjects of recent literature in
order to establish whether the conventional divides between the Global North and the Global
South in women’s studies or other such discrepancies are noted. Finally, we advance
suggestions for future venues of research.
Gender and innovation: research procedure
While the intersection of gender and innovation has not been the core research interest of either
research area, there are some cornerstone studies that grounded and advanced such inquiries.
Studies surrounding the two concepts have been published in a wide array of journals, and the
disciplines, methods, topics approached meet criteria of complexity and diversity. As gender
studies have emerged as a field of research mainly studying women, and later encompassed an
interest towards studying men, gender is often synonym for women – in the literature under
analysis, gender translates into two approaches: (1) tackling female subjects/ participants; and
(2) inclusive approaches, investigating both women and men. Overall, there is a need for an
overview of research and a systematic weaving of knowledge on gender and innovation, as a
foundation for further development in research and practice.
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To generate the corpus of analysis for the present paper, I used the SCOPUS database
to retrieve and select relevant articles. The sequence of steps to reach the final article selection
is further detailed. First, I ran a search using the terms gender and innovation, which generated
over 10,000 entries. Then, I restricted the search to journal articles, published in 2020 (n.a.
articles published January through August and in press), and in English. I then ran a parallel
search using the terms women and innovation, which rendered an identical set of articles. From
the gender and innovation results comprising 205 articles, I then used titles, abstracts, and
keywords to select the relevant articles for this research. In several cases, the feature of
innovation or gender was not evident or did not emerge as a key concept or variable from the
title, abstract, or keywords, thus I removed those articles from the corpus. Furthermore, there
were articles, mistakenly included in 2020, which had been published before; I removed those,
as well. However, I included articles received and accepted in 2018 or 2019 and published
later, in 2020. A thick research interest toward recent innovations in women’s health is
noteworthy: from aesthetic surgery (Spiegel, 2020) to reproductive health (see, for example,
Akpovi et al., 2020 or Hemmerling, Christopher, & Young Holt, 2020), innovative approaches
are widely explored in literature. Although the author recognizes the positive effects that
medical innovations have upon women’s lived experiences, such topics go beyond the aim of
this paper, thus I only analyzed healthcare innovation articles related to ICT, which is closer to
the scope of this research. Based on these criteria, the corpus of analysis for gender and
innovation journal articles in English, published or to be published in 2020, includes 76
research articles.
Methodologies, populations, and areas of research
Throughout time, critics of feminisms and feminist scholars have argued that this kind of
research is discriminatory in that it overlooks or dismisses experiences and representations of
categories of individuals, groups, or countries, based on conventional divides such as between
the Global North and Global South or Western and Eastern countries. Some critiques target the
dominance of representations and views of privileged women and the oblivion towards other
categories. This paper does not intend to minimize such disconnects or engage in a rhetoric
that denies such realities, but aims to merely bridge these divides by mapping populations
included in gender and innovation studies published in 2020, across disciplines. Thus, I
documented subjects and populations included in every journal article analyzed, and Table 1
shows how these articles cover various regions and countries. In a few cases, comparative
research is conducted from a cross-country perspective, and even trans-regional. The research
papers included in this review study populations from Africa, Asia, Europe, Latin and Northern
America, and even Oceania, generating a wide variety of perspectives and results.
Table 1. Geographical distribution of studies
Region
Africa

Studies
South Africa (Dietrich et al., 2020), Zanzibar (Brugere et al., 2020), cross-country
(Brixiová et al., 2020; Fatou, 2020; Horn, 2020), Kenya (Gichungi et al., 2020,
Lieu et al., 2020), Maghreb (Kerras et al., 2020), Ghana (Osei & Zhuang, 2020),
Morocco (Bouhazzama & Guenaoui, 2020)
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Asia

Europe

Latin America

Northern America

Oceania

Taiwan (Chen, 2020), India (Agarwal, 2020a, b; Biju & Pathak, 2020; Farnworth
et al., 2020; Jain, Tandon, & Khandelwal, 2020), Indonesia (Asteria &
Herdiansyah, 2020), Laos (Moglia et al., 2020), Bangladesh (Biswas, Boyle, &
Bhardwaj, 2020; Farnworth, Jafry, Rahman, & Badstue, 2020), Pakistan (Zeb &
Ihsan, 2020)
Spain (Groza, Groza, & Barral, 2020; Hernández-Lara & Gonzales-Bustos, 2020,
Lieu et al., 2020), Italy (Arena, Catuogno, Saggese, & Sarto, 2020; Camussi et al.,
2020, De Rosa, Bartoli, Charatsari, & Lioutas, 2020; Martini, Malacarne,
Giovanazzi, & Buffa, 2020; Sagesse et al., 2020), France (Karthas, 2020; Loukil,
Yousfi, & Cheikh, 2020; Ottogalli-Mazzacavallo & Boutroy, 2020), cross-country
(Kerras et al., 2020; Lapuente & Suzuki, 2020; Pirra et al., 2020; Striebing et al.,
2020), Czechia (Čábelková et al. 2020), Germany (Bührer & Frietsch, 2020;
Bührer et al., 2020), United Kingdom (Al-Shaer & Harakeh, 2020; Harrison &
Ogden, 2020; Hay et al., 2020; Martin, Jerrard, & Wright, 2020)
Argentina (Carrington et al., 2020), cross-country (Sifontes & Morales, 2020;
Wellalage et al., 2020), Brazil (Sugiyama & Hunter, 2020), Peru (Santillan et al.,
2020)
USA (Bendell, Sullivan, & Hanek, 2020; Dalton & Logan, 2020; Denend et al.,
2020; Link & van Hasselt, 2020; Mamonov & Benbunan-Fich, 2020; Nadeem et
al., 2020; Schuster et al., 2020; Valenti & Horner, 2020; Verdín et al., 2020;
Zuraik, Kelly, & Perkins, 2020), Canada (Badenhorst et al., 2020; Cukier &
Chavoushi, 2020; Lieu et al., 2020)
Australia (Ward, Prenzler, & Drew, 2020)

In a similar way, methodologies employed in conducting research at the intersection of gender
and innovation show a broad spectrum of approaches, both single-method quantitative or
qualitative studies and mixed-methods approaches. As displayed in Table 2, a wide majority
of the articles analyzed in this review are based on surveys, interviews, and secondary data
analyses, yet other approaches are also well represented in the sample.
Table 2. Methodologies employed in studying gender & innovation
Research method/
instrument/ technique
Interviews

Focus groups
Survey study

Studies
Agarwal, 2020a; Biju & Pathak, 2020; Bouhazzama & Guenaoui, 2020;
Camussi et al., 2020; Carrington et al., 2020; Chen, 2020; Dennis et al.,
2020; Dietrich et al., 2020; Dixit et al., 2020; Farnworth et al., 2020;
Farnworth, Jafry, Rahman, & Badstue, 2020; Hay et al., 2020; Martin,
Jerrard, & Wright, 2020; Martini, Malacarne, Giovanazzi, & Buffa, 2020;
Sugyiama & Hunter, 2020
Dietrich et al., 2020; Farnworth et al., 2020; Farnworth, Jafry, Rahman,
& Badstue, 2020; Harrison & Ogden, 2020; Sugyiama & Hunter, 2020
Agarwal, 2020b; Asteria & Herdiansyah, 2020; Biswas, Boyle, &
Bhardwaj, 2020; Brugere et al., 2020; Čábelková et al., 2020; De Rosa,
Bartoli, Charatsari, & Lioutas, 2020; Denend et al., 2020; Dietrich et al.,
2020; Groza, Groza, & Barral, 2020; Mamonov & Benbunan-Fich, 2020;
Martinez-Jimenez, Hernández-Ortiz, & Cabrera Fernández, 2020;
Moglia et al., 2020; Osei & Zhuang, 2020; Pirra, Carboni, & Diana, 2020;
Sugyiama & Hunter, 2020; Verdín, Godwin, & Benedict, 2020; Zeb &
Ihsan, 2020; Zuraik, Kelly, & Perkins, 2020
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Experiment
Content analysis

Document analysis

Field research &
observations
Ethnographic studies
Secondary data analysis

Systematic literature review

Bendell, Sullivan, & Hanek, 2020; Gichungi et al., 2020
Agarwal, 2020a; Arena, Catuogno, Saggese, & Sarto, 2020; Dennis et al.,
2020; Kravets, Preece, & Maclaran, 2020; Striebing et al., 2020; von
Hippel & Cann, 2020; Ward, Prenzler, & Drew, 2020
Carrington et al., 2020; Kalpazidou Schmidt, Ovseiko, Henderson, &
Kiparoglou, 2020; Lieu et al., 2020; Martin, Jerrard, & Wright, 2020;
Ottogalli-Mazzacavallo & Boutroy, 2020; Sprang, Swan, & Coker, 2020
Arena, Catuogno, Saggese, & Sarto, 2020; Camussi et al., 2020;
Carrington et al., 2020; Loukil, Yousfi, & Cheikh, 2020; Martin, Jerrard,
& Wright, 2020
Badenhorst et al., 2020; Camussi et al., 2020; Dennis et al., 2020
Al-Shaer & Harakeh, 2020; Brixiová, Kangoye, & Tregenna, 2020;
Bührer & Frietsch, 2020; Hernández-Lara & Gonzales-Bustos, 2020;
Kerras et al., 2020; Lapuente & Suzuki, 2020; Link & van Hasselt, 2020;
Loukil, Yousfi, & Cheikh, 2020; Nadeem, Bahadar, Gull, & Iqbal, 2020;
Santillan et al., 2020; Schuster et al., 2020; Sifontes & Morales, 2020;
Valenti & Horner, 2020; Wellalage, Fernandez, & Thrikawala, 2020
Burke & Cowling, 2020; Kamberidou, 2020; Kuschel, Ettl, Díaz-García,
& Alsos, 2020; Pannell & Zilberman, 2020

The areas of research tackled in the journal articles under investigation are diverse and reflect
inter- and transdisciplinary interests, often overlapping; designed in a deductive manner, based
on topics reflected in the content of the articles, Table 3 documents scientific materials grouped
under umbrella areas of leadership, technology, gender diversity in organizations, agriculture
and environment, research, data, and patents, STEM education, culture and communication,
and gender-based violence as major research directions identified in these articles.
Table 3. Areas of research approached in gender & innovation research
Major area of research
Leadership

Technology

Gender diversity in
organizational settings

Studies
Al-Shaer & Harakeh, 2020; Asteria & Herdiansyah, 2020; Biju & Pathak,
2020; Burke & Cowling, 2020; Cukier & Chayoushi, 2020; Fatou, 2020;
Groza, Groza, & Barral, 2020; Hernández-Lara & Gonzales-Bustos,
2020; Kalpazidou Schmidt, Ovseiko, Henderson, & Kiparoglou, 2020;
Kravets, Preece, & Maclaran, 2020; Lawton, 2020; Loukil, Yousfi, &
Cheikh, 2020; Martin, Jerrard, & Wright, 2020; Lapuente & Suzuki,
2020; Sugyiama & Hunter, 2020; Valenti & Horner, 2020; Zeb & Ihsan,
2020
Arena, Catuogno, Saggese, & Sarto, 2020; Asenbaum, 2020; Bendell,
Sullivan, & Hanek, 2020; Čábelková et al., 2020; Camussi et al., 2020;
Denend et al., 2020; Dietrich et al., 2020; Gichungi et al., 2020; Hay et
al., 2020; Jain, Tandon, & Khandelwal, 2020; Kamberidou, 2020; Lieu
et al., 2020; Mamonov & Benbunan-Fich, 2020; Pirra, Carboni, & Diana,
2020; von Hippel & Cann, 2020; Wang, 2020
Badenhorst et al., 2020; Biswas, Boyle, & Bhardwaj, 2020; Kalpazidou
Schmidt, Ovseiko, Henderson, & Kiparoglou, 2020; Martinez-Jimenez,
Hernández-Ortiz, & Cabrera Fernández, 2020; Nadeem, Bahadar, Gull,
& Iqbal, 2020; Wellalage, Fernandez, & Thrikawala, 2020; Zuraik, Kelly,
& Perkins, 2020
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Agriculture & environment

Research, data, & patents

STEM education

Culture & communication
Gender-based violence

Agarwal, 2020a, b; Asteria & Herdiansyah, 2020; Bell, Daggett, &
Labuski, 2020; Brixiová, Kangoye, & Tregenna, 2020; Brugere et al.,
2020; Colverson et al., 2020;
De Rosa, Bartoli, Charatsari, & Lioutas, 2020; Farnworth et al., 2020;
Farnworth, Jafry, Rahman, & Badstue, 2020; Martini, Malacarne,
Giovanazzi, & Buffa, 2020; Moglia et al., 2020; Nadeem, Bahadar, Gull,
& Iqbal, 2020; Osei & Zhuang, 2020; Pannell & Zilberman, 2020
Badenhorst et al., 2020; Bührer & Frietsch, 2020; Link & van Hasselt,
2020; Sagesse, Sarto, & Viganò, 2020; Sifontes & Morales, 2020;
Striebing et al., 2020; Valenti & Horner, 2020
Dalton & Logan, 2020; Dixit et al., 2020; Kerras et al., 2020; Kuschel,
Ettl, Díaz-García, & Alsos, 2020; Pirra, Carboni, & Diana, 2020;
Santillan et al., 2020; Sifontes & Morales, 2020; Verdín, Godwin, &
Benedict, 2020
Chen, 2020; Dennis et al., 2020; Harrison & Ogden, 2020; Karthas, 2020;
Ottogalli-Mazzacavallo & Boutroy, 2020; von Hippel & Cann, 2020
Carrington et al., 2020; Sprang, Swan, & Coker, 2020; Viveiros &
Bonomy, 2020

Gender and innovation: Theoretical frameworks and concepts
In mapping the contributions brought to innovation knowledge through a gendered lens, I
developed an output table (Table 4) classifying the main directions and perspectives identified
in analyzing the journal articles. Further, this section presents the main theoretical and
empirical contributions brought to the field in 2020.
Table 4. Theoretical frameworks and concepts at the intersection of gender & innovation
Theoretical frameworks &
concepts
Women’s empowerment
through leadership

Women entrepreneurs’
impact on innovation

Technological innovations
targeting women

Studies
Asteria & Herdiansyah, 2020; Biswas, Boyle, & Bhardwaj, 2020;
Bouhazzama & Guenaoui, 2020; Brixiová, Kangoye, & Tregenna, 2020;
Denend et al., 2020; Fatou, 2020; Groza, Groza, & Barral, 2020;
Hernández-Lara & Gonzales-Bustos, 2020; Kalpazidou Schmidt,
Ovseiko, Henderson, & Kiparoglou, 2020; Lapuente & Suzuki, 2020;
Lawton, 2020; Martin, Jerrard, & Wright, 2020; Martinez-Jimenez,
Hernández-Ortiz, & Cabrera Fernández, 2020; Plambeck & Ramdas,
2020; Sagesse, Sarto, & Viganò, 2020, Sugyiama & Hunter, 2020;
Valenti & Horner, 2020; Wellalage, Fernandez, & Thrikawala, 2020
Arena, Catuogno, Saggese, & Sarto, 2020; Bell, Daggett, & Labuski,
2020; Bendell, Sullivan, & Hanek, 2020; Biju & Pathak, 2020; De Rosa,
Bartoli, Charatsari, & Lioutas, 2020; Dixit et al., 2020; Farnworth et al.,
2020; Hernández-Lara & Gonzales-Bustos, 2020; Kamberidou, 2020;
Link & van Hasselt, 2020; Lapuente & Suzuki, 2020; Loukil, Yousfi, &
Cheikh, 2020; Martini, Malacarne, Giovanazzi, & Buffa, 2020; Osei &
Zhuang, 2020; Zeb & Ihsan, 2020; Zuraik, Kelly, & Perkins, 2020
Asenbaum, 2020; Čábelková et al., 2020; Chen, 2020; Dietrich et al.,
2020; Gichungi et al., 2020; Hay et al., 2020; Jain, Tandon, &
Khandelwal, 2020; Kerras et al., 2020; Lieu et al., 2020; Mamonov &
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Women’s empowerment
through agricultural
entrepreneurship

Research, data, & patents

Institutions as social
innovation
Women in STEM education

Innovative methodologies in
studying women

Benbunan-Fich, 2020; Sprang, Swan, & Coker, 2020; von Hippel &
Cann, 2020; Wang, 2020
Agarwal, 2020a, b; Bouhazzama & Guenaoui, 2020; Brixiová, Kangoye,
& Tregenna, 2020; De Rosa, Bartoli, Charatsari, & Lioutas, 2020;
Colverson et al., 2020; Farnworth et al., 2020; Farnworth, Jafry, Rahman,
& Badstue, 2020; Gichungi et al., 2020; Moglia et al., 2020; Osei &
Zhuang, 2020; Pannell & Zilberman, 2020
Badenhorst et al., 2020; Bührer & Frietsch, 2020; Bührer, Schmidt,
Palmén, & Reidl, 2020; Link & van Hasselt, 2020; Loukil, Yousfi, &
Cheikh, 2020; Sagesse, Sarto, & Viganò, 2020; Schuster et al., 2020;
Sifontes & Morales, 2020; Striebing et al., 2020; Valenti & Horner, 2020
Carrington et al., 2020, Horn, 2020; Kravets, Preece, & Maclaran, 2020;
Ottogalli-Mazzacavallo & Boutroy, 2020; Sugyiama & Hunter, 2020;
Ward, Prenzler, & Drew, 2020
Dalton & Logan, 2020; Dixit et al., 2020; Kuschel, Ettl, Díaz-García, &
Alsos, 2020; Pirra, Carboni, & Diana, 2020; Santillan et al., 2020;
Sifontes & Morales, 2020; Verdín, Godwin, & Benedict, 2020
Bührer, Schmidt, Palmén, & Reidl, 2020; Camussi et al., 2020;
Colverson et al., 2020; Cukier & Chayoushi, 2020; Dennis et al., 2020;
Harrison & Ogden, 2020

Women’s empowerment through leadership
Current trends in challenging the status quo in leadership involve shaking the gender binary,
removing dichotomous roles, attitudes, and behaviors, while boosting women’s participation
and numbers in the economy. Degendering as a way of gender mainstreaming does not mean
overlooking or dismissing individual differences, but rather “applying or implementing genderneutral standards and policies in the workplace” (Kamberidou, 2020). Studying practices of
supportive management and organizational climate in relation to propelling women towards
leadership roles, Biswas, Boyle, and Bhardwaj (2020) observed that adopting such practices
influences attitudes about the promotion of equity and diversity in leadership roles.
Cultural factors influence attitudes toward leadership; cultural norms conceal women’s
contributions, whereas men are privileged to be considered the standard in leadership.
Farnworth, Jafry, Bharati, Badstue, and Yadav (2020) explored ways in which women are
challenging these norms to become innovators; based on the concept of doxa, ideas taken for
granted and unquestioned, the scholars found that women’s transition from mere workforce
members to innovators and managers is troublesome. They generated a typology of women’s
strategies to increase their managerial power, moving from a stance of keeping silent to making
decisions through acquiescing, murmuring, quietly co-performing, actively consulting, and
managing/controlling following men’s decisions (Farnworth et al., 2020). Zeb and Ihsan
(2020) observed that women’s entrepreneurial traits, like risk-taking and persistence, weighed
heavily on the performance of women-owned firms in Pakistan. These findings are counter to
conventional narratives, as women in this study are found to “prefer to take risks and have a
strong desire to achieve their goals by facing all the hurdles” (ibid.).
Exploring stereotypes and traits also represents a venue worth researching. Biju and
Pathak (2020) investigated intrapreneurial behavior linked to innovation and found that such
expectation from women leaders causes them stress. These women did express a struggle to
“be perceived and accepted as intrapreneurs” (ibid.) and confessed resorting to projecting
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unnatural masculine characteristics in behaviors and attitudes, in order to suppress their natural
behavior and be deemed intrapreneurial. On the other hand, Martin, Jerrard, and Wright (2020)
showed that maternal roles can come as a bridge between feminine and masculine stereotypes
in the workplace, as features of maternal behavior, such as nurturing and empathy, can be
capitalized on in “their relationships with external and internal contacts and fundamental to
business operation” (ibid.).
The gender lens in leadership studies does not only generate results that substantiate
the existence of bias against women, some results overcome conventional wisdom by shedding
a negative light on women. In their firm-level study of Latin American countries, Wellalage,
Fernandez, and Thrikwala (2020) rejected the integrity hypothesis among women owners,
finding that they do not just receive bribes at the same rate as their male counterparts, but
oftentimes they receive higher bribes. Whether gender can be a factor in explaining the
relationship between corruption and firm-level innovation remains largely unanswered, but
data shows that product innovation is enhanced when bribes are paid to female owners. Another
interesting study showed that women’s presence on boards may result in lower bonus and
equity-based compensation, as they are prone to conservatism in financial practices (Al-Shaer
& Harakeh, 2020). However, this finding can be seen as an improvement in the quality of
companies’ governance systems. Martinez-Jimenez, Hernández-Ortiz, and Cabrera Fernández
(2020) also investigated gender diversity on boards and firm performance and found a positive
relationship between the two variables, yet cautiously suggesting a negative relationship
between diversity and effectiveness – also measuring innovation.
Historic appointments of women to leadership positions are noteworthy because we
live in a time when women are entering educational and professional venues previously almost
exclusively populated by men in unprecedented numbers (see women’s leadership in the field
of surgery in Lawton, 2020), thus “blazing a trail for many more women to come” (ibid.).
Women are still significantly underrepresented in leadership positions, and this imbalance in
leadership and workplace experience is reflected – among others – in health technology
companies: here, Denend et al. (2020) suggested that women are overtly excluded from
networks of influence through blocking communication and through bias, which makes them
experience “a less meritocratic and inclusive workplace” (ibid.).
Women entrepreneurs’ impact on innovation
For women’s leadership and entrepreneurship to be a sustainable goal, a multi-dimensional
approach is needed to encompass individual, social, economic, political, ecological factors that
enable women to close the educational gender gap, to participate to the economy equally to
their male counterparts, and to gain full citizenship. Asteria and Herdiansyah (2020) focused
on environment innovation capabilities of women and found that these former factors are
essential to women’s power to “foster abilities and explore [their] leadership in mobilizing their
communities” (ibid.). Similarly, Nadeem, Bahadar, Gull, and Iqbal (2020) empirically linked
women’s ethics of care, their sensitivity towards the others and to the environment, to
generating environmental innovation on a corporate level, as gender diversity was found to
have an influence upon process and product innovation.
In a European setting, Lapuente and Sukuzi (2020) discovered that female leaders in
the public sector display more pro-innovation attitudes than men and are more willing to
challenge the status quo. Subjects of less studies than women on corporate boards, women who
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are public leaders are more motivated to do something useful for society, more open to new
ideas than their male counterparts, while also being less willing to take risks. Zuraik, Kelly,
and Perkins (2020) advance an interesting research design aimed at showing the impact of
gender and leadership style and innovation behaviors and outcomes. They found that women
leading teams were seen as less effective in leading innovation than their male counterparts
and suggest enhancing organizational support to generate greater innovation and increase
visibility as leaders. Moreover, research shows gender solidarity in social support and financial
backing. Groza, Groza, and Barral (2020) found crowdfunding to be a financing tool that lends
women entrepreneurs access to female investors who were once supported in their financial
endeavor.
In tackling leadership development programs for women edupreneurs, Dixit et al.
(2020) discussed a framework that maps essential competencies to be taught; thus, female
leaders must be visionary, delegative, inquisitive, decisive, receptive to feedback, and must
nurture learning agility, cognitive ability, self-reflection, tolerance, self-development, as well
as the be apt to build partnership networks and save face (ibid.). Moreover, Fatou (2020) found
that a vital way of empowering female entrepreneurs is by developing skills in the areas of
vocational training and soft skills.
Technological innovations targeting women
Studies correlating innovation and gender or specifically women overwhelmingly show that
ICTs play a pivotal role in the dynamics of gender equality and empowering women. Kerras,
Sánchez-Navarro, Lόpez-Becerra, and de-Miguel Gόmez (2020) explored how the gender gap
in digital education and use weighs negatively on gender equality and called for more efficient
inclusive education and training, in order to enable women as users and producers of
knowledge and technology, researchers, educators, and entrepreneurs.
Technological innovations in healthcare improve women’s lived experiences. Hay et
al. (2020) studied WhatsApp use to support women/mothers who take care of HIV patients and
found it to facilitate communication and support participation in group activities that ease their
burdens. Arena, Catuogno, Saggese, and Sarto (2020) explored the link between women in
managerial positions in hospitals and adoption of innovation, arguing that gender mainly
fosters adoption of eHealth, but warns about the rivalry between team and line managers of the
same gender that obstructs such technology adoptions.
Chen (2020) examined online dating as an innovation in interpersonal communication,
meant to reverse gender roles from real life and found that these still governed most subjects’
online behavior, but a few of them actually switched to a reversed version and took it to real
life contexts. Video gaming was also tackled in 2020 research; Čábelková, Strielkowski,
Rybakova, & and Molchanova (2020) found that time spent by women playing video games
correlates positively with the novelty component of their emotional creativity.
Von Hippel & Cann (2020) discuss a different approach, tackling behavioral innovation
related to household activities, facilitated using technology. Mostly developed by women, this
type of innovation was investigated through user-generated content analysis posted on
discussion forums dedicated to household activities. Gender differences in technology adoption
and use can be analyzed in various ways. Complementary to the previous findings presented,
Mamonov and Benbunan-Fich (2020) studied home security technology and identified a
gender layer; more specifically, they found that perceived novel benefits – so aspects of novelty
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related to the device/technology – have a significant effect upon women in adopting and using
it, explained by the fact that “women tend to view home as a place that offers comfort, privacy
and security from the outside world” (ibid.).
Women’s empowerment through agricultural entrepreneurship
In many cultural settings, women who disrupt norms are at risk of social exclusion. Farnworth,
Jafry, Rahman, and Badstue (2020) emphasized the need for male support in women’s
entrepreneurial endeavors and found that women who innovate relied heavily on family support
to take risks and innovate. The scholars build on the importance on women’s networks and
argue that a basic empowerment process, as simple as a training, can fuel women to take
initiative and seek innovation. Social capital was found as a crucial factor in entrepreneurial
growth performance and rural poverty alleviation by Osei and Zhuang (2020), whose results
showed that family, business partners, and community members are intangible resources that
are vital to rural female entrepreneurs’ performance when seeking growth.
Agarwal (2020a, b) looked into women-only group farming as a driver for women’s
empowerment, and found that this innovation has granted Indian women a higher economic
and social status, as well as “enhanced their status within families and communities as
contributors to family income” (ibid.). In agricultural entrepreneurship, women outperformed
men in gaining trust by generating better loan repayment records. Brixiová, Kangoye, and
Tregenna (2002) observed that women entrepreneurs face a more restricted access to credit
than men, which weighs on their entrepreneurial performance, and argue that certain economies
would benefit from removing obstacles to female land ownership. Female entrepreneurship
plays a vital role in the development of sustainable mountain tourism, as well, through their
networking abilities and characteristic “elements of authenticity, experentiality and
innovation” (Martini, Malacarne, Giovanazzi, & Buffa, 2020).
Not only is women’s empowerment in agriculture, under certain circumstances, an
innovation, but the adoption of innovation by women also has an empowering role (such is the
case of new technology for women seaweed producers, studied by Brugere et al., 2020). Moglia
et al. (2020) also explored gender differences in the adoption of new practices, and women
included in the study reported greater challenges than men when tackling the agricultural
marketplace; however, women manifested a more favorable attitude towards non-farming
practices and the modern, non-traditional economy compared to men. In an analysis of Italian
female farmers’ entrepreneurial identity, De Rosa, Bartoli, Charatsari, and Lioutas (2020)
observed that most women reported adopting one or more innovations, but a few of them
introduced innovations “while simultaneously searching for new markets and new
organizational arrangements” (ibid.), thus emphasizing the need for innovation support
services. Other studies showed that the adoption of new technology turned out to be detrimental
to women’s control of production and benefits; however, designing economic policies that
target them and enhance their access to funds will enhance their agency (Gichungi et al., 2020).
Research, data, & patents
The concept of critical mass is important in assessing women’s ability to create change. As
Sagesse, Sarto, and Viganò (2020) suggest, women on corporate boards can have a positive
impact on innovation input, by limiting others’ biases and improving their own ability to
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generate innovation, but they can do so when their board representation reaches a critical mass.
The presence of one woman is not nearly enough – it might even be a case of tokenism.
Research and data spending, as a measure of increasing innovation, can be thus enhanced by
women when they are represented in a substantial manner. Valenti and Horner (2020) agreed
that critical mass among female directors is imperative in effecting changes, as they are found
to generate investments in innovation that eventually return as patents. However, in the case of
tech firms, Loukil, Yousfi, and Cheikh (2020) found that women are risk-averse agents and
avoid such investments. Similarly, Bendell, Sullivan, and Hanek (2020) investigated gendered
decisions regarding firm investments in technology. They found that female entrepreneurs in
small- and medium-sized companies were less likely to engage in risks of purchasing the
technology.
Female inventors still face bias in getting their innovation recognized, as data suggests
that they are less likely to have patent applications granted than male applicants. To support
this claim, Schuster et al. (2020) found some bias against female inventors during grant
prosecution. Link and van Hasselt (2020) discovered that women-owned firms of small
dimensions are associated with fewer patent applications. Sifontes and Morales (2020)
designed a longitudinal study to explain the rate of female participation in patenting across
Latin America. They found that only one in five patents with female involvement are granted
and advanced a set of variables that influence the patenting activity and outcome. According
to Sifontes and Morales (2020), the success of female patents in certain technological fields
might be explained by the rise of female researchers in life sciences, women’s involvement in
patenting is more likely when the applicating comes from the academic sector rather than the
industry, and their participation is more frequent in case of internal collaborations. When it
comes to commercial patents, Hernández-Lara and Gonzales-Bustos (2020) found that the
presence of women on corporate boards positively impacts research and data and patents. In
their study on family companies, the researchers observed that female directors have a better
influence on innovation when they do not belong to the family; this finding shows that women
who lead such companies from outside the family tree “can act freely and more independently
than when they belong to the family of control” (Hernández-Lara & Gonzales-Bustos, 2020).
On the other hand, Bührer, Schmidt, Palmén, & Reidl (2020) investigated German
programs designed to increase female researchers’ participation in science-production, and
found efficiency in enhancing women’s representation as researchers, as well as improved
publication and citation rates. Bührer & Frietsch (2020) emphasize this concrete scientific
benefit of gender equality programs by documenting the increase of women’s representation
in research, of women’s authorship, as well as high citations and excellence rates. Striebing et
al. (2020) carried out a similar analysis in innovation systems across Europe and found that
higher education degrees have been the main driver of increase for women among researchers.
Institutions as social innovation
Sugyiama and Hunter (2020) investigated programs empowering women to drive change in the
way they participate in their community’s economy, and thus identified three main factors
contributing to women’s advancement: economic agency, enhanced physical integrity, and
psychosocial growth. Kravetz, Preece, and Maclaran (2020) showed how social
entrepreneurship is impacted by gender and emphasized the role of media and forums that
encourage these types of innovations in gendering it.
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One social innovation of the twenty-first century, documented by OttogalliMazzacavallo and Boutroy, 2020, regards women in male sports, and shows how manless
teams gained traction and became institutionalized. Through manless teams, women
mountaineers brought a unique contribution to restricting inequalities in sports, through
expanding a network of human and material resources. Similarly, Ward, Prenzler, and Drew
(2020) investigate women in male professional fields.
Other remarkable institutional innovations are analyzed in Badenhorst et al. (2020)
exploration of gendered layers in women academics’ peer reviews – networks of support,
Horn’s (2020) innovation targeting women’s health, or Carrington et alii’s (2020) account of
women’s police stations in Argentina as empowerment instruments.
Women in STEM education
Various programs have been developed in Europe to empower young women to enter
challenging professional fields such as STEM, but much work is needed to overcome the biases
involved in taking and then experiencing these educational and professional routes. Pirra,
Carboni, and Diana (2020) analyzed support networks that target secondary school students,
aiming to raise awareness on women’s potentialities in STEM. Wang (2020) warns about the
issue of ethics in developing technology. The scholar argues in favor of gender-sensitive
approaches, to ensure fair participation and representation in STEM education and professions.
Verdín, Godwin, and Benedict (2020) surveyed engineering students to assess
innovation self-efficacy beliefs; they found positive and significant correlations for female
students in terms of interest in pursuing a career in several engineering fields and at least one
of the five innovative skills studied: questioning, observing, experimenting, idea networking,
and associational thinking. Verdín et al. (2020) uncovered and highlighted a strategic
opportunity for STEM education: there is an opportunity to nurture these skills and enhance
women’s disposition toward innovating in the field of civil engineering.
Linking STEM education to entrepreneurship, Kuschel, Ettl, Díaz-García, and Alsos
(2020) elaborated a series of research directions: (1) to define and explore the traits of women’s
entrepreneurship within STEM; (2) to expand research on entrepreneurship as a career option
for STEM graduates; (3) to investigate STEM entrepreneurship beyond women’s early
recruitment and detrimental characteristics; (4) to advance research on gender and technology
in entrepreneurial ecosystems; and (5) to build on scholarship on feminist approaches in STEM.
Innovative methodologies in studying women
Methodologies proposed for studying gender or women in relation to innovation are various
and engender a series of innovations. Based on previous research, Bührer, Schmidt, Palmén &
Reidl (2020) elaborate a matrix including indicators that show the relationship between gender
equality and benefit areas (see Table 5), which could serve as a framework for investigating
the dynamics between different areas of innovation and gender equality – both from a scientific
perspective and from a practical one.
Table 5. Framework for innovation and gender equality
Gender equality and scientific benefits
Interdisciplinarity and thematic diversity

Gender equality and economic benefits
Increased creativity and organizational innovation
Better strategic decision-making
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Higher share of publications
Higher share of citations
Scientific excellence
Better dissemination of research results
Social responsiveness

Gender equality and environmental benefits
More sustainability initiatives
Higher environmental consciousness in
consumption
More eco-innovations

Increased overall competitiveness
Better financial performance
Positive employment effects and job satisfaction
More effective recruiting and retention
Increased organizational attractiveness, brand image
and reputation
Better networking and access to customers and
markets
Stronger adherence to ethics and rules of conduct
Gender equality and societal benefits
Combating gender discrimination through symbolic
commitment to equality
Empowerment and confidence
More corporate social responsibility
More supportive and philanthropic behavior

Source: Bührer, Schmidt, Palmén, & Reidl (2020)

Colverson et al. (2020) discussed methodologies employed in measuring empowerment –
focusing on rural areas –, and posited that “genuine empowerment requires a sustained process
that includes working with men and communities to change gender norms that hold women
back and enhance women’s ability to act upon their own decisions” (ibid.). Another
empowerment mechanism is proposed by Cukier and Chavoush (2020), who advance factors
of enhancing women’s entrepreneurship through an inclusive innovation ecosystem, the
Women Entrepreneurship Knowledge Hub. Though this ecosystem is already in place, the
scholars propose new ways to bring women entrepreneurs together, to advance knowledge, and
share best practices within the network. One last yet very novel approach belongs to Harrison
and Ogden (2020), who document women’s lived experiences through the feminist research
method of ‘knit “n” natter’, a technique that nurtures participants’ creativity, disruptive
expertise, and feminization of the academic space, by disrupting traditional knowledge
production and power relations in place.
Discussion and conclusions
Alsos, Ljunggren, and Hytti (2013) warned about the invisibility of research on gender and
innovation, since the lion’s share of innovation studies identified by them largely focused on
products, processes, organizations, and not on the human dimension. However, contributions
substantiate the idea that innovation is a highly gendered research and practical field. The
dynamics of gender and innovation constitute a resourceful object of investigation, as
innovation is a gendered process, and gender-related phenomena might reflect innovations.
Through this review, I laid out current questions being explored in the field of gender
and innovation research. Various concepts and variables interplay in this research area, and
there are further questions to be posed, reflected on, and answered. The issue of defining
gender, analyzing power relations, questioning the doxa might prove crucial in gaining in-depth
understanding of gender and women’s relationship to innovation. Discourses and processes
need to embrace broader understandings of both gender and innovation, and feminist
methodologies involved in exploring this generous field might prove fruitful in generating
valuable knowledge.
It is also important to point out that such studies are valuable beyond the knowledge
community, they also have practical implications on innovation industries, as well as social
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implications as they further an empowerment agenda. Organizations would benefit from
propelling women toward leadership positions and masculine roles, as diversity of ideas and
perspectives can prove to increase performance and bring about change. The concept of
representation also matters in organizational or wider settings, as role models can engender
positive effects, such as enhancing visibility of female leaders and their innovations, which
communicates that this is a feasible career option for women and that innovation is not out of
reach due to a gender impairment.
Is bias such a great obstacle in women’s way toward entrepreneurship, leadership, and
innovation? Do women self-sabotage when incubating these kinds of ambitions, due to lacking
agency? Is their natural behavior not an innovation driver? What does it entail for women to
be as innovative as their male counterparts are deemed? Can the innovation industry stop
romanticizing risk-taking behaviors? How can women practically fight resistance met on their
paths to innovation? What can organizations and broader settings do to tap the insufficiently
explored potential of human resources? These and many others are questions that need further
systematic investigation, and whose answers – as complex as they may be – could be found in
future contributions to innovation studies.
Although an exhaustive review of publications on the topic within the last two years is
beyond the scope of the present paper, SCOPUS was consulted to identify more recent
influential articles for 2021 published on the topic. The procedure entailed a similar search to
the previous one, narrowing the gender and innovation results by year (2021), and organizing
them by relevance. The top five articles were then selected. Through computational topic
modelling of data from a women’s network in Silicon Valley, Schmitt et al. (2020) studied the
inclusion of women in tech and digital innovation, showing that women are overwhelmingly
focused on exploiting, rather than exploring digital innovation potentials; this shows that
women remain underrepresented in positions related to exploring new market opportunities,
but express great interest in assessing how organizational and human resources can help them
advance their careers. Le Loarne-Lemaire et al. (2021) carried out a systematic literature
review on women’s role in innovation related to climate change and argued that women
involved in technological innovation processes display greater productivity and results, that
women in science would accelerate development of relevant innovation, and that more female
board members would be highly beneficial in the first against climate change. In a surveybased research, De Rosa et al. (2020) analyzed patterns of innovation adoption among Italian
female-owned farms and emphasized the importance of innovation support services and
entrepreneurial orientation in effective innovation. Women-owned SMEs in Pakistan were
studied by Mehta et al. (2021), who found them impressively engaged in open innovation
practices. Based on a survey of nearly 30,000 SMEs, Owalla, Nyanzu, and Vorley (2021) took
an intersectional approach in exploring women-led SMEs in the United Kingdom and found
them actively engaged in innovation activities, calling for “a holistic approach towards
inclusive innovation policymaking” (p. 702).
It is, thus, crucial to raise awareness on the above-mentioned issues in policymaking.
Individuals, groups, organizations, even countries need to optimize the ways they use resources
to perform – excluding women or minimizing their contributions to innovation might
counteract the purpose of progress. Admittedly, there are various factors involved in generating
new knowledge and building/ raising awareness on gender and innovation issues, but they
should also advance onto political agendas.
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Abstract
Studies on gender and sexual violence, most especially Intimate Partner Violence (IPV), have
mostly regarded women and wives as victims and men, with husbands as perpetrators of
violence (Chinweizu 1990; Coker-Appiah and Cusack 1999; and Fonchingong 2006). This
study attempts a revisit of such discourses especially their representations in fictional
narratives. In achieving this, I examine the perspectivisation of women and wives as
upholders and perpetrators of sexual oppression towards male homosexuals and bisexuals in
African fictional narratives. Two purposively selected texts – Alaa Al Aswany’s The
Yacoubian Building and Jude Dibia’s Walking with Shadows –, representing Northern and
Sub-Saharan Africa, are used in the examination and discussion of the roles of women in
male-victimhood within male homosexual narratives. In the analysis, I apply Pierre
Bourdieu’s theory of Agency as theoretical framework. Central to the discussions is the
identification that women characters play critical roles as moral police and upholders of
heteronormativity in the lives of the male homosexual and bisexual characters. The study
concludes that the oppressive agencies of the women characters in the studied narratives
repress the sexual agency of the queer characters; and that these are destructive to same-sex
relations and culminate in emotional and psychological trauma.
Keywords: victims, perpetrators, sexual oppression, homosexuality, agency, african fiction

It is indubitable that there exist patriarchal structures and institutions that see to the sexual
repression of homosexuals in African narratives on sexuality. Despite these restrictive spaces
in the performances of their selves, however, homosexual characters continue to find ways to
express their sexuality, even though in muffled tones. The gap that the present study addresses
is the contributions of women to the denial, stifling, and withdrawal of male homosexual
agency. One is thus motivated to ask: Are women involved in the oppression and traumatisation
of the male homosexual? If they are, how active are these women as participants and
perpetrators of the ostracisation and denial of self-assertion for homosexual men within the
constructs of African fictive narratives? Within which societal constructs do these women
navigate their agency? In this study, different forms of power and the performances of control
This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License
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by women, the multifarious dimensions to the oppression of male characters by women, and
how the denial/lack of sexual agency by homosexual characters emanate from or are worsened
by female characters, are identified, examined and discussed. More specifically, this study
discusses how women’s agency as wives is mapped out as perpetrators of sexual violence
against homosexual and bisexual men. This is predicated on the realisation that sexual violence
can manifest or be realised in multiple and different forms. These range from the psychological,
emotional, and/or, physical, and these have significant implications on the lived experiences of
the male homosexual characters.
The majority of Africans and African societies still find it difficult to come to terms
with sexual practices different from heterosexuality. The fossilised attitudes and orientations
to gender and sexuality enable the popularised perspectivisation of homosexuality as an
aberration and transgressive act. These attitudes have also been manifested in the characters in
the texts studied. Thus one finds male characters as well as their women counterparts speak out
against homosexuality in the texts under study. However, what this study dwells on is how
serious and life-defining the actions of the women characters in these works are and how the
patriarchal repression homosexuals experience compares to the oppressive agency that these
women assert. To this end, this study discusses how men, homosexual characters, are placed
at the mercy of women characters who determine the outcome of the performance of these
men’s sexuality. Through these depictions and representations, one is enabled to identify and
make statements on what African writers are saying on the place of women in controlling the
sexuality of men and (re)writing the earlier narratives of male dominance upon the sexuality
of women.
Although a significant portion of existing literature focuses on male dominance and
masculine power, it is arguable that women have more power than is acknowledged for, or,
even within certain situations, are more powerful than men. Even within contexts where
women are oppressed by subsisting patriarchal structures, they still find ways to assert their
influences as wives and mothers. It will be argued in this study that although homosexuals are
regarded as less than men and are in the same class with women, as victims of patriarchy,
women characters in the works to be discussed seem oblivious of the fact of their ‘equative
victimhoods’. Instead, and despite the fact that the writers give these women characters spaces
within which they exercise their selves – being seen, heard and adequately represented –, these
women are still acting within the framework of patriarchy. Thus, no matter how powerful they
are, they are subordinated to and perform from within the limitations and affordances of extant
patriarchal constructs.
Theoretical framework
Pierre Bourdieu’s Agency theory, with particular attention to his concepts of habitus and field,
is applied to the analysis of the fictional narratives. Pierre Bourdieu is a social theorist and his
theory on agency and structure focuses on the ways social structures and human actions come
together to foster social change and possibilities in a social order through what he calls
‘habitus’. For Bourdieu, the knowledge of history reshapes the present and future possibilities
as individual actions are based on what they know or believe. Bourdieu also posits that power
is both culturally and symbolically created, in such a way that it changes through the coming
together of agency and structure. He believes that established structures and power relations
can be revisited and resisted, therefore he comes up with different concepts to explain power
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and social change. These concepts are the concept of habitus, the notion of capital, fields, and
doxa.
Habitus are socially constructed norms that guide the way individuals think and behave.
It is “the way society becomes deposited in persons in the form of lasting dispositions, or
trained capacities and structured propensities to think, feel and act in determinant ways, which
then guide them” (Wacquant, 316). It is important to note that, though habitus are socially
constructed, they are neither fixed nor permanent, as social actors can decide to change their
habitus from one to another.
Capital can be material, social, cultural or symbolic, and the interplay among them
brings inequality in different classes within society. This order of differences between classes
is unconsciously accepted by people; it gives them a sense of who they are and what they can
be in the society. Cultural capital influences and “provides the means for a non-economic form
of domination and hierarchy as classes distinguish themselves through taste” (Gaventa, 6).
Cultural capital is very important, as it plays a vital role in power relations and it can be
acquired and transferred from one place to another. Fields are places or sites of performances
where individuals express different kinds of capital, and they are also sites for competitions.
Boudieu’s concepts of habitus and field are relevant in helping this study arrive at “a cultural
understanding of the intersections of class, sexuality and gender” (Shilling, 231).
This is especially as Bourdieu’s theory of the habitus captures the nuances of everyday
practices and the mundane rationality that informs them. The body is at the heart of Bourdieu’s
sociology; it is recognized as a commodified, material bearer of symbolic value that develops
in conjunction with social forces and, in this sense, is central to the maintenance of social
inequality. Bourdieu recognizes the ways in which bodily orientations develop as the body
becomes a lifelong project, integral to one’s sense of self. For Bourdieu, bodies bear the imprint
of the social because of three main factors: the configuration of a person’s habitus, his or her
social location, and the development of his or her tastes (232).
According to Tamale, “the study of sexualities cannot be abstracted from power… It is
a dialectical, circuitous process that allows for back-and-forth movement and empathetic
understanding, and recognizes the fusion between sexualities and various structures of power”
(48). Therefore, Boudieu’s theory of agency is in tandem with this study’s objective of
explaining social relations and exploring issues surrounding sexuality, and how homosexuals
negotiate the structure of oppression and victimhood. It is also invaluable in its engagement of
the notions of power and powerlessness, agency and victimhood, and how issues surrounding
sexual identities can be internalised, revisited and negotiated. In addition, the concept of
habitus through the dyadic postulations of structure and agency is explored in the portrayal and
(re)presentation of sexuality in the selected novels.
Alaa Al-Aswany’s The Yacoubian Building and Religious Oppression
Alaa Al-Aswany’s The Yacoubian Building is the story of the residents of the Yacoubian
building who, with the exception of a few characters, are portrayed as the struggling class of
the society. With residents ranging from Zaki Bey el Dessouki, a womaniser, to Hatim the
homosexual and Taha the religious extremist, Al-Aswany’s novel characterises flawed
individuals who are disillusioned with their place within the world they find themselves in.
From these, the author foregrounds his characterisation of Hatim, his main character.
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Cairo, the setting of Al-Aswany’s text, is a foremost metropolis in the Egyptian nation. As a
African-Middle East country, Islamic influences are pervasive in its social, religious and
cultural landscape. According to Eidhamar (2014), Muslim discourses have very strong
implications on the views and stance of the publics on a contentious, divisive and combustible
topic as same-sex relations. Although within studies that have explored non-heteronormative
sexualities in Arab Islamic history, there is the identification that sexual relations between men
have been represented as socially accepted and something frequently done, it must be noted
that there is no permission for the indulgence in these actions within public glare (El-Rouayheb
2005). In fact, tensions exist continuously on the possibility and acceptance of living an LGBT
life and being a true Muslim (Momin & Valliani, 2016).
Though the novel has episodic plots, it is easy to follow the story of Abdul and his wife
and how they are influenced by the other residents of the building. Turan notes that the building
is a microcosm of the larger Cairo community:
… a microcosmic representation of the society, garbage and bug infestation with
connotations of decay, filth, and death as the shared destiny of the residents is rather
alarming. Yet, this situation also compels the residents to interact and communicate
with each other, move beyond their isolation and form unexpected relationships and
alliances (10).
The alliances and relationships the residents form strengthen their perspectives and opinions
on how to live and survive. Both the men and women form groups and alliances, and Alaa AlAswany shows how the women in the building formed their own alliance and discussed matters
pertaining to their husbands and families. He particularly emphasises the women’s perception
of their sexual relations with their husbands, and this, in a way, forms women’s opinions of
themselves and their place in a patriarchal society. He states:
As for the women, and without regard for their degree of religiosity or morality, they
all love sex enormously and will whisper the secrets of the bed to one another, followed,
if they are on their own, by bursts of laughter that are carefree or even obscene. They
do not love it simply because as a way of quenching lust but because sex, and their
husband’s greed for it, makes them feel that despite all the misery they suffer they are
still women, beautiful and desired by their menfolk (Aswany, 15).
Sexual relations with their husbands for these women is their way of affirming that they are
essentially needed in, and integral to, the lives of their husbands. Aswany characterises these
women as dependent on the approval they receive as sexual beings. Accessing agency through
the compulsory heterosexuality of their husbands thus becomes an important aspect of the lives
of the women residents of the building, and it seems this is the only space within which they
have a voice in the building from which they can exercise and assert their power. The women
are carefree and vocal about this aspect of their lives and they exchange notes on their
experiences. Aswany goes further by portraying the influence heterosexuality has on the daily
activities of these women when he explains:
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Do these brief hours of pleasure not furnish her with proof that her wretched life is
somehow, despite everything, blessed with success? It would take a skilled painter to
convey to us the expression on the face of a woman on the roof of a Friday morning,
when, after her husband has gone down to perform the prayer and she has washed off
the traces of love-making, she emerges to hang out the washed bedding – at that
moment, with her wet hair, her flushed complexion, and the serene expression in her
eyes, she looks like a rose that, watered with the dew of the morning, has arrived at the
peak of its perfection (Aswany, 15).
Reducing women and their relevance in the novel to that of sexual objects whose life goals and
achievements are determined by their ability to sexually satisfy their husbands is Aswany’s
way of showing how highly the women value their heterosexual relationships. This portrayal
also serves as a background to understand how these women will react to and perceive a
bisexual man or the performance of homosexuality by men in the building. Hidiya, Abdul’s
wife, is delightfully welcomed into the alliance of women, following her relocation from the
village to join her husband in Cairo. She naturally becomes like the other women of the
building, since they were raised within the same religio-cultural field, sharing their ideology
and ways of life. Abdul however continues his homosexual relationship with Hatim and his
“life proceeded virtually without problems, but his relationship with his wife Hidiya remained
tense. She was happy with her cosseted new life, but something deep and sharp continued to
smolder between them – it would flare up, then die down and sometimes disappear from sight,
but it was there” (Aswany, 155).
Hidiya gets to know of Abduh’s homosexual relations with Hatim, though her
knowledge is still based on suspicions; the comfort she enjoys which she knows comes from
her husband’s friendship with Hatim keeps her mute. Her (in)decision on the situation may be
viewed from two perspectives. The first could be an inability to wrap her head around the
reality and to confront her husband on her suspicion/discovery. This is because not only has
her husband been married to her and has fathered a child in line with the heteronormative
expectations, he holds a reasonably respectable job, one which also demands a very high degree
of hetero-patriarchal displays. The other inclination is in line with Murray, who is of the
opinion that “Abduh’s wife, Hidiya, knows but does not acknowledge that that her new
cosseted life flows from her husband’s homosexual liaison. Her public version for the favours
is that Hatim appreciates that Abduh is honest and depends on Abduh’s work” (184). Within
the unfolding narrative, it is obvious that Hidiya leans towards the second option. This is easier
for her as Abduh had suppressed his homosexual life to a point where it would be difficult for
his wife to accuse him of nurturing and practicing same-sex relationships. Probably cognisant
of the ambivalence of his wife, Abduh knowingly does not give voice to this part of his life
and, by so doing, Hidiya also decides not to voice her suspicions. Leaning on the aphorism –
see no evil, hear no evil, they thus found it convenient to exist from a vantage position of
silence, deafness, and blindness. According to Guillaume, ‘silence as doing’ reflects the
intentional withholding of overt action, and it is still a form of action ‘from the perspective of
the state/the powerful to that of the subaltern’ (476).
The confusion on the state of affairs and the restrictive field from which they both act
are further sustained in the interactions. Abduh knows that Hidiya’s religious and heterosexual
fields place her in a position to judge and criticise him. However, in order to make up for his
inadequacies, Abduh who is “shamefaced and irritable, avoiding her eyes” (155) tries to force
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Hidiya to speak out. To his scream of “Say something, you dumb cow!” (155), Hidiya only
replies “God forgive you” (155). Hidiya does not want to be a part of Abduh’s performance of
the closet. She knows that, for Abduh to freely live as a homosexual, he needs her complete
ignorance of his acts or a level of covert acceptance shown through verbal acts, for to be in
between, knowing and pretending not to know is unacceptable to Abduh. Abduh continues to
look for ways to make the open secret about his homosexual relationship become totally open
“[o]nce Abduh responded to a mysterious inner urging. He was sick of the pretense of
ignorance and the oppressive weight of the matter on his heart, and in the depths of his soul he
wanted a confrontation with Hidiya instead of this painful equivocation. If she would just burst
out in his face and accuse him of being a sodomite, he would be freed of the burden and tell
her everything” (Aswany, 155-6). It can be deduced that Abduh’s actions are prodded by
feelings of guilt, first of his homosexual sexual dalliances which he internally adjudges as
immoral, unacceptable and despicable; and the thought that he was not living up to the
expectations of his wife. However, Hidiya on her part continues to make it difficult for him to
navigate these treacherous misgivings by denying the acquiescence and shared peace which he
craves. She also keeps up appearances with their neighbours by telling them that Hatim
depends on her husband’s work because Abdul is honest. Hidiya’s actions are evocative of
Banerji’s (2012) and Bonthuys and Erlank’s (2012) identification and assertion of the difficulty
which the public acknowledgement and performance of homosexuality attracts in Islamic
contestations of homosexuality.
Alongside her marked reticence to attend to and call out her husband’s behaviour,
Hidiya is portrayed here as calculating and exploitative. One can submit that she is simply
using Abduh for financial assurance while still maintaining her conviction of heterosexual and
religious superiority. The financial status and struggles of the other men to earn a living in the
building is evident to Hidiya and she knows how different and highly placed her husband is,
financially, from them. Hidiya “deftly assigns [her husband] the job of nest provisioner; the
job of nest protector; and the job of ogre or disciplinarian of the nest. If he fails to provision
the nest to her satisfaction, he suffers her contempt, as well as his own, for not living up to his
macho expectations” (Chinweizu, 74). Abduh is the sexual prostitute who works, grudgingly,
to provide comfort for Hidiya. Sedgwick in Beyond the Horizon discusses what she calls the
“epistemological privilege of unknowing” and the “privileges of ignorance” and this is the
comfortable place within which Hidiya hides herself. She deliberately performs her ignorance
of Abduh’s homosexuality so as not to become a party to his transgressive acts from the
religious context which is used to denounce homosexuality. In line with this religious dictate,
according to Zulkffli and Rashid (2016), homosexuals are publicly eschewed in Muslim
contexts and are perceived as sinners. Hidiya latches on this knowledge although she also
comfortably continues to enjoy the gains of her husband’s ‘work’. ‘Work’ within the context
thus becomes a linguistic and an emotive shield for Hidiya. With it, she is able to navigate her
denial of Abduh’s homosexual reality. Abduh on his part “was sick of the pretense of ignorance
and the oppressive weight of the matter on his heart, and in the depths of his soul he wanted a
confrontation with Hidiya instead of this painful equivocation. If she would just burst out in
his face and accuse him of being a sodomite, he would be freed of the burden and tell her
everything” (Aswany, 155-6). For Hidiya, performing ignorance or unknowing gives her the
power to keep Abduh in his closet for as long as possible while she is also able to publicly act
and assert the image of a perfect union. When Abduh realises that she knows if his homosexual
relations and that she is merely exploiting him while enjoying the material comfort and other
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privileges of ignorance and unknowing, he tries to be in control of events. However, it is clear
that Hidiya is not ready to relinquish her position of unknowing alongside the benefits that
accrue from her demeanour.
On his part, Abduh tries to show his wife that he is still the virile heterosexual man that
she married and that his same-sex relation with Hatim does not affect his heterosexuality. Also,
his knowledge of the perception of the women in the building about sexual intercourse with
their husbands gives him an amount of leverage over his wife. He decides to make up for his
shame by “making love to her extremely violently, as though he were trying to stop her
thoughts or assaulting her to punish her for knowing about his homosexuality” (Aswany, 155).
In fulfilling his connubial duties to her, Abdul secures his home and position among the
residents of the Yacoubian building, while he also hopes that Hidiya will continue to keep his
secret. He believes that with his exaggerated sexual performances, Hidiya, like the other
women, will have something to show that her husband is truly taking care of her. While, in
addition, and unlike the other women, she has a husband who provides for and meets her
financial needs. Aswany portrays Abdul as an overburdened man who continually needs to
prove to his wife that he is in charge and capable of providing for her needs especially
financially and sexually. He continues to perform the complex masculinities of a heterosexual,
a breadwinner, a homosexual, and a servant. He navigates these fields and in between his wife
Hidiya, and his homosexual lover, Hatim, Abdul is seen struggling to satisfy both sides and
keep these identities separately, and successfully.
Hidiya continues to enjoy her new life without guilt and pretends not to realise the
power she has over her husband and the psychological struggle Abdul is going through. What
is evident in her behaviour is her use of the Islamic codes to exonerate herself from Abdul’s
acts on the one hand and also to make Abdul feel better about his transgressive acts. She
specifies once that: “Abu Wael, may Our Lord preserve you for us and send you our daily bread
by honest means. I wish you’d put aside a little money that we could use so you could open
your own kiosk and wouldn’t owe anybody anything. Not Hatim or anybody” (Al Aswany,
156). While there is a subtle mockery of Abduh’s money-making route in her reference to
‘honest means’, in her own way, Hidiya prays and suggests that her husband should hold on to
Hatim till he is able to save enough and start his own business. She encourages Abdul to
continue with Hatim especially as he has a goal that will enable him to provide for his home
and become a financially independent man. This continues till Hidiya knocks on the door of
the lovers, carrying her sick son. They lost the child and everything changes. Hidiya is griefstricken and no longer cares about financial comfort. The writer remarks that on the night their
child died:
[…] they did not sleep. In fact, they became wrapped in a long conversation that soon
turned angry and eventually became a bitter and violent fight whose echoes could be
heard all over the roof. Hidiya’s voice could be heard raised in reproach and challenge,
while Abduh’s voice grew lower and lower until it became completely silent (Aswany
210).
The details of their argument are not made known to the readers, but the information that Hidiya
reproaches Abduh and that her voice was raised and was the stronger while Abdul’s was the
weaker is suggestive to the readers that Hidiya blames their child’s death on her husband’s
sinful acts, acts that, at this point, she asserts she was not a part of. Abdul’s eventual silence
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after the ‘bitter and violent fight’ further suggests that he accepts the blame and accepts
whatever terms and conditions his wife puts to him as his punishment. It is therefore no surprise
that the next day, Abduh is in surly mood as he relocates his family from the Building to
Imbaba, a decision that is clearly not of his volition:
On the following day, once the burial and mourning procedures were over, the roof
people were taken aback to find a large truck pull up at night in front of the building.
Then they saw Abduh helping the workers to move the furniture from their room. The
residents inquired anxiously and Abduh informed them that they were moving to
another room, in Imbaba. His face was dejected and his manner so off-putting as to stop
them from showing their surprise or even from bidding him farewell with appropriate
warmth (Aswany, 210).
From Abduh’s mien, it is evident to the readers that relocating from the Yacoubian Building is
Hidiya’s idea and that he is merely complying because he has no choice. Hidiya capitalises on
Abduh’s ill-feeling and remorse over the death of their son and his perceived complicity in the
death by his unavailability. She enforces her will on her husband and cuts him off completely
from Hatim and the residents of the building who he had formed an alliance with overtime.
Other residents are shocked at the sudden decision to relocate. They are further shocked at
Abduh’s withdrawn countenance, one which contrasts to his regular open and welcoming
outlook. Hidiya’s influence on him and her use of religious guilt to keep Abdul in order is quite
effective so much so that when Hatim successfully finds Abdul after several attempts, Abdul
did not welcome the idea of a reunion with Hatim. He
suddenly exploded, “Stop it, Hatim Bey! God forgives us, my son died because of me.”
“Meaning what?”
“Meaning Our Lord punished me for sinning with you.”
“So everyone whose son dies is being punished by God?”
“Yes. Our Lord, Glorious and Mighty, ‘delays but does not forget’. I offended greatly
with you and I deserve to be punished”
“Who made you believe that? Your wife Hidiya?”
“What business is it of yours if it was Hidiya or anyone else? I’m telling you it’s over
between us. Each one goes his own way. I don’t see you and you don’t see me ever
again.”
His voice was agitated and strangled and he was shouting and waving his hands
as though to push himself past the point of no return (Aswany, 231).
In rejecting Hatim’s offer of a continued homosexual relationship, Aswany makes it evident to
Hatim and his readers that Abdul was acting the religious script his wife had written on his
mind. The fear of Hidiya and by extension of the Islamic codes restricts him from engaging in
homosexual relations again. Within these codes, homosexuality or being gay is represented as
deviant, immoral, and an action of rebellion against God; they also discountenance the
possibility of a gay person recognising as Muslim (Jamal 2001; Siraj 2009). By the time Hatim
becomes successful in using money to lure Abdul back for just a night, “Abdul decided
privately that he would not inform Hidiya that he had seen Hatim because if she knew she
would make his life hell” (Aswany 233). This is the writer’s first time of making the readers
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know, directly, of Hidiya’s influence over her husband since the death of their son. Making
Abduh’s life a living hell is Hidiya’s way of punishing her husband and holding him
accountable for the loss of her child. Aswany continues to describe how Hidiya makes Abduh
suffer:
In fact, she hadn’t gone a day since the death of the child without fighting with him and
abusing him and calling God’s wrath down upon him. The sorrow had caused her to
lose her mind and she had become a heavy burden on his nerves, treating him as though
he had murdered his son with his own hands. The sad thing was that the feeling of guilt
had seeped into him from her and taken him over, often preventing him from sleeping
(Aswany 233-4).
This excerpt shows how Hidiya plays the victim in order to make her husband suffer for the
death of their son. Filled with sudden piety and absolving herself of all complicity in the whole
event, she takes up the role of the religious clergy who reminds her followers of the impending
wrath of God over sinners. She constantly reminds her husband of his son’s death and the need
to distance himself from the cause of his spiritual downfall, his homosexual affair with Hatim.
As the religious police in Abdul’s life, she knows that the power of guilt is enough to keep her
husband in check and she uses this to her advantage. It is from this hangover and repetitive
imposition of religious ideals that Abduh goes to meet Hatim for their date. After emptying “a
number of glasses” (Aswany, 234) of whisky, “Abduh slaked his lust in Hatim’s body three
times in less than an hour without uttering a single word, as though he were enthusiastically
performing an unwelcome task in order to be quit of it” (Aswany, 235). During his drunken
state, one imagines that Abduh acts his true self, without inhibition. Within him, he longs for
Hatim and would wish to escape from his wife’s nagging, to fulfill his sexual longing. He acts
this out by physically revealing his lust for Hatim’s body thrice. However, when the alcohol
wears out, Abduh comes back to his senses. Remembering how his life is with his wife and her
religious expectations, he decides to choose between heterosexuality and homosexuality.
With his wife’s influence and oppressive presence overshadowing Hatim’s, Abduh “let
out a hideous noise, something like the roar of an angry wild animal, and fell on Hatim, kicking
him and punching him. He grabbed hold of him by the neck and started beating his head with
all his might against the wall till he felt the blood spurting hot and sticky over his hands” (236237). Hidiya becomes the force that influences and directs Abduh’s actions especially as he
sees killing Hatim as a sort of cleansing and propitiation for his sins. In personifying the
corruption, immorality and lust which he feels into the person of Hatim, he realises that as long
as Hatim is still alive, he will continue to have to choose between heterosexuality and
homosexuality. This sustained and perpetuating contention will ultimately ensure that his wife
will continue to guilt-trip him. He is thus condemned into becoming a murderer, while Hidiya,
for whom he had gone the whole way to satisfy and please, will once again likely absolve
herself of the crime.
What stands out in Hidiya’s role in Abduh’s eventual downfall is that she consciously
exercises her hold over her husband’s life as a matriarchal figure. Not only is Abduh cognisant
of this in his consistent attempt at fulfilling her needs and desires, he also is unable to accept
his sexuality and instead runs away from its acknowledgement. Hidiya’s compulsive nature of
reining in Abduh’s bisexuality however is often to her personal gains and towards ensuring
that her husband lives in tandem with the society’s definition and construct of masculinity.
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When she gets information that Abduh does not stay within these normative lines but had
instead strayed, she first wielded silence as a manipulative tool, after which she resorted to
constant nagging, linguistic bashing and moral denunciations. Everything however goes
downhill with the child’s death, where Hidiya’s reactions turned violent. Although it is obvious
that a child’s death may have huge psychological toll on the parents, Hidiya does not provide
Abduh any emotional opening to mourn. He is made to feel guilty as if he had intentionally
strangled the child to death with his own hands. Abduh does not come back from this
deprecatory ostracisation. It is arguable that Hidiya would have been contented with sharing
his husband for the financial safety he benefits from Hatim while also keeping the public image
of a happily married woman who is enjoying her ‘heterosexual’ husband if not for the huge
loss which the death of the child represents. Thus while Abduh bears the brunt for his attempts
to escape from himself, to conform to the standards which his wife has established for him,
Hidiya represents the invisible moralistic conscience, albeit a fallible one, which results in
Abduh’s murderous rage.
Punishing a Homosexual Past and Breaking the Home Front in Jude Dibia’s Walking with
Shadows
Walking with Shadows is the first Nigerian novel that openly discusses the plight of
homosexuals in Nigeria. The work is about Adrian, a homosexual, who changes his sexuality,
and marries Ada so as to be accepted and respected in society. He also becomes a father,
increasing his heterosexual status. A vengeful former employee, Tayo, however outs Adrian’s
sexual past to Adian’s wife, and this becomes the beginning of an end for Adrian and the world
he built for himself. Dibia’s novel shows how socially constructed norms about sexuality
continue to hinder the agency of sexual minorities in African countries like Nigeria.
Women’s roles as primary agents in enforcing heteropatriarchal norms and forcing the
male characters to conform to hegemonic masculinity are evident in Dibia’s work. The
character of Ada, Adrian’s wife, and her politics of othering and exclusion will be examined
in this section so as to determine the role she plays in forcing Adrian to seek for a home outside
the shores of Nigeria. It is evident in the novel that belonging and having a home is very
important to Adrian as this is the catalyst that made him change his sexual orientation. By the
time Adrian knows that his vengeful ex-colleague had called Ada, his wife, to leak his secret,
all he could think of is Ada and the home he had built with her. He fears that “his world as he
knew it would be destroyed” (Dibia, 19) and he will be alone. The fear overwhelms him so
much so that even after he got involved in an accident on his way home to see Ada and tell her
his story, all he could think of is how to get home and how “[h]e was going to lose his family.
He was going to lose his life; a life that had taken him a long time to build” (Dibia, 20). Dibia
makes it plain to his readers how much value Adrian places on his heterosexual marriage. After
he had come to the acceptance that he can perform heterosexuality, he had done all he could to
successfully perform heteronormative masculine role publicly and has attached great emotional
attachment to his marriage. Ada who had heard the news he wanted to tell her by himself
confronts him with “Is it true? … Apart from me, have you been with another one… another
man?” (Dibia, 22). Putting man in italics here, Dibia calls attention to the fact that Ada might
not have worried so much if the ‘another one’ her husband had been with had been a woman.
“When she said “man”, it was in a low murmur forced out of her breath. Her eyes held his with
desperation, pleading for him to say it was all a lie” (Dibia, 22). Adrian’s fate lies on him
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affirming the fact that he had been a homosexual before he married Ada though Ada is not
directing the question to him in a way that will make it simple enough for Adrian to discuss
with her his sexual identity crisis and how he decided to be a heterosexual. She persists, ‘“Are
you gay, Adrian?” …a little too calmly. “Have you been gay all this while we’ve been
married?”’ (Dibia, 22). The fear of not being understood and rejected overclouds all other
feelings for Adrian and like a small child anticipating an impending punishment, Adrian
struggles with how to give voice to his sexuality and to ‘out’ his past to his wife. Dibia describes
the situation thus:
Adrian finally looked away. His heart was beating so fiercely (sic) she must have heard
it, and there was an ungodly throbbing in his head. He could almost swear that she could
hear his heart beat. His legs became weak. His mouth dried up instantly making him
thirsty. His breathing was short but deep. He remembered this feeling as a child when
he had done something really bad and his dad would tell him to go and kneel down in
his room and wait for him. This was the feeling of impending punishment. But the
waiting was the real punishment, not necessarily the beating to come (Dibia, 22-23).
It is obvious that Ada constitutes a yardstick for Adrian. This is the kind of power and hold that
Ada has on her husband and, though Adrian seeks love, understanding and tolerance, he is
aware that his wife might turn out to be like his parents and brothers. After explaining that his
homosexual life ended before their marriage, Ada refuses to come to terms with his
explanation. ““You were?” She repeated it slowly. “You knew this and still deceived me and
still married me and still had the guts to make love to me and put your thing in me!” (23). It
becomes clear to the readers that Ada is not considerate of Adrian and only thinks about herself.
Using the word ‘thing’ to describe Adrian’s penis shows how she reduces Adrian’s attempt at
heterosexuality to nothing worthy of consideration. She, of course, doubts that Adrian ever
really loved her; instead, their marriage had only been a ruse, a convenient means for which he
had merely covered up his tracks. She also concludes that their sexual activities together had
been a fake and forced performance, since Adrian had been deceptive in his sexual orientation.
Dibia makes his readers pity Ada’s plight as she is the deceived woman who marries a
homosexual unknowingly. She reasons:
This could not be happening to her, […] she had the perfect marriage. She was the envy
of her friends. She had a lovely home, a beautiful child and a caring husband with a
fantastic job. How would she face the world and hold her head up proudly? How would
she face her family, his family? How would she tell her daughter her father was a fraud?
How could she live with him? (Dibia, 23-24)
Ada had married Adrian because he is handsome, successful and financially buoyant.
Subsequently, he had successfully performed heteronormativity and lived up to Ada and the
society’s expectation of a man. Ada had been a beneficiary of heteropatriarchy and parts of the
dividends she had enjoyed is being the envy of her friends. As Adrian no longer conforms to
Ada’s expectation, she starts thinking about herself and how she would fix “the broken pieces
of her life”. Adrian begs her: “This is not necessary, Ada. I know you are upset, I understand
that, but don’t do this. This will destroy us, our family” (25). While acknowledging the validity
of Ada’s upsetness, Adrian attempts to appeal to Ada’s sense of reasoning so that they can
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together make a proper decision, one he hopes will not lead to the destruction of their family.
Ada, beyond being consoled and ignoring reasoning and tolerance, sends Adrian out of their
home and Dibia, in his narration, follows the thoughts of Adrian. He is very concerned and
worried about the outcome of his outing in relation to his wife, daughter, workplace, and
extended family. The author writes:
WORRIES FLOODED in his already troubled mind as Adrian drove off. Was he on
the verge of losing his family? Maybe. Had he committed a crime for loving a woman
and creating a beautiful family with her? Perhaps. What was he really being punished
for? Being gay? Betraying his sexuality? Going straight? Being a committed husband
and father? Exposing fraud at his workplace?
But he didn’t want to be away from his wife, his daughter. They had become an
integral part of his existence. They had been the support he had needed for years. All
his life he had been afraid that he would end up alone, and they had been there to let
him know that this would not happen. Now, he felt very alone. Abandoned. And it was
scary (Dibia, 26).
Giving the readers the opportunity to see how intense Adrian’s fears are is Dibia’s way of
shifting the readers’ sympathy from Ada to Adrian. Dibia uses capitalisation to call attention
to Adrian’s psychological trauma after his encounter with Ada, especially as his fears are
becoming a reality. The excerpt also interrogates the conundrum which homosexuality
represents for the homosexual and for the larger society. In a quandary, Adrian wonders why
homosexuality has been criminalised and why he is being punished for his attempts at
struggling to meet the societal demands of being heterosexual and building a family in line
with normative constructs. The excerpt also foregrounds the bivalence of the psychological
turmoil to which homosexuals are subjected: he is restricted from, actually forced out of, the
field of being a full-blown homosexual and yet is also being denigrated for performing
heterosexuality because of his past, a past he continually runs from. His immediate fear is of
losing all he had worked hard to build: his family, and being abandoned, left alone.
Unfortunately, instead of eliciting understanding and pity from Ada in acknowledgement of
his personal struggles and attempts at fulfilling her expectations, Ada’s cultural knowledge and
understanding of masculinity and sexuality does not embrace Adrian’s homosexual past, or his
claim to performing heterosexuality and being faithful and committed to his heterosexual
marriage. For Ada,
[…] being gay was certainly not in African culture. The whole idea was so foreign, so
unnatural. But while everyone knew it existed, the probability it would be so close to
home was one she would never have imagined. There had been people in school she
suspected of being gay, and she had always believed she was tolerant of their lifestyle
and sexual choices. She could hardly call herself tolerant now! Now that it was her
reality (Dibia 35).
Ada’s thoughts expose her understanding of a homophobic society whose norms are clearly
against homosexuality. This field of knowledge is where she acts from and she is honest enough
to agree that she is influenced by this cultural scripting. She does not understand or believe
how possible it is for Adrian to change his sexuality from a homosexual to a heterosexual. She
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is fixed in her idea of what homosexuality is, an aberration that will bring shame to her. Ada
represents a large group of people who, in real-life, mouth being homosexual allies but who,
when faced with challenging situations, betray their homophobic sides. Thus, although Ada
had always consented to and acknowledged the presence of homosexuals from her school days
and had assumed that ‘she was tolerant of their lifestyle and sexual choices’, she is unable to
endure it when it comes close to her, becomes her reality. Ada starts to think over the signs she
had ignored over the years about Adrian’s physical looks. She recounts that:
Adrian was a pretty man, gentle in spirit with an elegant gait. She had once told him he
walked funny, a calculated yet animated strut. He spoke with elegance and polish. His
hair was always in place, always perfect. His eyebrows a perfect bow. His mustache
eternally trimmed. The twinkle in his eyes when he laughed! His voice? Soft and
musical … Adrian was so immaculately neat. He was always arranging things and had
all the best ideas for doing up the house. Those subtle signs and she had totally ignored
them, even when her spirits had whispered to her (Dibia, 37-38).
Ada reduces Adrian’s masculinity to his physical appearance and she reminds herself that “[h]e
wasn’t exactly her type” (Dibia, 38) and she would not have married Adrian if not that “her
type of men were not interested in her” (Dibia, 39). Her preference of men totally negates what
her husband represents, as she “liked her men a little rough around the edges and not so pretty”
(Dibia, 39). Adrian’s smooth ways and perfect outlook are not in line with Ada’s masculine
ideals, and she reasons that she had married him “out of her own selfish need …” (Dibia, 40).
She models her expectations of masculinity along the lines of roughness and violence and in
marrying Adrian, “[s]he wanted him to be more aggressive, more man” (Dibia, 41). Again,
Ada acts out the general notion that surrounds homosexuality: that homosexual men are always
effeminate. Being picky about looks and spending so much time preening are regarded as
qualities which patriarchy has not availed to men. Men are often sexualised as rough, gruff,
coarse and un-cosmetic. And Adrian does not fit these specifications. Surprisingly, however,
the qualities which Ada found smooth and endearing, although still short of her expectations,
are suddenly rubbished because of her knowledge of Adrian’s homosexual past. Ada does not
act alone. Her idea of the importance and necessity of marriage in order to fulfil societal
demand trickles at the background. Dibia shows how much Ada’s marriage meant to her. Ada
was brought up in a strict African home where her movements were restricted and marriage
becomes a means to escape and become independent:
[w]herever she was, she had to be home by seven or else her father would ground her.
… No boys in the house, no boys on the phone and no late nights. She hadn’t developed
any good social skills to help her in the men department. … she found herself
emotionally challenged when it came to meeting the opposite sex (Dibia, 39).
Her situation is exacerbated by the fact, that prior to her meeting Adrian, she had been a naïve
and unexposed lady in terms of relationships with men. Thus, it was easy for Adrian to sweep
her off her feet. Upon knowing of Adrian’s sexuality, Ada is therefore distraught because she
feels that she had struggled more than Adrian to make her relationship with Adrian successful
and lead to marriage as it was for her “[a]n escape from her boring existence! Independence
from her family!” (Dibia, 40). Her marriage becomes a ‘power arena’ for her, a place where
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she has agency, freedom and can assert authority. Ada is portrayed as a woman whose ideas
about sex, sexuality and masculinity are shrouded in ignorance. She grows up in a culture where
there is little or no discussion on sexuality and she is shaped by this background. She knows
almost nothing apart from what her parents and restricted environment allowed her to know.
She is out to please the society and her parents and she abstained from premarital sex and
married, a virgin, because of what her parents “would say if they were to find out” (41). Dibia
makes Ada the woman whose orientation and education about sex is laidback and full of stigma
for women. It is therefore clear that the relationship was one between the naïve and the reticent.
Dibia explains Ada’s unworldly innocence thus:
She believed that after sex a woman would be branded with the stains of the act. Sex
would be imprinted on her and people would be able to smell it. She believed she would
even walk differently, giving herself away. Her young mind had been programmed like
this, which was quite ridiculous as she was educated. Yet no amount of school could
erase a lifetime of the dread inspired by her parents’ warning about sex. Then there was
the risk of pregnancy (Dibia, 41).
Sexuality for Ada is fixed in heteronormativity and her character shows that as an individual
that had been brought up to dread normative heterosexual sexual relations and regard it as a
dirty act, coming to terms with homosexuality will be almost impossible. She is also always
mindful of public perception of her actions and indulgences. The power Ada acquired as a
married woman becomes more pronounced when she becomes aware of Adrian’s past
homosexuality. She becomes the authority to decide if Adrian’s actions were permissible or
not in her home. In essence, Ada, a victim of regulated female sexual desire who has
internalised the restrictive norms surrounding sexuality, becomes elevated in her status in the
social hierarchy of gender due to her heterosexual ideals. It is from this background that she
acts as an agent to oppress Adrian who had been repressing his homosexual desires over the
years in order to be accepted and have a home of his own. She exercises her heteronormative
and moral superiority and sends Adrian out, rendering him homeless. In trying to come to terms
with her oppressive actions towards Adrian because of his sexuality, Ada compares her mindset about her job as an interior decorator, a western import, and her perception of her husband’s
sexual difference and
[…] realized the irony of the services she provided and the cultural values she wanted
so desperately to hold on to. She was selling modernity and globalisation… . Most of
her best pieces were imports from the West, from Europe, and America. Yet while
embracing the aesthetics of these places, she was not willing to adopt the parts of their
culture that challenged that which she held dear as traditional African values. She still
strongly believed that the concept of homosexuality was very much contrary to African
culture. It was an import, like violent rap music, sophisticated armed robbery, nudity as
fashion, and all rubbish (Dibia, 135).
Ada is portrayed as purposeful in directing her anger at Adrian for being a homosexual before
he married her. She felt cheated and deceived and “[t]he thought of Adrian brought a wave of
bitter anger in her” (57), she “sounded curt” (Dibia, 81) to Adrian on a call, speaks “coldly”
(Dibia, 81), speaks “defiantly” (82), on a phone call with her, “Adrian could hear Ada’s
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restrained breathing, masking her seething anger”(82), cuts “him off from his home, his family”
(82), had wished that Adrian will look “haggard and weighed down with worry … suffering
from all this” (90), “backed away from him and remained mute” (93), “made him uneasy being
alone with her” (93). She guilt trips Adrian: “Why me?.. why did you make this happen to
me…” (93), “I was a virgin, Adrian. I had no past to share with you and you put me at risk of
HIV” (94). At a point, she could not bear to think of Adrian or the times they had spent together
so much so that when her daughter, Ego, who resembles Adrian a lot, tries to hug her, “Ada
almost tossed her aside in shock” (36). Dibia depicts her as a good example of a woman
scorned, a woman who tries to get back in her own way.
Ada’s internalised homophobia and actions make Adrian’s fears come true. He had
wished for love and acceptance from his wife and when she sends him out, the days he spent
in the hotel “had been two days of torture” (82) for him, “the loneliness was crushing him”(82)
and he craved her “understanding and love, or he would lose faith in himself” (83). He tries to
“block the pain; block out the fear” (74) by “channelling all his energy into work” (74). He had
the gait of “a defeated man” (95). There is “pain and anguish in Adrian’s heart” (105) and all
he could remember is “Ada rejecting him and asking him to leave” (105). When Adrian visits
Abdul, the latter notices that “Adrian was in bad shape and what was more significant … was
that he was smoking again. That was not a good sign” (117). Adrian’s eyes were “wild like a
beast. There was a lost look in his eyes, a pained look filled with desperation” (117). This
description resounds the extent to which Adrian has been hit by his family travails.
Dibia gives Adrian the opportunity to voice out his trauma and fears. He tells Abdul
how much his marriage and home mean to him as it is the home he made for himself: “I can’t
lose my family. I’ve worked so hard to have what I have today. I’ve had to make so many
sacrifices. I had finally found some acceptance in my sad life and now this!” (118). Adrian and
Ada had married for the same reasons, to have a home of their own, have freedom and agency
and though Ada has been heteronormative, all the while, Adrian seeks for a home that will
totally change his personality and sexuality. It is this need for a home that Adrian tries to make
clear to Ada as he solicits her support. Adrian even renounces his past as a ‘sad life’, invariably
suggesting that being with Ada and having a family are what make him happy. As it is evident
that the power for Adrian to have a home rests on Ada, Adrian tries to make his wife reason
along with him and to become convinced that he is a changed homosexual. The performance
of a changed sexuality is strange to Ada and, in her continued resistance, Adrian rethinks his
sexuality once again and decides that he had been untrue to himself because of his need for a
home.
The plight of African mothers when their children fail to conform to societal
expectations is raised by Dibia. For Dibia’s women characters, especially Adrian’s mother,
Ada, and Nkechi, Ada’s cousin, the need to mould socially acceptable men becomes one of
their duties. Ada who is a wife thinks her husband is who he is because of her failings. She
queries: “I was asking myself all through if it was my fault. Maybe I turned him away. Maybe
I wasn’t doing something right… You can’t know how inadequate I felt” (73). After coming
to terms that she could not be solely responsible for Adrian’s sexuality, her thoughts shift to
Adrian’s mother and how relieved she had looked when Adrian married her. Nkechi becomes
worried when she noticed over time that her son, Junior, has effeminate traits. Her maternal
instincts realises that playing with dolls will make him “become one of those sissies” (101).
She had noticed a pattern, “never see[n] him playing with the other boys outside. He has
footballs and other toys but he prefers to play with Kamdi’s toys” (101), he is “usually too
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quiet and withdrawn” (99), he is “effeminate” (166) and she asserts that it is “my duty to notice
and correct it before it is too late. I can’t encourage him to continue with his girlish ways”
(166). Nkechi, Ada’s cousin, had earlier snapped at and hit her son, acting “out of fear” (100)
and her children had been shocked at her actions. Her husband is depicted to be more acceptable
of their son’s difference and warns “[m]y son is not a homosexual … And don’t you ever lift
your hand to strike him again” (101). Nkechi “could not bear the thought of raising a boy who
would turn out to not be a real man” (102). She takes it upon herself to mould her son’s
masculinity and sexuality along the normative lines especially after knowing of Adrian’s
homosexuality. She is ready to overlook the fact that her son avoids her as long as he turns out
‘well’. Nkechi fears to be in the position of Adrian’s mother in the future. Adrian’s mother has
done “everything to make him normal” (183) and the absence of love and acceptance that
Adrian experienced while growing up was one of her ways of hardening him when his parents
noticed that he was weak (182-3). In the ways of the traditional society, she is the failed mother
who failed to instill the necessary values in her son. In this cultural space, her son is not
acceptable and she is the remote cause. After Adrian is forcibly outed and Chiedu makes him
go through exorcism, Adrian’s mother visits him. Adrian, expectant of love and care, is
disappointed when his mother in different forms and using different words repeat “… why are
you doing this to us?”. It is evident that she is a matriarch on the mission to remind her child
that there is a community larger than him and even though Adrian might regard himself as an
individual who deserves his happiness, he is a part of a whole, a cultural structure with
expectations. Apart from repeating the words ‘we’ and ‘us’ to remind Adrian that he is a part
of the group, she subtly tells him that he is regarded as an ‘Other’ who will not be accepted or
tolerated till he conforms to the expected norms. It is ironical that Adrian’s performance of
heteronormativity is misunderstood by his family and the society he wishes to please. He is no
longer the ‘Other’ but he is still regarded as such.
These women characters are made to take up the roles of (re)directing and
(re)modelling the masculinities and sexualities of the non-conforming male characters in the
novels using different means. They give what they regard as ‘tough love’ so as to get these men
to accept and conform to heteropatriachy. In exercising their power, these women uphold
traditional heteronormativity which they regard as an African standard that cannot be lowered.
As earlier discussed, due to Ada’s rejection of Adrian and disinterest in continuing their
marriage, Adrian has a rethink of his life and sexuality. He realises that his life had been a lie
all the while and though he would have still remained a heterosexual had Ada been willing,
claiming back his homosexual identity is the best for him. According to Okolo “although his
family later begins to sympathize with him, he relocates: what he needs is not their sympathy
but their understanding, acceptance and full integration into their lives” (5). Dibia makes it
evident to his readers that Adrian would have remained in Nigeria, a homosexual, like his
friend Abdul, if his family had accepted him for who he is especially at the point when he
realises that he could no longer perform heteronormativity.
Conclusion
That women play critical roles in the perception, performance and the negotiation of
homosexuality among gay men has been asserted in this study. It has been established thus far
that the inability of women characters, in the narratives studied, to deconstruct sexuality and
accept the possibility of homosexuality is rooted in the women’s personal gains, which could
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be based on economic considerations as in the case of Hidiya; and hinged on social status as in
the case of Ada, Nkechi, and Adrian’s mother. Hidiya’s psychological and emotional influence
on her husband until he kills his lover – Hatim, Ada’s rejection of a continued heterosexual
marriage with Adrian which makes him lose what he needed most: a home to call his own,
make them complicit in the sexual oppression which have become commonplace occurrences
in the victimhood of the homosexual community. These women characters, through their
exercising of their power within the patriarchal structures of hegemonic masculinity and
heterosexuality, become accomplices and active participants in the ostracisation of
homosexuality and they see to it that these men do not practice their sexuality freely (Herek,
1).
According to Hardiman, Jackson and Griffin, oppression is “a system that maintains
advantage and disadvantage based on social group memberships and operates intentionally and
unintentionally, on the individual, institutional and cultural levels” (58). The heterosexual
women discussed in the texts have an advantage over the homosexual characters because of
the difference in their sexualities and the social acceptance of one and the rejection of the other.
In the hierarchy of patriarchy, it is through this sexual difference that these women have power
and dominance and are able to perpetrate physical, psychological and emotional violence on
the homosexual men. Through their actions, one perceives the hierarchisation of sexualities
and masculinity with heterosexual men topping the pyramid, followed by heterosexual women,
while homosexuals exist at the base.
Hidiya and Ada, as wives, use what Chinweizu calls bridepower, and ‘wifepower’ to
control their men. These women place their husbands in positions of weakness and deprive
them of agency, as they want them to fit into the traditional roles that society has scripted for
them. It is clear that these women believe that there are patriarchal privileges they stand to
benefit from if these men conform. It is also apparent that, although these men would have
preferred to be active players in determining and expressing their sexual preferences, it is the
women in their lives that exert measures to control, limit or destroy such possibilities.
From the foregoing, the women characters in the novels discussed in this study can be
regarded as members of a retributive system that rewards goodness and punishes perceived
wrongdoings. They are members of what Fry calls the “morality cult” (21). They are the agents
of social control clothed in the garbs of wives. Their belief in upholding heteronormativity
makes them hostile to any perceived performance of deviance or difference. They are the moral
police who are willing to destroy relationships and make the non-conforming male characters
go through physical, psychological and emotional trauma as forms of punishments or reforms
so as to uphold the moral values they regard as standards. Thus to get some closure and achieve
a sense of self-realisation, the male homosexual finds means to survive. Adrian moves out of
Nigeria to continue his search so as to be able “attain this precious object, even though [they
may] spend all of [their] live[s] hunting for it (Eagleton, 168)”. On the other hand, Abduh kills
Hatim because he thinks that killing Hatim will make him “recover the pure (if fictive) selfidentity and self-completion” (Eagleton, 168).
The two novels examined in this study are continued narratives of works that show the
influential roles women characters play in the lives of queer people. These fictional narratives
depict them as heterosexuals who find it difficult to tolerate and accept male homosexuals, and
instances can also be found in works like Diriye Osman’s Fairytales for Lost Children,
Uzodinma Iweala’s Beasts of No Nation, and Tendai Huchu’s The Hairdresser of Harare. The
implication of such portrayal is that the structures that makes the politics of labeling and
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othering of queer people possible, enable women and other heterosexuals to sexually oppress
homosexual men, and for as long as these structures are not revisited and deconstructed, queer
people’s agency will be denied.
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Discourses in the Tampon Tax Campaign
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Abstract
The Tampon Tax Campaign is a global social movement that aims to abolish consumption tax
on menstruation hygienic products and provide free universal access to them as the ultimate
goal. In the campaign, there are different discourses supporting abolishing the tampon tax and
discourses casting doubts on the campaign. Discourses supporting the campaign center around
breaking the menstruation taboo, including eradicating menstruation poverty, ensuring
menstruation health, pursuing human rights, and ending tax discrimination. Doubt-casting
discourses include the revenue reduction and economics inefficiency in the market after
abolishing tax on menstruation hygienic products. These doubt-casting discourses talk about
money. I will use Foucault’s discourse analysis approach, not only to analyze discussions from
scholars, but also to compare legislation records of Australia, California and Scotland between
2017 and 2020 that are in response to the tampon tax campaign. The comparison demonstrates
that all these conflicting discourses exist in all three jurisdictions. Furthermore, this essay also
analyzes less-heard of or less-discussed discourses in response to the tampon tax campaign.
These discourses are produced by non-profit organizations that receive subsidies from the
tampon tax fund in the UK and by major hygienic products manufacturing companies in
Australia via submitting their public consultation opinion. This essay argues that menstruation
inequality is an intersectional issue, as well as the discourses around it. Focusing on ‘tax’ is a
smart strategy for a movement, but there should be continuous efforts to address the
menstruation taboo. The tampon tax campaign is not only about tax nor about tampons, but the
power relations underlying the socially constructed menstruation taboo.
Keywords: tampon tax campaign, discourse, intersectionality, menstruation capitalism, UK,
USA, Australia, Scotland
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“The truth is that, if men could menstruate, the power justifications would go on and on.
If we let them.”
If Men Could Menstruate, Gloria Steinem (Steinem 1978)

The Tampon Tax Campaign Background
‘The tampon tax’ campaign is a global movement11 asking governments to abolish the
consumption tax levied on menstruation hygienic products, such as pads, tampons, moon cups,
etc. Activists see levying the tampon tax as evidence of gender inequality, because such tax
will be effectively imposed on people who menstruate, i.e., women and transgender men.
Activists use ‘tax’ to raise public awareness strategically, and the tampon tax campaign
actually has a long-term goal beyond abolishing the tampon tax; the ultimate goal is to provide
free and universal (i.e., everyone who needs them, no extra income restrictions or extra
administrative process) access to menstruation hygienic products. Therefore, although the
tampon tax campaign uses ‘abolishing tax’ as its slogan, it aims to pursue menstruation
equality. In this paper, I will not limit to discussions about abolishing the tax, but also other
reactions, including ‘free access to tampons’.
The Thesis Statement, Research Question, Scope
This paper aims to discuss different discourses in the tampon tax campaign. My question is
how these different discourses intersect and present in different policy options.
There are different policy options in response to the tampon tax campaign: keeping the
tampon tax, while establishing a “Tampon Tax Fund” (UK); abolishing the tampon Tax
(Australia and some states of USA); and providing free access to menstruation hygienic
products (Scotland).
My thesis statement is: Breaking the taboo is often used to support the tampon tax
campaign. In contrast, money-related discourses are used to cast doubts. Non-gendered
discourse, such as the basic design of consumption tax, is very often used in tax law literature;
but when the tampon tax campaign engages with such money-relate discourses too, it is trapped
by the “public fiscal interest”, which tends to maintain the status quo.
2. Theories Intertwined In the Tampon Tax Campaign
This section will introduce the theoretical framework of this paper, which supports the thesis
statement. I will demonstrate how the discourses in the tampon tax campaign are intersectional.
2.1 Menstruation Taboo and Othering A Bleeding Body
The tampon tax campaign reflects the continued development of feminist theories and women’s
political movements. The tampon tax campaign became globally known after 2015, led by
activists such as Jennifer Weiss-Wolf12 as well as tax law and discrimination law scholars

11Alara

Efsun Yazıcıoğlu, Pink Tax and the Law: Discriminating against Women Consumers (Routledge, 2018).,

p. 58
12Jennifer

Weiss-Wolf, ‘US Policymaking to Address Menstruation: Advancing an Equity Agenda’ in Chris Bobel
and others (eds), The Palgrave Handbook of Critical Menstruation Studies (Palgrave Macmillan, Singapore
2020)., p. 539
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Bridget Crawford and Carla Spivack. 13 Reactions to the campaign are enormous around the
world. It is quite successful globally, because more and more jurisdictions are considering
abolishing or have already abolished the tampon tax.
The subject of the tampon tax campaign is menstruation hygienic products, which are
directly related to menstruation. Menstruation is a biological fact for a specific group of people,
mainly women as well as transgender men. However, discourses around menstruation are
socially constructed. In many cultures, menstruation is a taboo; it is seen as unclean and
unsafe.14
Based on existing literature, the menstruation taboo is a cross-cultural phenomenon that
has existed for quite a long time. 15 For example in Japan, people who are menstruating are not
allowed to enter the temple because of being seen as “polluted”. 16 In the USA, menstruation is
also a taboo17 that people (even university law professors) feel uncomfortable publicly talking
about.18
There are many social and structural restrictions for people who are in the menstruation
period in the USA and Canada. According to the literature review from Amy Henderson Riley
and others, social restrictions involve communicating about menstruation, bathing and
swimming, interaction with males and modest dressing; structural restrictions including a lack
of access to latrines, inadequate hygiene, and other structural restrictions including a lack of
privacy, cost of menstrual supplies, etc. 19
The menstruation taboo also mirrors the process of “othering,” as Simone De Beauvoir
indicated.20 “Othering,” in De Beauvoir’s original context, means that presuming men as the
norm, and women as the other, as the second sex. In the context of menstruation, the nonbleeding male body is the norm; the body that menstruates and bleeds, is the other.
Although I have not lived (long enough) in the USA or Europe or Australia to feel the
menstruation taboo there, in my personal experience of being born and spending my teenage
years and early adulthood in Taiwan, I also witnessed menstruation as a taboo. In Taiwan a lot
of people feel it is indecent to let menstrual blood on clothes, even accidentally. In daily
conversation, we, teenage girls, usually did not directly use the term period or menstruation,
but used “it comes” instead. I was told not to eat ice or drink coffee on my period, because such
food might hinder fully bleeding and thus would not be healthy. Such hear-say common sense
about menstruation has influenced me implicitly, with a negative disciplinary power. So I
personally can affirm the existence of a menstruation taboo.

13Bridget

J Crawford and Carla Spivack, ‘Tampon Taxes, Discrimination, and Human Rights’ [2017] Wis. L. Rev.
491; Bridget J Crawford and Carla Spivack, ‘Human Rights and Taxation of Menstrual Hygiene Products in an
Unequal World’ in Philip Alston and Nikki Reisch (eds), Tax, Inequality, and Human Rights (Oxford University
Press 2019).
14Lea Hunter, ‘The “Tampon Tax”: Public Discourse of Policies Concerning Menstrual Taboo’ (2016) 17
HINCKLEY J. POL. 11.
15Rita E Montgomery, ‘A Cross-Cultural Study of Menstruation, Menstrual Taboos, and Related Social
Variables’ (1974) 2 Ethos 137.
16Edward Norbeck, ‘Pollution and Taboo in Contemporary Japan’ (1952) 8 Southwestern Journal of
Anthropology 269., p.271
17Lea Hunter, ‘The “Tampon Tax”: Public Discourse of Policies Concerning Menstrual Taboo’ (2016) 17
HINCKLEY J. POL. 11., p.12.
18Bridget J Crawford and Carla Spivack, ‘Human Rights and Taxation of Menstrual Hygiene Products in an
Unequal World’ in Philip Alston and Nikki Reisch (eds), Tax, Inequality, and Human Rights (Oxford University
Press 2019).at p. 361, 363, 364
19Amy Henderson Riley and others, ‘Results from a Literature Review of Menstruation-Related Restrictions in
the United States and Canada’ (2020) 25 Sexual & Reproductive Healthcare 100537, p. 3-4
20Simone De Beauvoir, The Second Sex (Knopf 2010)., p.26
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2.2 Discourses Regarding Menstruation From Institutions
Menstruation taboo is a discourse. According to Foucault 21, a discourse means a way of
“speaking” to construct knowledge and norms. Foucault especially focuses on the power
relations of producing a discourse. The creation or existence of a discourse demonstrates the
disciplinary power from authoritative institutions, such as religion, education, medicine, law. 22
It is not surprising that menstruation is a subject surrounded by discourse, because
menstruation is part of sexuality. The concept of sexuality used in this paper is defined as
“being related to erotic sex and reproduction”. Menstruation involves bleeding, so it looks like
a disease and unclean. In a religious context, women who continue bleeding are seen as a curse
from God according to the Christian Bible. The menstruation taboo is universal and crosscultural.23
Although both are menstruation hygienic products, tampons and pads have quite
different social images. Tampons are sometimes seen as dangerous for users’ health. The
serious disease Toxic Shock Syndrome (TSS) happens to tampon users far more often than pad
users, and many medical research papers already indicate that it might have a relation to tampon
absorbency.24 This is the discourse from the authority of medical studies. It is also evidence
that the dimension of health is embedded in menstruation-discourse. Menstruation is seen as
an inconvenience and a problem (big or small) to solve, and therefore menstruation hygienic
products are also referred to as “menstruation hygiene management” (MHM).
2.3 Intersectionality Of Gender And Class
Moreover, tampon tax has an intersectional dimension consisting of class and gender.
“Intersectionality” is a concept developed by Kimberle Crenshaw. 25 Intersectionality is a
theoretical framework recognizing that, a group of people can experience unique
discrimination, and privileges due to multiple social and political identities intersecting.
Multiple identities or classifications, such as gender, sex orientation, race, and class, can lead
to unique types of repressions or suffering experiences. The intersectionality process is not
additive but constitutive. Different identities have relationships with each other. When not
being aware of the issue of intersectionality, it is possible to marginalize a group or an
individual even when pursuing some good policy goals. A typical example of intersectionality
is the different experiences of discrimination embodied by a black woman and a white woman;
race is an extra factor in black women’s experiences, in addition to gender.
The Tampon tax is an intersectional issue involving not only gender, but also the class
of people who menstruate. In other words, people of low-income, prisoners, the homeless, or
people in shelters, suffer the burden of the tampon tax heavier than middle-class people.
According to a survey26 in New Jersey, USA, lower-income customers enjoy the benefit of
abolishing the tampon tax more than middle-class customers. This corresponds to the

21Michel

Foucault, The History of Sexuality. Volume One: An Introduction (1980), p.18
Foucault, The History of Sexuality. Volume One: An Introduction (1980).p.28-29
23Alma Gottlieb, ‘Menstrual Taboos: Moving Beyond the Curse’ in Chris Bobel and others (eds), The Palgrave
Handbook of Critical Menstruation Studies (Palgrave Macmillan, Singapore 2020)., p.145)
24PM Schlievert, ‘Menstrual TSS Remains a Dangerous Threat.’ (2020) 21 EClinicalMedicine 100316.
25Kimberle Crenshaw, ‘Intersectionality and Identity Politics: Learning from Violence against Women of Color’
in Mary Lyndon Shanley and Uma Narayan (eds), Reconstructing Political Theory: Feminist Perspectives (Polity
Press 1997)., p.178.
26Christopher Cotropia and Kyle Rozema, ‘Who Benefits from Repealing Tampon Taxes? Empirical Evidence
from New Jersey’ (2018) 15 Journal of Empirical Legal Studies 620., p. 639.
22Michel
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theoretical perspective of Marxist feminism.27 According to Marxist feminism, gender
inequality or gender discrimination are largely due to economic circumstances and the lower
class status.
Interestingly, menstruation taboo does not only influence the low-income women, but
also can be used to influence the buying habits of the middle-class women. In the case of
middle-class women, menstruation taboo is interpreted as the target to conquer and to show
free choices. For example, menstrual hygienic products are interpreted by enterprises that
manufacture these products as a tool of being independent and being empowered. Such
messages are used in many commercial advertisements and marketing strategies. Scholars
criticize such discourse as menstruation capitalism. 28 Using tampons/pads is re-interpreted as
bringing women happiness, but menstruation capitalism already ignores the negative aspects
of the experience of menstruating. 29
2.4 Remarks: Justifications Of Theory Selection
The tampon tax campaign is an intersectional issue and addresses the menstruation taboo. Due
to menstruation taboo. It is not merely a dispute about “tax” or “gender inequality”, but a topic
that leads to strong emotions like feeling ashamed and feeling disgusting.
I chose discourse theory and intersection theory as my theoretical framework, because
I have witnessed that, in discussions about a (tax) law reform project, discussions revolving
only around issues of taxation or discrimination in the legal discipline, lead to being distracted
by economic concerns (such as reduction of revenue or creating extra cots) or endless debates
on the meaning of “comparable” or “necessities” (such as comparing mensuration pads with
other various hygienic products).
3. Comparing Discourses In Response to The Tampon Tax Campaign
3.1 Justifications of Selecting UK, USA, Australia And Their Policy Overview
There are several policy options in response to the campaign. In Section 3.2, I will analyze
discourses that are used to support the tampon tax campaign. In Section 3.3, I will analyze
discourses that cast doubts. In Section 3.4 I will analyze discourses from less-heard actors, such
as charities and enterprises. Section 3.5 will present a concluding remark.
I selected the UK (including Scotland), USA (including California), and Australia to
compare for two reasons. First, the tampon tax campaign started in the USA around 2015 and
has influenced other countries, including Australia which has abolished the consumption tax
from the 1st of January 2019 onwards. 30 Scotland does not (and also cannot) abolish VAT on
menstruation hygienic products because of EU law restrictions 31. However, Scotland has
27Susan

James, ‘Feminisms’ in Terence Ball (ed), The Cambridge history of twentieth-century political thought
(Cambridge University Press 2003).
28Elizabeth Arveda Kissling, Capitalizing on the Curse: The Business of Menstruation (Lynne Rienner Publishers
2006)., p.21
29Ela Przybylo and Breanne Fahs, ‘Empowered Bleeders and Cranky Menstruators: Menstrual Positivity and the
“Liberated” Era of New Menstrual Product Advertisements’ in Chris Bobel and others (eds), The Palgrave
Handbook of Critical Menstruation Studies (Palgrave Macmillan, Singapore 2020)., p.388; Sara Ahmed, The
Promise of Happiness (Duke University Press 2010)., p.60.
30 The official name of the legal instrument of abolishing the tampon tax in Australia is “A New Tax System
(Goods and Services Tax) (GST–free Health Goods) Determination 2018.”
31European Commission has summarized the EU VAT Directives, and explains why UK is not allowed to zero tax
rates.
https://europa.eu/youreurope/business/taxation/vat/vat-rules-rates/index_en.htm#shortcut-10
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passed its own legislation in 2020 to provide universal free access to menstruation hygienic
products. In contrast, not every state of the USA is completely positive to abolish the tampon
tax. For example, there is a sunset clause in California’s new tax law 32 abolishing sales tax on
menstruation hygienic products. In other words, such abolishment of tampon tax is merely
temporary as a political compromise and also demonstrates California’s legislators’ reluctance.
In Section 3, I intentionally did not use the writing style of the traditional comparative
(law) method that separates each jurisdiction. The traditional writing style does have the
advantage that readers could use this paper like a repository to check information from each
jurisdiction; however, the purpose of this research is to explore the discourses related to the
cross-cultural aspect of the menstruation taboo. Therefore, focusing on specific jurisdictions or
specific legal systems does not answer the main research question.
I would like to demonstrate that in the different reactive policy options, there are similar
discourses supporting the campaign or casting doubts. I have selected these three jurisdictions,
because of my academic background as a (comparative) tax law student, rationales in different
laws are the main focus of my discipline. While comparing differences, law also tries to see if
there is underlying rationale in common or a trend emerges
In addition to literature discussing the theories, I directly analyzed legislative records
and parliamentary debates. In addition to the explanatory statement, the Australian government
has launched a public consultation, so there are contributions from stakeholders too. For
Scotland, the parliament has a website to demonstrate the preparation documents as well as
filmed debates and transcripts.
As to USA, the sales tax is regulated at the state level, and therefore it is not feasible to
conduct a survey of all 51 states. However, the tampon tax campaign is greatly influenced by
theorists and activists in the USA, so I still see the necessity to include the USA in the paper.
As a feasible alternative while ensuring the research quality, I selected California as the state I
focused on, because the California legislation abolished the tampon tax temporarily for a
limited time (and can be extended annually). It demonstrates a political compromise, so it is
worth analyzing.
3.2 Discourses Supporting the Tampon Tax Campaign
Discourses that support the tampon tax campaign are mainly around breaking the menstruation
taboo and ensuring health. There are also discourses from law scholars or lawyer activists
talking about human rights and discrimination.
Breaking The Menstruation Taboo by Signal Making
In the debate of the Scotland parliament on February 25th 2020 on “Period Products (Free
Provision) (Scotland) Bill” (hereafter, the Scotland universal scheme), “taboo”, “stigma”,
”embarrassment” or “shame” have been mentioned. This is a discourse of “breaking the taboo”
put forth by Parliament members. In the 2 hour transcript of the Scotland parliament debate,
“taboo” was used 7 times; “stigma” 25 times; “embarrassment” 13 times, “shame” 3 times;
“breaking the taboo” or “breaking the stigma” 8 times.33
Parliament members Gillian Martin and Annabelle Ewing mentioned that discussing
menstruation hygienic products in the parliament seriously, is already making a signal to the
society. I think such “signal making” constitutes an effort to break the menstruation taboo.
32The

official name of the California bill is AB-31 Sales and use taxes: exemption: menstrual hygiene products. (2019-2020)

33Scotland

Parliament Website, including plenary transcripts
https://beta.parliament.scot/bills/period-products-free-provision-scotland-bill
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Moreover, when it comes to the issue of universal provision at schools, universities, “public
bodies” such as the Parliament are the institutions with disciplinary powers and the authorities
to produce knowledge. When these institutions provide free tampons/pads, it is a powerful
signal to normalize menstruation and create a new discourse to replace the taboo.
Menstruation Poverty: An Intersectionality Discourse
“Menstruation poverty” is especially emphasized in the legislation explanation in the debate of
Scotland parliament too. It is an intersectional discourse, taking into account the economic
position of people who menstruate. A parliament member especially mentions: “it’s not only
women’s problem but a social justice problem”.
“Menstruation poverty” was mentioned 61 times in the debate by Parliament members
including references to interview respondents and activists, constituting the main theme of the
bill. Menstruation poverty means that people cannot afford menstruation products, because of
economic capacity or other social restrictions, such as being homeless, prisoners, or domestic
violence victims. In the debate, they also discuss if “poverty” is too strong and provocative a
term to shock the public.
During the debate, several Scottish Parliament members describe that, people do feel
ashamed for being unable to buy tampons/pads. These Scottish Parliament members are aware
that, menstruation taboo should be addressed in a nuanced manner, so a universal provision
scheme should be in place, so people can have pads/tampons available when they need them,
without having to apply for any medical prescription proof from their general practitioners. 34
In California, similar discourse on “poverty” is also recorded in the bill legal analysis:
“Each year, California women pay over 20 million dollars in taxes on menstrual products. This
is not insignificant to women, especially poor women on a tight budget who struggle to pay for
basic necessities like a box of tampons or pads every month for their adult life.”
Menstruation Health (and Seeing Menstruation Hygienic Products as a Necessity)
Ensuring “health” is another discourse used to support the tampon tax campaign. In Australia,
the Parliament in its explanation memorandum clearly indicates that the determination to grant
consumption tax exemption to menstruation products, is to ensure women’s “health” in the title
of the determination.
In the Scotland parliament debate, “ensuring health” is also raised many times. The
leading member used an example of a university female student: because of worrying about
costs, the student let a tampon stay too long in her body, and led to serious TSS. Not only
physical health, but also “the mental health benefits of ending issues with body confidence and
isolation” are mentioned.
As a side note, although menstruation health seems legitimate and attractive, some
scholars also criticize this is a “white idea” of hygiene and health. 35 For the Western viewpoint,
using old clothes to absorb blood is often described as not hygienic or problematic. Although
34This

is the argument between Scottish parliament members Graham Simpson and Monica Lennon. Graham
Simpson is aware that some women need to spend more than healthy women on period products, even to
£50, so he supports a wider medical prescription coverage for the to have free products. A universal scheme is
then not necessary for him.
35Alma Gottlieb, ‘Menstrual Taboos: Moving Beyond the Curse’ in Chris Bobel and others (eds), The Palgrave
Handbook of Critical Menstruation Studies (Palgrave Macmillan, Singapore 2020)., p. 153; Maria Carmen Punzi
and Mirjam Werner, ‘Challenging the Menstruation Taboo One Sale at a Time: The Role of Social
Entrepreneurs in the Period Revolution’, The Palgrave Handbook of Critical Menstruation Studies (Palgrave
Macmillan, Singapore 2020)., p. 840.
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the discourse of health sounds quite positive for the tampon tax campaign, it can convey a quite
Eurocentric perspective.
Human Rights Discourses: the Right To Health And the Right To Sanitation
“Human rights” is another popular discourse. In the Australian explanation statement, it clearly
mentions that exempting the consumption tax on menstruation hygienic products is compatible
with “Article 12(1) of the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural
Rights (“ICESCR”) and other human rights conventions”. Article 12 (1) of ICESCR is the right
to health. Similarly, in the Scotland Parliament debate, Alison Johnstone mentions “the right
to sanitation” to support the bill.
And it is especially interesting to see that several Scottish Parliament members use
“Scotland as the first world-leader to ensure right to sanitation” to encourage fellow Parliament
members to support the bill. They use human rights discourse as part of Scottish national
identity. Such a strategy is quite often used by politicians or governments because it can work
very well. In other contexts, such as Sweden’s sex work policy36 and the Netherlands’
homosexual policy37, national governments used liberal and progressive narratives as part of
the Swedish or Dutch national identity. In the Scotland parliament debate, such a strategy also
appears. In the Scottish context, “ensuring universal provision of menstruation products” has
become a part of “Scottish identity”, as a synonym of protecting human rights.
Tax Discrimination Against Menstruators
In the field of law, there are some works portraying the tampon tax as discrimination or
unconstitutional.38 Such discourse is put forth by (tax) law scholars, in this case. 39 Many
activists cite these works to lobby and convince legislators and the public.
Traditional discourses in the tax law field are largely influenced by economic concepts.
Despite showing their support to repeal the tampon tax, law scholars also express realistic
concerns about some fundamental tax design issues. Therefore, these tax discrimination
discourses intersect with economic theories about taxation, and therefore the tone of these tax
discrimination discourses is not as enthusiastic as in the case of the “human rights” and
“breaking the taboo” discourses.
Law scholars who support the tax law campaign, in my view, are not mainstream
scholars. As law professor Waldman explains about her involvement with the tampon tax
campaign, her first professional/academic instinct was reluctance to invoke discrimination:
… as a constitutional law professor—I was immediately intrigued when she mentioned
that equal protection challenges had been filed. I wanted to understand more about
them. In particular, I was curious whether the plaintiffs were arguing that the tampon
tax (i.e., the failure to exempt menstrual hygiene products from the sales tax) was akin
to a facial sex- based classification. I could see the potential for that argument. But I
36Don

Kulick, ‘Four Hundred Thousand Swedish Perverts’ (2005) 11 GLQ: A Journal of Lesbian and Gay Studies
205., p. 219. (Kulick 2005: 219)
37Gloria Wekker, White Innocence: Paradoxes of Colonialism and Race (Duke University Press 2016)., p. 113)
38Victoria Hartman, ‘End the Bloody Taxation: Seeing Red on the Unconstitutional Tax on Tampons’ (2017) 112
Nw. UL Rev. 313.;Christina Do, Helen Hodgson and Nicole Wilson-Rogers, ‘The Tax on Feminine Hygiene
Products: Is This Reasonable Policy’ (2017) 32 Austl. Tax F. 521.; Bridget J Crawford and Emily Gold Waldman,
‘The Unconstitutional Tampon Tax’ (2018) 53 U. Rich. L. Rev. 439.
39Bridget J Crawford and others, ‘The Ground on Which We All Stand: A Conversation About Menstrual Equity
Law and Activism’ (2019) 26 Mich. J. Gender & L. 341.
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could also see the challenges, especially in light of Geduldig v. Aiello, where the
Supreme Court held that unfavorable treatment of pregnancy didn’t amount to a facial
sex-based classification. 40
I can relate to Waldman’s remarks. In the field of law, it is not that easy to argue some rule is
discriminatory. As another example, Ooi also mentions 41 that a levying tampon tax has the
same effect of distributing wealth from women to men, and therefore a tampon tax is indeed
discriminatory. However, Ooi also indicates that abolishing the sales tax on tampons might not
be the whole solution 42, because the effect of abolishing the tampon tax does not give extra
assistance to low-income women. Moreover, it is also possible that tampon sellers will still
keep the same price or will not lower the price of tampons/pads enough. This would mean that
the benefits of abolishing the tampon tax would not be enjoyed by low-income women who
need the benefits most urgently. Therefore, even though Ooi is not in favor of keeping the
tampon tax, she points out the risk that even after abolishing the tampon tax people who
menstruate might not benefit as much as expected.
In the Scotland parliament debate, a similar discussion on who bears the costs took
place. Neil Findlay expressed that the Scottish universal scheme should indeed be free to
everyone but should be paid by a “progressive” tax, which hopes that wealthier people
(regardless of their sex) should pay more. This is influenced by the classical “ability to pay”
tax principle.
In my view, tax discrimination discourses inevitably weaken support of the tampon tax
campaign, because tax law theories are intertwined with economic arguments. Economic
arguments are seen as more objective and scientific, having higher epistemology status
traditionally due to being rooted in sound quantitative evidence. 43 This will be explained more
clearly in the next section.
3.3 Discourses Casting Doubts on The Tampon Tax Campaign: Discourses Mainly
Talking about Money
There are discourses implicitly against the tampon tax campaign. According to Hunter,44
discourses that aim to keep the tampon tax or cast doubt on the universal access scheme of
hygienic products, usually deploy gender neutral language. In other words, they imply that the
tampon tax is not a gender issue, but an economic or financial issue. Such gender-neutral
discourses also appear in the discussions in USA, Australia and Scotland and they are
consistent with Hunter’s previous analysis. These are gender neutral discourses and focus on
the effect of abolishing a type of tax to the government fiscal policy. I especially agree with
Hunter’s remarks that rejecting the tampon tax campaign directly might be unpopular or create

40Bridget

J Crawford and others, ‘The Ground on Which We All Stand: A Conversation About Menstrual Equity
Law and Activism’ (2019) 26 Mich. J. Gender & L. 341., p. 352
41Jorene Ooi, ‘Bleeding Women Dry: Tampon Taxes and Menstrual Inequity’ (2018) 113 Nw. UL Rev. 109., p.
128
42Jorene Ooi, ‘Bleeding Women Dry: Tampon Taxes and Menstrual Inequity’ (2018) 113 Nw. UL Rev. 109., p.
128. P. 140-141.
43Showing statistics or quantitative data to establish a seemingly objective argument is a often used approach
in the academic debate. Such scientific neutrality is often appealing. It’s similar to the criticism “the God’s
trick”, seeDonna Haraway, ‘Situated Knowledges: The Science Question in Feminism and the Privilege of Partial
Perspective’ (1988) 14 Feminist studies 575., at p.584.
44Lea Hunter, ‘The “Tampon Tax”: Public Discourse of Policies Concerning Menstrual Taboo’ (2016) 17
HINCKLEY J. POL. 11., p.15
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negative images to potential voters and therefore the Parliament members talk about revenue
reduction or economics instead.
In other words, these discourses are formulated as “acknowledgment with a but”: while
admitting the unreasonableness of tampon tax or menstruation poverty/inequality, there is
another (stronger) justification to keep the status quo.
Tax Revenue Reduction Concern And Creating Extra Costs
The worry of losing tax revenue or the limitation of state budgets is also the main discourse
that that leads to a rejection of the tampon tax campaign in USA 45 and Australia. Proponents
of such discourse are governments or Parliament members.
In Australia, the tampon tax was finally abolished from 2020/1/1 onwards. Between
2015 to and 2018, the proposal of abolishing the tampon tax was rejected several times. One
main reason is the effect of revenue deduction. It was estimated that abolishing the tampon tax
“would reduce revenue by $35 million in 2017–18 and by $480 million over a decade.”46
In the USA, sales tax is still an important source of tax revenue for states, including
California. Therefore, California only suspended the sales tax on menstruation hygienic
products for two years. The government has to closely observe how much revenue is lost.
In the Scotland parliament debate, the extra administrative costs and extra financial
burden to local governments are also at the center of the debate. For example, Graham Simpson
said, although he agrees with the general principles of adopting the universal scheme and he
empathizes with women with serious medical conditions that need to pay 50 pounds each
month on tampons and pads, he still criticizes the proposal for being too broad. In the end he
did not vote against or for the bill. 47
Economics Discourses: The Normal Design of Consumption Tax/Preventing an
Inefficient Subsidy
Another gender neutral discourse used to cast doubts on the tampon tax campaign is related to
economics. Supporters of such discourses are governments or legislators. For example, they
might argue that the consumption tax base should be broad.48 Being regressive, not progressive
is the widely accepted and normal feature of consumption tax.
A relevant argument is that “the tampon tax is only a small amount of money and it is
a superior alternative to complete abolishing any tax levied on menstruation hygienic products
45

According to Ooi, “The reform does not come cheap-the Illinois Committee on Government Forecasting and
Accountability estimates that Illinois residents spend $14.7 million on menstrual hygiene products annually,
translating to about $1 million in lost tax dollars at the state tax rate of 6.25%.”
JoreneOoi, ‘Bleeding Women Dry: Tampon Taxes and Menstrual Inequity’ (2018) 113 Nw. UL Rev. 109., p.120.
46Cook, Lauren, Removing GST on feminine hygiene products, The Australian parliament’s library,
https://www.aph.gov.au/About_Parliament/Parliamentary_Departments/Parliamentary_Library/FlagPost/201
8/November/Removing_GST_on_feminine_hygiene_products
The Australia Treasury
https://treasury.gov.au/consultation/c2018-t333064
47Because he did not the vote, the bill is unanimity passed, according to the vote record on 24/11/2020 from
the Scottish parliament website.
48Christopher Cotropia and Kyle Rozema, ‘Who Benefits from Repealing Tampon Taxes? Empirical Evidence
from New Jersey’ (2018) 15 Journal of Empirical Legal Studies 620., p.626-627; Sumaiyah Safi Asmaljee, ‘An
Examination of Tampon Tax and How It Effects the Social, Health and Economical Aspects of Countries
Including a Comparative Analysis of How Some Countries Have Dealt with Tampon Tax’ (Master Thesis,
University of the Witwatersrand 2019)., p. 14.
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The assumption of these economic discourse is that the free market is inherently better than a
market in which there is intervention by the government. Abolishing the tampon tax is seen as
a subsidy, creating economic inefficiencies.
Combining the economic efficiency and revenue reduction arguments, the narrative
becomes “abolishing the tampon tax will reduce the taxable revenue and create distortion in
the market.” In other words, such discourse negates the urgent need to respond to start the
reform by implying that abolishing any tax on consumption, including tampon tax, could lead
to negative effects.
Tampons Are Not Necessities
A discourse that casts doubt on the tampon tax is to argue menstruation hygienic products are
not real necessities. The concept of “necessity” is actually highly subjective. 49 California
legislators had failed three times to abolish the tampon tax before 2019. One supporting
argument in favor of maintaining the tampon tax is to classify tampons as non-necessities.50
Legal scholars cannot explain why tampons are not seen as necessities by legislators. 51 In my
view, this is not only because legislators in the past were all men, but women and their
menstruating body are not “the norm”. The legal concept of “necessity” was designed
according to men’s social lives.
Tampon Tax Funds Alternative
The UK’s reaction to the tampon tax is intriguing. As indicated above, the VAT exemption is
regulated by EU law, and therefore the UK does not have the ability to change it. This is why
the Brexit party UKIP even used “abolishing tampon tax” as part of their Brexit campaign in
2015.52 From 1/1/2021, the UK will make period products VAT exempt. 53
In response to the tax campaign, in 2015 the UK government has set up “the tampon
tax fund” whose source is from the VAT levied on menstruation hygienic products. The UK
government makes use of the fund to subsidize gender-equality projects. The UK government
states that “levying tampon tax is inevitable, but we make use of this money to pursue gender
equality.” 54
3.4 Discourses from Less Heard but Powerful Actors
In addition to already examined discourses supporting or doubting the tampon tax campaign,
there are some neglected speakers and their less discussed discourses. These speakers are
tampon tax fund recipients and hygienic products manufacturing enterprises. They are not
completely silent, but the mainstream media do not always focus on them. Although they are

49Jennifer

Bennett, ‘The Tampon Tax: Sales Tax, Menstrual Hygiene Products, and Necessity Exemptions’
(2017) 1 Bus. Entrepreneurship & Tax L. Rev. 183.; Jorene Ooi, ‘Bleeding Women Dry: Tampon Taxes and
Menstrual Inequity’ (2018) 113 Nw. UL Rev. 109.
50Arielle Percival, ‘California’s Tampon Tax: Will the Third Time Be the Charm’ (2019) 51 McGeorge L. Rev. 429.
51 Ibid.
52 Barnato, Katy, We’ll scrap ‘outrageous’ tampon tax: UKIP, CNBC (April 9th 2015),
https://www.cnbc.com/2015/04/09/well-scrap-outrageous-tampon-tax-ukip.html
53Antony Seely, ‘VAT on Sanitary Protection’ (The House of Commons Library, UK Parliament 2020) Research
Briefing.
54Karen Lorimer and Kelly Babchishin, ‘Diverting Tampon Taxes Will Not Solve the Issue of Violence against
Women’ (2016) 354 Bmj i3952.DOI: 10.1136/bmj.i3952
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less noticed, it does mean their points of view are less influential. Instead, their messages are
strong and implicitly re-enforced by the governments.
Tampon Tax Fund Recipients: Promoting Gender Equality?
As indicated above, since 2015 the United Kingdom government has set up a fund to grant UK
charities or individuals’ projects that aims to pursue gender equality in the broad sense.
Based on the list of recipients of the UK tampon tax fund from 2016 to 2020 from
protecting women from domestic violence to enhancing LGBT rights. However, only one
project on the list directly addresses “period poverty”.55
Some criticize the bias problem in the tampon tax fund.56Most recipients are wellestablished big charities. The complexity and bureaucracy of the grant application process is
more favorable to big charities than small charities, as they have higher administrative support
and experience. Moreover, a recipient charity accused of promoting anti-abortion ideas, in the
name of protecting homeless women.57
In my view, the variety of these tampon tax fund recipients’ projects demonstrates
discursive explosion.58 By accepting the subsidy funded by tampon tax, these projects do not
directly address the menstruation poverty or menstruation taboo, but touch on many gender or
women issues.59Moreover, these discourses are re-enforced by the authorities, because it is the
UK government that is responsible for reviewing and selecting the beneficiaries. The group of
people who suffer most from menstruation poverty, are not receiving assistance from these big
charities. When the narratives and aims of the tampon tax fund recipients are irreverent to the
people in need, the tampon tax fund has become an ineffective policy tool, even though the tax
fund recipients are still organizing activities in the name of “gender equality”.
Enterprises: Increasing the Tax Exemption Scope
In the Australian public consultation process, several manufacturing enterprises are invited to
express their opinion as stakeholders because exempting consumption tax will directly
influence the market. The question addressed by the consultation is about the scope and
definition of “feminine hygienic products”.
Exempting consumption tax on menstruation hygienic products will become a
consumption incentive. So, it is interesting to see that different enterprises have submitted
similar opinions to “increase” the exemption scope. Enterprises even suggest vagina cleaning
55in

2018 list: Brook Young People - The ‘Let’s Talk. Period.’ project will aim to address period poverty in
England.
See United Kingdom Government Tampon Tax Fund Recipient List of 2018
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/women-and-girls-set-to-benefit-from-15-million-tampon-tax-fund
56Olumide Adisa and others, ‘Mapping the VAWG Funding Ecosystem in England and Wales’ (Centre for Abuse
Research Suffolk Institute for Social and Economic Research, University of Suffolk 2020)., p.44.
57in 2017 List: “Life Charity - £250,000.00 - Housing, practical help, counselling, emotional support and life skills
training for young pregnant women who are homeless.”
See United Kingdom Government Tampon Tax Fund Recipient List of 2017
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/604984/
Tampon_Tax_Fund_regional_list.docx
See also Quinn, Anger as tampon tax is used to help fund anti-abortion group, The Guardian (April 1st 2017),
https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2017/apr/01/tampon-tax-anti-abortion-group-anger
58Michel Foucault, The History of Sexuality. Volume One: An Introduction (1980)., p. 17.
59Similar remarks on the current menstruation activism, Annie McCarthy and others, ‘Bleeding in Public?
Rethinking Narratives of Menstrual Management from Delhi’s Slums’, The Palgrave Handbook of Critical
Menstruation Studies (Palgrave Macmillan, Singapore 2020)., p. 17
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products should be also exempted. The enterprises argue that every woman is different and
therefore some hygienic products should not be classified as for “general hygiene” but for
period hygiene.
The opinion from enterprises to increase the exemption scope is understandable from
the perspective of business interest, because they could sell more goods when they are exempt
from the consumption tax. In my view, it can be seen as a vivid example of “menstruation
capitalism” that takes the opportunity of a tax law reform to exercise their commercial interests.
Their reactions are not surprising. They are stakeholders, and they are acting in
accordance with their commercial interests. In the end the Australian government does not
open up the exemption list, but the enterprises’ contributions are published for the public.
3.5 Remarks: Conflicting Discourses and Implications
To sum up, in different jurisdictions, the discourses observed in the tampon tax campaign have
several features in common. Supporting discourses are related to the menstruation taboo,
physical and mental health issues, human rights and discrimination. Doubt-casting discourses
usually involve gender neutral arguments, such as economics or budget concerns.
When we are not fully aware menstruation as a taboo and the power relations involved,
we could easily be distracted by the endless debates such as “scope of menstruation products”
such as in Australia; or what organizations should benefit from “the tampon tax fund” in the
UK; or even questioning tampons as a necessity or a luxury product in the USA and discussing
features and classifications of various products. They can be classified as discourses that aim
to distract from the oppression of the menstruation taboo and the needs of the people who suffer
from it. Even though the phrasing of these arguments look neutral, scientific, well-argued and
appealing, supported by quantitative and statistics, they are still missing the point. Furthermore,
they lead us to accept that tampon tax debates are about “money” and can (and should) be
easily solved by money. But, in reality, menstruation poverty and the related taboo go far
beyond just a monetary issue. It is an intersectional problem.
4. Conclusion
This paper begins with Steinem’s quote, and now I would adjust her powerful quote as:
“The truth is that, if the tampon tax is abolished, the power justifications would go on
and on.”
Power relations are not easily eliminated simply by abolishing the tampon tax or providing free
tampons. Using abolishing tax as the campaign strategy is a smart move. As we all know, the
independence of the USA started from arguing the tax without representation. Using taxationrelated arguments as tools in the movement is not a bad idea per se.
However, conflicting discourses in the reactions to the tampon tax campaign have
demonstrated that when deviating from the focus on breaking the menstruation taboo to
engaging in “costs”, “economic efficiencies” or “necessities”, the non-monetary goal of
breaking the taboo becomes compromised.
The tampon tax campaign is not merely about tampons nor taxation, but that a
menstruating body has been related to socially constructed taboos. When making an effort to
lift the taboos and empower the oppressed, it is important not to create new discourse that reenforces the othering. Although legislative changes in Scotland, Australia and California
constitute positive steps towards menstruation equality, we should still be cautious: Do we
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unconsciously reinforce the idea of people who menstruate as naturally weak, by supporting
the tampon tax campaign?
“The power justifications would go on and on. If we let them.” So the tampon tax
campaign should not stop at universal free access to menstruation hygienic products or at the
abolishment of the tampon tax.
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Abstract
The fields of “women and peacebuilding” and “religious peacebuilding” have developed in
parallel with the adoption of the UNSC Resolution 1325 on Women, Peace, and Security, and
the international developments highlighting the important role of religion and religious actors
in both conflict and peace. Scholarship in both fields has addressed the critical roles of both
women and religion in peace processes, and the importance of their inclusion in the different
stages of peacebuilding and conflict transformation. However, their convergence remains
largely lacking. The “women and peacebuilding” literature has ignored religious dynamics in
studying the impact and the roles of women in peace processes. Similarly, literature on
“religious peacebuilding” has been blind to the various contributions women religious actors—
or women inspired by their faith—make towards building sustainable peace in conflict-affected
areas. In this light, the paper offers a review of literature on the intersection between the two
fields of “women and peacebuilding” and “religious peacebuilding.” It makes a case for
building on that intersection by further examining the potential role Islamic feminism—as a
feminist movement that challenges patriarchal Islamic doctrines underlying discriminatory
cultural attitudes, legislations, and policies—can play in fostering women's roles in
peacebuilding in the Muslim world.
Keywords: feminism, Islam, peacebuilding, religion, women.

1. Introduction
The unanimous adoption of the United Nations Security Council Resolution 1325 on Women,
Peace, and Security in 2000 represented a landmark in the area of women and peacebuilding.60
60

The paper adopts a relational understanding of peacebuilding, which encompasses all the processes and
activities that aim at conflict transformation including advocacy, activism, development, mediation,
reconciliation, trauma healing, relationship building, transitional justice, etc. Such an understanding
acknowledges the importance of relational, personal, and cultural dimensions in peacebuilding and conflict
transformation, and thus allows for examining the impact of such factors —including religion—in peace and
conflict beyond formal peacebuilding structures and mechanisms.
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Not only did it highlight the historical exclusion of women from peace processes despite the
importance of their role within the context of conflict; it also stressed the importance of
enhancing the inclusion of women in all aspects of peace and conflict resolution to achieve
sustainable peace in conflict-ridden societies. Ever since the adoption of UNSC Resolution
1325 and the resolutions and reports that followed it,61 much attention has been given to the
role of women in peacebuilding and post-conflict reconstruction processes. An ample amount
of literature has been devoted to analysing the different ways women are affected by conflict,
their roles in mediation and peace-making, and finally the various roles they play in the
processes and activities that bring about lasting peace within their communities. However,
despite the increased attention, women remain to be inadequately included in these processes.
Parallel to the increasing attention directed to the field of women and peacebuilding, a
relatively new field of study that aimed at exploring the role religion and religious
institutions/leaders play in peacebuilding and post-conflict reconstruction processes emerged
by the end of the 1990s under the title of “religious or faith-based peacebuilding.” The
increased sensitivity to the role of religion in international politics, especially the increased
attention on its relation to conflict and violence, has raised questions concerning the role of
religion in conflict resolution and peacebuilding. This increased attention has translated since
2000 into an expanding body of literature analysing the potential role of religion in
peacebuilding initiatives, and an increased visibility of local religious peacebuilding initiatives
at the international level.
However, the intersection between the two fields remain quite limited. Both the fields
of “women and peacebuilding” and “religion and peacebuilding” have been blind to the
potential contributions they can offer one another. Both the roles of women religious actors—
or women inspired by their faith—in peacebuilding62, and the impact of religious dynamics on
women’s peacebuilding roles and agency, remain largely invisible in the scholarship of both
fields. An intersectional analysis between the two fields is required to enhance our
understanding of the drivers of conflict, as well as potential avenues for its resolution and
transformation.
Building on the foregoing, this paper provides a thematic literature review of the
intersection between the fields of “women and peacebuilding” and “religious peacebuilding,”
with the aim of highlighting the gap in research between the two fields and the need for their
convergence. It builds on this intersection between women, religion and peacebuilding by
further examining the nexus between Islamic feminism—as a feminist movement that
challenges patriarchal Islamic doctrines underlying discriminatory cultural attitudes,
legislations, and policies—and peacebuilding, and exploring the potential role that Islamic
feminism can play in fostering women's peacebuilding roles and agency in the Muslim
world. In this sense, the paper contributes to bridging the gap in literature on the intersection
between women, religion and peacebuilding. It makes the case for the positive role of religion
in motivating women’s peacebuilding roles and agency, and the need for appropriating feminist
61

In addition to UNSC 1325, there are about seven other UNSC resolutions—UNSCR 1820 (2008), UNSCR
1888 (2009), UNSCR 1889 (2009), UNSCR 1960 (2010), and UNSCR 2106 (2013)—collectively constituting
what has come to be known as the Women, Peace, and Security (WPS) agenda.
62 The paper refers to “religious women peacebuilders” or “women peacebuilders inspired by their faith”
interchangeably. Building on its overarching relational conception of peacebuilding, the paper defines women
religious peacebuilders as women religious actors and/or women inspired by their faith involved in processes
and activities—whether secular or faith-based— that aim at peacebuilding and conflict transformation.
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religious interpretations, with the aim of enhancing women’s participation and inclusion in
peacebuilding processes in societies where religion plays a dominant role.
2. Women, religion, and peacebuilding: a review of the literature
While the fields of study of “women and peacebuilding” and “religion and peacebuilding”
witnessed a relative boost in the amount of research and literature directed to both their
theoretical and operational aspects in recent years, a literature gap in combining the two fields
persists. Despite significant progress in understanding the various roles of women and religious
actors in peacebuilding processes, and their overall impact on sustainable peace in conflictaffected communities, adequate attention to the intersection of women, religion, and
peacebuilding has remained largely lacking.
On the level of the “women and peacebuilding” field, scholarship on the roles of women
in conflict and peace has focused little on religious dynamics hindering or facilitating women’s
full participation and inclusion in peacebuilding processes. On the other hand, literature on
“religious peacebuilding” and the role of religion and religious actors in supporting peace and
reconciliation efforts has been primarily viewed from “a male prism,” failing to appropriately
address the gender dynamics of religious peacebuilding and the role women play in this
regard.63 This failure to encompass religious and gender dynamics adequately in studying
peacebuilding has limited our understanding of the nature of conflict, as well as the different
potential avenues for building a sustainable peace.64
Scholarship on the convergence of women, religion, and peacebuilding—though very
limited—can be categorized in three main themes: the role of religious patriarchy in hindering
women’s roles in peacebuilding; religion as a motivation for women’s participation in
peacebuilding; and the various roles religious women peacebuilders, or women inspired by
their faith, play in peacebuilding processes.
2.1 The role of religious patriarchy in hindering women’s participation in peacebuilding
Literature addressing the intersection of women, religion, and peacebuilding has highlighted
the role of religion as a hindering factor to women’s agency and participation in peacebuilding
processes. Le Roux and Palm argue that the multiple and ambivalent roles of religion with
regard to peace and conflict are also reflected in its impact on gender issues, particularly the
exclusion of women from peace processes, as well as violence against women. They identify
three primary ways in which religion can hinder women’s full inclusion in peacebuilding
processes: the use of an “androcentric approach” that fails to see gendered harms; the
patriarchal nature of religious institutions; and the entanglement of religion and culture. 65
Susan Hayward, “Women, religion and peacebuilding,” in The Oxford handbook of religion, conflict, and
peacebuilding, ed. Atalia Omer, Scott Appleby, and David Little (Oxford University Press, 2015); Onsati
Katherine Kwamboka, “Religion, gender and peacebuilding in Africa: A case study of Kenya 2007/8” (MA
thesis, University of Nairobi, Kenya, 2014); Katherine Marshall et al., “Women in religious peacebuilding,” US
Institute of Peace (2011).
64
Kwamboka, “Religion, gender and peacebuilding in Africa: A case study of Kenya 2007/8.”
65
Marshall et al., “Women in religious peacebuilding”; Elisabet Le Roux and Selina Palm, “Women, religion,
violence and peace-building: The need for a gender-relational approach to conflict transformation,” 2018, 8–9,
Accessed October 4, 2020, http://blogs.sun.ac.za/urdr/files/2020/06/RouxPalm_2018.Womenreligionviolencepeace_REPORT.pdf.
63
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According to them, religious traditions in many instances contribute to the reinforcement of
gender blindness and stereotyping through the selective recognition of violations, and the
portrayal of women only as peacemakers. They can also contribute to the reinforcement of
patriarchal practices through the marginalization of women from the leadership of religious
institutions and the promotion of narrow, male-dominated agendas in their interpretations of
sacred texts, as well as their practices and structures. Moreover, religion—through its
interwoven relationship with culture—can contribute to the reinforcement of discriminatory
cultural or social norms that could largely limit women’s roles in peacebuilding and reverse
the gains they made over the conflict period. 66
In the same vein, Ogega argues that religion has not always played a positive and
undifferentiated role in women’s peacebuilding experiences. According to her, religion plays
a significant role in gender identity and role(s) formation. It has “deep intergenerational genderbased structures—institutions, cultures, relations, resources, and practices—that affect the
roles women and men can or cannot play in peacebuilding.” 67 In addition to this, she contends
that religion can hinder women’s agency through its different roles in conflict, as an identity
marker or as a driver of conflict, to the detriment of women and their interests. 68
Hayward also refers to the role of religion in shaping norms of acceptable gender roles
and behaviours, particularly in the aftermath of conflict. She argues that religion provides the
ideological infrastructure for social, political and economic systems in which women are
marginalized. Moreover, according to her, in many post-conflict settings, religious institutions
and leaders have played an antagonistic role towards the public roles of women during
conflict.69
Schnabel and Tabyshalieva and Steffansson expand on the hindering role of religion
during conflict. According to them, ethnic and religious identities are strengthened during
conflict, “evoking neo-traditional beliefs in a purported “golden age” of patriarchal social rule,
which tend to enhance archaic forms of gender discrimination.” 70 In such contexts, religion is
strongly connected to patriarchy, and religious identities have more leverage over gender
identities, which weakens women’s leadership and potential to defend their agency. 71
The marginalization of women from religious structures and the impact it has on
women’s religious peacebuilding roles have also been highlighted by a number of scholars. 72
Hayward contends that while women have been marginalized from peacebuilding generally,
the field of religious peacebuilding has been particularly challenging for women, with formal

Le Roux and Palm, “Women, religion, violence and peace-building: The need for a gender-relational
approach to conflict transformation,”9.
67
Jacqueline Ogega, “Faith, gender and peacebuilding: The roles of women of faith in peacebuilding in the
conflict between the Gusii and Maasai of south-western Kenya,” (Unpublished PhD thesis, University of Bradford, UK,
2013), 65.
68
Ogega, “Faith, gender and peacebuilding: The roles of women of faith in peacebuilding in the conflict between
the Gusii and Maasai of south-western Kenya,”66.
69
Hayward, “Women, religion and peacebuilding,” 320
70
Albrecht Schnabel and Anara Tabyshalieva, “Forgone opportunities: The marginalization of women’s
contributions to post-conflict peacebuilding,” in Defying victimhood: Women and post-conflict peacebuilding,
ed. Albrecht Schnabel and Anara Tabyshalieva (United Nations University Press, 2012), 17.
71
Mikaela Steffansson, “Women and religion: Partners in peacebuilding?” (Unpublished master’s thesis,
University of Helsinki, Finland, 2018), 22–23.
72
Hayward, “Women, religion and peacebuilding”; Susan Hayward and Katherine Marshall, eds., Women,
religion, and peacebuilding: Illuminating the unseen (Washington, DC: United States Institute of Peace Press,
2015), Kindle Edition; Marshall et al., “Women in religious peacebuilding.”
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religious leadership and authority largely confined to men in most major religious traditions. 73
Marshall et al. share Hayward’s view, contending that the patriarchal nature of many religious
traditions prevents women from acquiring leadership or authority within religious structures,
thus preventing them from receiving the recognition accorded to male religious leaders. 74 This,
according to Hayward and Marshall tends to reinforce patriarchy and gender injustices,
inhibiting the inclusion of women in peacebuilding and peace-making.75
Another aspect of this marginalization is reflected in the patriarchal readings of
religious texts and their impact on women’s roles in peacebuilding. Examining the role of
Muslim women peacebuilders, Kadayifce-Orellana argues that patriarchal readings of Islamic
texts, which reflect male interests in social, political and legal issues, has legitimized the
exclusion of women from public structures. This, according to her, has largely curtailed
women’s peacebuilding initiatives, and has confined them to the local and grassroots level.
Moreover, women have been particularly excluded from formal or official peacebuilding
mechanisms, and their needs have been largely neglected. 76
2.2 Religion as a motivation for women’s participation in peacebuilding
Beside its role as a factor hindering women’s engagement and full inclusion in peacebuilding
processes, scholars have addressed the role religion plays as a motivation for women’s
participation in peacebuilding. Kwamboka and Marshall et al. point to the significant role that
religion plays in inspiring women to carry out peacebuilding activities. According to them, for
many women, the motivation to be involved in peace processes despite challenges they face is
closely linked to their religious faith. 77
According to Ogega, women religious peacebuilders—or women peacebuilders
inspired by their faith—find support in their religious traditions in two different ways: they can
be motivated by their religious faith to act as agents of peace, even despite opposition; or they
can be supported by religious structures and institutions in their peacebuilding efforts. 78 She
argues that faith and spirituality may act as a “domain of power” for women in different
religious contexts, although their roles vary under the influence of different religious
traditions.79 Nonetheless, she contends that women have drawn on religious values and
traditions to achieve social and political change and promote their peacebuilding agency in
their communities.80
Hayward and Marshall state that, particularly at the local or community level, women
participate in peacebuilding in ways that are deeply connected to their religious beliefs and
affiliations. They argue that even in the secular peacebuilding realm, many women’s work is
Hayward, “Women, religion and peacebuilding,” 312–313.
Marshall et al., “Women in religious peacebuilding,” 3.
75
Hayward and Marshall, Women, religion, and peacebuilding: Illuminating the unseen, Kindle Edition.
76
Kadayifci-Orellana, “Muslim women’s peacebuilding initiatives,” in Women, religion, and peacebuilding:
Illuminating the unseen, ed. Susan Hayward and Katherine Marshall, (Washington, DC: United States Institute
of Peace Press, 2015), 77–78.
77
Kwamboka, “Religion, gender and peacebuilding in Africa: A case study of Kenya 2007/8,” 75; Marshall et
al., “Women in religious peacebuilding,” 11.
78
Ogega, “Faith, gender and peacebuilding: The roles of women of faith in peacebuilding in the conflict
between the Gusii and Maasai of south-western Kenya,”64.
79
Ogega, “Faith, gender and peacebuilding: The roles of women of faith in peacebuilding in the conflict
between the Gusii and Maasai of south-western Kenya,”68.
80
Ogega, “Faith, gender and peacebuilding: The roles of women of faith in peacebuilding in the conflict
between the Gusii and Maasai of south-western Kenya,”81.
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linked to their beliefs, traditions, and communities. According to these authors, religious beliefs
provide an important resource for women peacebuilders in three critical dimensions of
peacebuilding: resilience, forgiveness, and reconciliation. 81 In the same vein, KadayifciOrellana argues that many Muslim women are empowered by their religion in their struggle
for justice, peace and equality in their communities. They draw upon Islamic teachings and
principles of peace—tawhid (unity of being), fitrah (original constitution of human beings),
adl (justice), afu (forgiveness), rahmah and rahim (mercy and compassion), khilfah
(stewardship), sabr (patience), and hubb (love)—as a motivation for their involvement in
peacebuilding, despite the cultural and structural challenges they face.82
In addition to this, literature on women, religion, and peacebuilding has also referred to
the role religion plays in asserting women’s agency and legitimating their different roles in
peacebuilding. According to Hayward, in addition to drawing on their religious traditions and
teachings in their peacebuilding work, religious women peacebuilders also frequently refer to
the theological and textual resources of their religions to legitimate their agency and empower
them to assume active peacebuilding roles.83 By doing so, Hayward argues, religious women
peacebuilders challenge both the traditional/conservative structures within their religious
traditions, as well as outside actors who regard religion as inherently limiting to women’s
progress. Moreover, they contribute to transforming structural gender inequalities—both
within and outside religious institutions—thus contributing to building sustainable peace in
their societies.84
Similarly, Hayward and Marshall contend that through positioning their peacebuilding
agency and roles in their religious traditions, women religious peacebuilders play more active
roles in shaping religious attitudes and behaviours as well as redefining social norms in their
societies, including those that are “violent or exclusionary.”85
2.3 The roles of women religious actors in peacebuilding
Scholars have also addressed the different roles religious women peacebuilders —or women
peacebuilders inspired by their faith— play in peacebuilding processes, and the challenges they
face in this regard. Hayward highlights five main fields in which religious women
peacebuilders play an active role: cross-boundary work, advocacy, psychosocial and spiritual
support to survivors, mediation, and community development. According to her, women of
faith play significant roles in reaching beyond religious, political, and ethnic divides and
building transformative interpersonal relationships between warring communities. They
engage in influencing political decision-making to promote peace on behalf of their
communities. They provide psychological and spiritual support to victims of conflict through
trauma healing and spiritual guidance. They mediate between conflicting parties particularly
at the local or grassroots level. Finally, they approach peacebuilding from a broad-based
developmental perspective that takes education, health, humanitarian relief, as well as other
aspects into account for a longer-term, sustainable peace in their communities. 86 In addition to
this, Marshall et al. point to women’s roles in inter-faith and intra-faith dialogue and
81

Hayward and Marshall, Women, religion, and peacebuilding: Illuminating the unseen, Kindle Edition
Kadayifci-Orellana, “Muslim women’s peacebuilding initiatives,” 78–79.
83 Hayward, “Women, religion and peacebuilding,”318.
84 Hayward, “Women, religion and peacebuilding,”319.
85 Hayward and Marshall, Women, religion, and peacebuilding: Illuminating the unseen, Kindle Edition.
86 Hayward, “Women, religion and peacebuilding,” 314–317.
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relationship building, reconciliation, as well as engagement with religious texts to assert
women’s roles and agency in peacebuilding, as among the various ways religious women
peacebuilders contribute to sustaining peace in their communities. 87
Similarly, Kadayifce-Orellana adopts Cynthia Sampson’s categorization of the roles of
faith-based actors88 in examining the roles of Muslim women in peacebuilding. She contends
that in addition to the aforementioned roles in inter-faith–intra-faith dialogue, advocacy and
mediation, as well as in transitional justice, religious (Muslim) women peacebuilders also play
important roles as observers and educators. 89
Literature on the role of women in religious peacebuilding has also addressed the
challenges religious women peacebuilders face in carrying out their work. According to
Hayward and Marshall, as well as Marshall et al., despite the various roles played by these
women in peacebuilding, their work has remained largely invisible. This oversight of the roles
of women in religious peacebuilding has resulted in a lack of international support, including
resources and training. Moreover, their exclusion from religious institutions has led to their
being overlooked by policymakers from formal initiatives aiming to engage religious actors
and leaders.90 Finally, in addition to issues related to lack of funding, training and support, the
lack of recognition of the roles of women in religious peacebuilding (or the roles of religious
women in peacebuilding) translates to inadequate documentation of their work, as well as an
exclusion of women’s insights and concerns in formal religious peacebuilding practice. 91
2.4 Women, religion, and peacebuilding: the need for an intersectional analysis
As a result of this lack of attention to the convergence between women, religion, and
peacebuilding, scholars have highlighted the importance of appropriately engaging both gender
and religious dynamics in peacebuilding discourse and practice. Steffansson argues that both
the fields of “women and peacebuilding” and “religious peacebuilding” could benefit from
engaging an intersectional analysis, which would result in new possibilities for action in
different contexts. According to her, through intersecting with the field of religious
peacebuilding, the field of women’s peacebuilding would benefit from a broadened view of
agency, which would properly incorporate the different roles of religion in relation to women’s
participation in peacebuilding. On the other hand, the field of religious peacebuilding would
benefit from a broadened view of women as agents of change whose roles need to be
highlighted and recognized.92 Hayward, on the other hand, contends that adopting genderinclusive religious peacebuilding processes that include women’s participation in their design
and implementation would play a critical role in transforming social and cultural norms
regarding violence, gender, and power, as well as providing a more comprehensive
understanding of the drivers of conflicts and the avenues for their resolution.93
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89 Kadayifci-Orellana, “Muslim women’s peacebuilding initiatives,” 86–89.
90 Hayward and Marshall, Women, religion, and peacebuilding: Illuminating the unseen, Kindle Edition;
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Similarly, Le Roux and Palm call for a gender-relational approach to conflict
transformation in which religious groups and leaders play a prominent role in confronting their
own norms and practices that reinforce discriminatory dynamics against women. According to
them, adopting such an approach would provide support for women—especially within
religious institutions—to play an active role in peace processes in their communities and have
their gendered needs voiced at the different levels of conflict transformation and sustainable
peacebuilding.94
Indeed, as was reflected in the literature review, the intersection between women,
religion and peacebuilding needs to be taken into consideration in studying the roles of women
in peacebuilding, and the impact of religious dynamics and cultural attitudes on their
participation and inclusion. Religion plays ambivalent roles with regard to women
peacebuilding roles and agency that need to be further examined and properly incorporated and
accounted for in peacebuilding initiatives. Similarly, the roles women religious actors and/or
women inspired by their faith play in peacebuilding need to be better documented in
peacebuilding literature, and further highlighted in peacebuilding programs. In this sense, the
paper argues for the need for an intersectional analysis between the two fields of “women and
peacebuilding” and “religious peacebuilding” to enhance our understanding of conflict, and the
factors contributing to its resolution and transformation, on both the theoretical and operational
levels. It contributes to bridging the literature gap on the intersection between women, religion,
and peacebuilding by building on the positive impact of religion in motivating women’s
participation in peacebuilding, and examining the role Islamic feminism can play in this regard.
3. The potential of Islamic Feminism for fostering women’s participation in
peacebuilding
Departing from the foregoing discussion, the paper contributes to the intersectional analysis
between the two fields. It builds on the intersection between the fields of women and
peacebuilding, and religious peacebuilding, to examine the potential role Islamic feminism can
play in fostering women’s participation in peacebuilding in Muslim communities. The paper,
in this regard, builds on the existing literature supporting the positive role of religion in
peacebuilding and conflict-transformation in conflict-affected communities, and its role in
motivating women’s participation in peacebuilding. It examines the potential of appropriating
feminist interpretations of Islamic texts, which highlight social justice and gender equality, to
promote and legitimize women’s participation in peacebuilding initiatives in countries where
Islam plays a constitutive role in its culture and identity.
3.1 Islamic feminism, the quest for gender equality and social justice
Since its emergence in the 1990s, the Islamic feminist movement has grappled with questions
of social justice and gender equality, challenging religious patriarchy and its genderdiscriminatory impact on attitudes, legislation, and policies in the Muslim world. Islamic
feminists have placed their movement within the Islamic paradigm, relying on a combination
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of Islamic methodologies 95 and feminist tools to offer gender-sensitive readings and
interpretations of religious texts that have been long monopolized by male-dominated religious
authorities.96
Unlike other strands of Third World Feminism, which emerged in direct opposition to
colonialism and Western hegemony, Islamic feminism first emerged as a reaction to the
accelerated Islamism and the spread of political Islam movements in various parts of the
Middle East, as well as the increasing portrayal of Muslim women as the “oppressed other” in
Western discourses. It appeared in a moment of “late post-coloniality” and a deep dissatisfaction with Middle Eastern countries’ inability for achieving political stability and
economic growth for their people. 97
Islamic feminism bases its quest for gender equality and social justice within the
Islamic paradigm. It relies on the re-interpretation of religious texts to call for the advancement
of women’s status in society, and demands full and complete gender equality in both the public
and private (family) domains.98 It asserts that the practice of social justice cannot be achieved
in the absence of full equality of men and women across the public-private spectrum, which
means that women may be heads of state, leaders of congregational prayer, judges, and
muftis.99
In this sense, Islamic feminist movements, in their reliance on the Islamic heritage to
achieve gender equality, have proven to be more attuned to the realities of Muslim societies. 100
Their goals and perspectives distinguish them from Muslim secular feminist movements, which
rely on liberal arguments and rationales from outside the Islamic tradition, and are regarded as
‘un-Islamic’ and incapable of identifying with the concerns that women have regarding their
Muslim identity.101
Islamic feminists refute popular perceptions of Muslim women, which are often
grounded in the assumption that Islam is oppressive of women. They argue that such
reductionist generalizations obscure the diverse and complex experiences of Muslim women
and their multiple roles as agents of change in their communities inspired by their religious
traditions. They contend that the oppression and marginalization experienced by Muslim
women in certain contexts is rather founded on patriarchal interpretations of Islamic texts, and
not Islam.102
95

These include ijtihad (independent investigation of religious sources) and tafsir (interpretation of the
Quran).
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Islamic feminists highlight the importance of historical and cultural contexts in
understanding gender dynamics within given societies. They argue that, in addition to the
Quran, whose interpretation has long been male-dominated, the Islamic Jurisprudence —that
has informed the various contemporary formulations of ‘Shari’a’ and Shari’a laws in many
Muslim societies— was itself heavily affected by prevalent patriarchal thinking and behaviors
of the point of history when it was consolidated. Moreover, the Hadiths, the reported (but not
always authentic) sayings and actions of the Prophet Mohamed, have also been subjected to
instances of misinterpretation that aimed at asserting certain patriarchal ideas and power
dynamics without relevance to the contexts in which they have originally originated. 103 Thus,
the process of re-reading and re-interpreting Islamic texts by Islamic feminists is, in essence,
an attempt at dismantling structural and hierarchal dynamics of religion, culture and power
within Muslim societies, or, as Sherin Saadallah puts it, “dismantling the status quo of maledominated Islamic interpretation and acculturation which serves to reinforce women’s
subjugation.”104
According to Islamic feminists, the interplay of cultural, socioeconomic and political
contexts, and their influence on how religious texts are understood, has led to a large degree of
variance in religious interpretations across different Muslim societies, making the
understanding of the contexts in which religious texts were interpreted of critical importance. 105
This interaction between religion and culture and its impact on the conceptualization of religion
is paramount in shaping religious interpretations and practices, which could adopt certain
notions of gender roles within Muslim societies and consequently reinforce patriarchal power
dynamics and models.106
Within this context, Islamic feminists call for the re-reading of religious texts, mindful
of the cultural and historical contexts in which they have emerged. They highlight the
paramount importance of introducing alternative interpretations from a female-inclusive
perspective for achieving gender reforms in modern Muslim societies.107 In doing so, Islamic
feminists can be divided into three main groups. One group focus their work and research
exclusively on the re-interpretation of Quran, and the second apply their re-readings of the
Quran to the analysis of the various formulations of the Shari’a. The third group focuses on
examining the hadiths vis-à-vis their historical contexts, as well as re-tracing the lines of
witnesses and transmitters to prove their authentication and meaning from a feminist
perspective.108
Asma Barlas stresses the importance of questioning the contextual realities that
influenced the understanding of the original Islamic texts and their interpretation. She argues
that the Quran was revealed into an existing patriarchy and has been interpreted by adherents
of patriarchies ever since, and calls on Muslim women to challenge its patriarchal exegesis.
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She asserts that “inequality and discrimination derive not from the teachings of the Quran but
from the secondary religious texts, the Tafsir (Quranic exegesis) and the hadith (narratives
purportedly detailing the life and praxis of the Prophet Muhammad).” 109 Similarly, Wadud
contends that whatever sexism might be found in the words of the Quran is a reflection of the
historical context of revelation, and unless these verses are examined vis-à-vis this particular
context, the universal meanings intended by the Quran would be lost by their modes of
articulation.110 On the other hand, Mernissi examines the history of the early Islamic period
and highlights the strong and different roles played by women in the society. She contends that
the need to protect the political interests of men within the Muslim community gave precedence
to certain exegesis (tafsir) over others, and contributed to marginalizing the roles of women
within Muslim societies.111 Within the same context, Mir-Hosseini asserts that men’s
monopoly of the Quran and its implication on gender relations can only be broken when
Muslim women actively participate in the process of knowledge production. This, according
to her, that would ultimately lead to a ‘much-needed’ paradigm shift in Islamic law that would
have important epistemological and political consequences in Muslim societies. 112
Departing from the foregoing, Islamic feminists challenge patriarchal interpretations of
religious texts, and its translation into Islamic jurisprudence and laws impacting the roles and
status of women in Muslim societies, through introducing their own interpretations of Islamic
texts, which assert gender equality and social justice. They situate their arguments and
positions within their indigenous Islamic paradigm, with the aim of highlighting cultural
patriarchal rulings and practices through a feminist understanding of original texts, ultimately
bringing about structural change. 113
3.2 Islamic feminism, conflict and peace in the Muslim world
While there has been ample Islamic feminist literature on social justice and gender equality in
the private and public realms, little has been written on the convergence between Islamic
feminism and peacebuilding. In this light, the paper attempts to build on the growing
disciplinary conversation between the fields of “women and peacebuilding” and “religious
peacebuilding,” through exploring the potential of Islamic feminist discourse —as a theoretical
framework and a practical tool—to advance women's participation in peacebuilding initiatives
in communities where Islam plays a critical role in shaping gender roles and expectations.
As previously discussed in the literature review section, with the increasing attention
given in peacebuilding literature over the last two decades to the role of religion and religious
actors in peacebuilding, the impact of religion on inspiring women's peacebuilding work has
also increasingly come under question. In addition to its positive role in fostering peace in
conflict-ridden societies, religion has also played a role as a motivating factor for Muslim
women to participate and engage in peacebuilding. Moreover, it has provided these women
with the legitimization for their participation and inclusion. Scholarship on the convergence
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between women, religion, and peacebuilding assert that many women, across the world and in
various religious traditions, engage in peacebuilding efforts in their societies motivated by their
religious faith and beliefs. Though largely unrecognized in formal peacebuilding initiatives and
neglected in mainstream gender and peacebuilding literature, these women have grounded their
work in their respective religious traditions and have used their invisibility as a catalyst for
more creative means of peacebuilding that have eluded others.114 In addition to this, it contends
that women peacebuilders have also frequently drawn on religious texts to assert and legitimate
their peacebuilding agency and roles—challenging conservative/patriarchal structures within
their religious traditions and contributing to the achievement of gender equality both within
and outside religious institutions. This ultimately contributes to building sustainable peace
within their societies. 115
Within this context, Islamic feminism, through challenging patriarchal religious
structures and re-reading religious texts in a feminist light, can play a positive role in advancing
women’s roles in peacebuilding in societies where Islam plays a constitutive role in its culture
and identity.
Drawing on Islamic history, women have played different roles in peacebuilding since
the early days of Islam, undeterred by long traditions of patriarchal interpretations that have
consolidated women's marginalization and exclusion from public life. They have rooted their
peacebuilding in an Islamic paradigm of peace 116 that has shown remarkable agency in
different historical and sociopolitical contexts. 117 Mernissi gives examples of two of Prophet
Mohamed’s wives (Aysha and Um Salama), as well as his granddaughter, to reflect the multiple
roles women could play in peacebuilding in their communities. According to her, Muslim
women could negotiate their status and position within the community and have their voices
heard. They played important roles in both war and peace, as well as in the transmission and
interpretation of religious texts.118 Leila Ahmed also addresses the influential roles played by
women in early Islamic societies through her examination of the male-female power dynamics
and the prevalent gender systems in the Middle East before and after the rise of Islam. She
discusses the various roles played by women in early Muslim communities, and the ways in
which the interpretation of Islam both improved and curtailed the freedoms of women in its
earliest days.119
Moving to more contemporary Muslim contexts, converging Islamic feminism with
peacebuilding activism has provided a base for Muslim women to build on in their
peacebuilding endeavors. Studies examining the impact of Islamic feminism on the roles of
women in contemporary Muslim societies reflect that progressive interpretations of Islam from
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a feminist lens has contributed in increasing the roles of Muslim women in politics and
peacebuilding.120
In Bosnia and Herzegovina, combining the languages of religion and feminism has
proven to be a useful tool for promoting peacebuilding and dialogue within the community.
Religion has played a critical role in inspiring women’s involvement and activism in
peacebuilding initiatives. Moreover, the large contribution of Islamic feminist discourse in
increasing women’s participation in peace processes has encouraged secular human rights
organizations involved in peacebuilding efforts to engage with female theologians and employ
religious discourse in their peacebuilding initiatives. 121 One of the useful tools used by Islamic
feminists during the war in Bosnia and Herzegovina, was the issuance of a decree (Fatwa)
stating that “raped women should be considered heroines,” while urging family members and
society “to accept these women and help them heal their traumas.” This tool, though largely
symbolic, played a critical role in reducing the shame and trauma of Muslim women who were
subjected to sexual violence during the war, and in achieving peace and reconciliation in the
society.122
Within the African context, one could highlight the role of the Somali ‘sixth clan’
movement (the pan-Somali women’s movement) in the Somali peace process, as a successful
example for the convergence between Islamic feminism and peacebuilding. The movement,
which adopts an advocacy strategy built on an Islamic feminist conception of gender equality,
succeeded in participating in the Somali peace negotiations on an equal footing with Somali
men in 2002. The movement’s religious background and alliances with moderate Muslim
groups gave it credibility amongst opposition groups who could not criticize it for being unIslamic or threatening to the prevalent Islamic identity. And as a result of its efforts, a number
of gender-related provisions were adopted in the peace agreement and women’s voices were
heard in the negotiations process.123
In the Arab world, Muslim women—inspired by the intellectual evolution of Islam with
regard to women—have played various roles in peace-making and peacebuilding. Through its
assertion of the important roles women can play as agents of change during conflict and
peacetime, Islamic feminism has provided Muslim women with a source of liberation within
Islam, and encouraged them to assume leadership roles during this critical period. According
to Ahmed and Rae:
Women not only led demonstrations and gave speeches, but they also adopted
traditional caretaker and nurturing roles by feeding and housing protesters and treating
the injured and wounded, especially those too fearful to seek professional medical
attention. Women also organized resistance through collective prayer, and reconstituted
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jihad to defend against coercive acts of the state and to bear witness through martyrdom
(shahada).124
Building on the above, through its positive impact on the participation of women in the Arab
Spring, Islamic feminism has proven to be of paramount importance in bringing about change
to the roles and status of women in the Arab world. Embedded in an Islamic paradigm that
embraces the role of women in positions of leadership, Islamic feminism has helped more
women “to find a voice and be heard, as they speak about resistance, change, and peace.” 125
The above-mentioned examples reflect the multiplicity of roles Muslim women play in
peacebuilding motivated by their religious tradition. However, apart from the Somali example,
Muslim women’s contributions to peacebuilding, largely challenged by patriarchal norms and
structures that hinder women’s participation in public decision-making and formal
peacebuilding mechanisms, have been largely confined to the grassroots level. This has limited
their influence on formal peace processes, and has curtailed their ability to impact political
agendas to be more reflective of their priorities and concerns.126
Given the constitutive role that Islam plays in the culture and identity of Muslim
societies and its role as the primary source of legitimacy, an understanding of Islamic sources
is critical to attempts aiming at transforming gender relations and increasing women’s roles in
public life in general and in peacebuilding in particular. Through locating its ideas and activism
in an Islamic paradigm, Islamic feminism can prove to be a powerful tool in legitimizing
women’s roles in peacebuilding, as well as making their peace work more relevant and
acceptable to different segments of Muslim communities. 127
Through employing both traditional Islamic methodologies and feminist tools to
analyze the Islamic texts, that are employed by conservative and patriarchal structures to
justify the exclusion of Muslim women from political processes, including peace processes,
Islamic feminism empowers women with arguments and examples that assert their roles and
agency within their communities. Moreover, it provides them with the tools to found these
roles on the bases of their religious tradition and Islamic aspirations.
Though not fully integrated in the official religious discourses in Muslim societies,
Islamic feminism offers a great potential in playing a pivotal role in increasing the contributions
of women in peacebuilding. Through its re-interpretation and appropriation of religious texts
to assert the important role of women in the different political and peace processes, women in
Muslim societies would be encouraged to fully participate in initiatives that stem from their
specific cultural and historical contexts to bring about peace and social justice.
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4. Conclusion
The review of literature on the intersection of women, religion, and peacebuilding reveals a
gap in research between the fields of “women and peacebuilding” and “religion and
peacebuilding.” In the words of Hayward and Marshall:
Contemporary academic and policy work on war and peace has been largely blind to
religion, if not antagonistic toward it. It has also tended to cast women primarily as
subjects or victims of conflict or peace, rather than as agents. Where the two blind spots
of religion and women’s agency come together, invisibility is most pronounced. 128
Converging the two fields together enhances our understanding of conflict, and the role
historical and cultural contexts play in both its instigation and resolution. Moreover, it builds
on our understanding of the ambivalent roles of religion in conflict and peace, to examine the
roles of new and different actors—including women religious actors or women peacebuilders
inspired by their faith—in conflict transformation and peacebuilding.
The questions that the paper here is asking are: “Can Islamic feminism be a tool to
promote women’s participation in peacebuilding? And can the Islamic religion be appropriated,
not only to consolidate peace and conflict transformation in conflict-affected communities, but
also to assert gender equality and social justice and legitimize women’s participation in
peacebuilding initiatives in Muslim societies?” The paper, in this regard, builds on the quite
recent and limited intersection in literature between the two fields of women and peacebuilding
and religious peacebuilding. It expands on this intersection, which studies the different ways
in which religion impacts women’s participation in peacebuilding, by examining the nexus
between Islamic feminism and peacebuilding, and the ways feminist interpretations of Islam
can be appropriated as a tool to legitimate and assert women’s agency and inclusion in societies
where Islam plays a dominant role.
The persistent lack of participation of women in peacebuilding, in both formal and
informal levels, raise a number of questions regarding the effectiveness of peacebuilding
initiatives and the relevance of the theoretical frameworks on which they are developed. In
Muslim communities, the issue of non-inclusion of women is compounded by a lack of
understanding of the specific cultural context, which influences gender roles and expectations,
and the role religion plays in it. There is a need for a theoretical framework that utilizes religion
to encourage the engagement of women in peacebuilding in communities where religion plays
a dominant constitutive role in their cultural and socio-political structures. In this regard, this
paper proposes Islamic feminism as an ideological and theoretical anchor on which women in
Muslim societies can base their peace agency. Indeed, Islamic feminism, through its reinterpretation of Islamic texts from a gender-inclusive perspective, and its quest for achieving
full gender equality in all realms of Muslim societies, provides the necessary theoretical
framework that would enhance Muslim women’s peacebuilding agency and increase their
participation in peacebuilding and reconstruction efforts in their communities. It plays a critical
role in changing prevalent Islamic discourses that limit women’s participation and confine their
efforts to the local levels, and challenges dominant patriarchal structures that inhibit women’s
ability to voice their priorities and concerns.
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On the other hand, with the increasing attention to the important role religion in
peacebuilding and conflict transformation, the role of Islamic feminism in promoting women’s
inclusion in peacebuilding need to be recognized both for its ideological and practical value.
In this regard, local and international peacebuilding efforts need to be mindful of the specific
cultural contexts of Muslim communities, they need to embrace actors who speak the language
of their communities and locate their ideas and activism in their social, cultural and religious
traditions.
The Islamic feminist discourse, in this sense, could be utilized to assert women’s
peacebuilding roles in communities where Islam plays a constitutive role in their culture and
tradition. Feminist re-interpretations and re-reading of Islamic texts could be appropriated in
such a way that would legitimate and advance women’s participation in both formal and
informal peacebuilding processes. Examples from Islamic history, which reflect the multiple
roles of women in Muslim societies, could be incorporated in peacebuilding programs aiming
at increasing women’s participation in peacebuilding and conflict transformation. This would
provide women in Muslim communities with the motivation and legitimacy to fully participate
in peacebuilding initiatives that are more reflective of their cultural and historical contexts, and
would ultimately contribute to achieving gender equality and bringing about structural change
in their communities. In sum, Islamic feminism needs to be incorporated as part of an overall
peacebuilding strategy aiming at achieving gender equality, and at empowering Muslim
women to fulfill their peacebuilding agency and aspired roles in their communities.
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Abstract
Hatshepsut was among the most powerful women of the ancient world. Besides that, she was
probably one of the most powerful women in the whole of human history. She was a ruler in
ancient Egypt from ca. 1479 to 1458 BC. More precisely, Hatshepsut was a queen, a regent, a
co-regent, and a king/pharaoh. Hatshepsut could not be the head of Egypt as a queen—in order
to rule, she had to become a king or pharaoh. Because of that, she wanted to present herself not
just as a woman, but as a man too. Ideology demanded a male ruler and Hatshepsut adjusted to
that as best as she could. But Tutmos III erased her from history after her death with an act
known as damnatio memoriae. Therefore, Hatshepsut's name was forgotten for thousands of
years. This paper will not deal in detail with Hatshepsut's biography or all the achievements
she accomplished during her reign, but through the prism of her life and reign, it will give a
look at the model of women's power in antiquity established by Hatshepsut, and a look at her
position as a female ruler. One of the aspects of this paper is Hatshepsut's visual representation,
and an attempt will be made to explain what it means that Hatshepsut (in some cases) was
portrayed as a man.
Keywords: Hatshepsut, female pharaoh, ancient Egypt, visual representation

Who was Hatshepsut?
Throughout history, women have often been invisible. Until recent times and the feminist
movement, the position of women and their conception in historiography was completely
different from the conception of men. Such was the case with women who were rulers.
Hatshepsut, a woman pharaoh, is one of the most important figures in ancient history, but also
in history in general. She is a woman who ruled Egypt, the world's strongest power at the time,
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for twenty-two years as a very successful pharaoh. Yet Hatshepsut did not receive the attention
of historiography and publicity that some other, much less successful rulers received.
Male rulers were celebrated for their successes, and their failures were attributed to the
price of male ambition. Rulers who did something wrong or had interesting love affairs were
given a place in historical narratives. Such is the case of Cleopatra—the most famous Egyptian
woman. Hatshepsut had the "misfortune" to be an ancient female ruler who had a successful
reign. Because of that, she attracted less attention than she should have. Ancient Egypt, this
mystical and fascinating country, since ancient times represented something different for the
Western world. The ancient Egyptian woman was viewed similarly—Hatshepsut, among
others, was viewed in the same way.
In ancient Egypt, women had a better position than in the rest of the ancient world. 129
Unlike other ancient societies, in Egypt women had a high degree of equal opportunity and
freedom.130 Egyptian women from the royal family or the elite had a better position compared
to women of the same rank from other parts of the ancient world. But to assume that this was
the case with all the women of Egypt would be utopian and wrong.131
By the time Hatshepsut came to power as pharaoh, around 1473 BC,132 the Pyramids
of Giza had existed for over 1,000 years and over seventeen centuries had passed since the
country was first united under the legendary King Menes, around 3100 BC.133 Hatshepsut was
the daughter of Thutmose I. Pharaoh Thutmose I came to power around 1504 BC, and before
that he was a clerk in the army of Amenhotep I and a member of the Theban aristocracy. 134 He
was an extremely respected pharaoh, he fought wars for conquest and he gained the greatest
scope for Egypt until then. With his Chief Wife Ahmose, Thutmose I had a daughter,
Hatshepsut. His successor was Thutmose II, the son he had with a lower-ranking wife. The
main wife of Thutmose II was his half-sister, Hatshepsut.135 The only child she had with
Thutmose II was her daughter, Neferure. From an early age, Neferure was raised to play an
important role in the family. 136
129

Although they had a secondary position in relation to men. Nelson Pierrotti, “El rol de la mujer en el Egipto
faraónico. ¿Qué oportunidades tuvo en la vida social, política y religiosa?” in Clio. Revista de Historia 15,
(2016), 8.
130 Khalil, Ahmed A. Moustafa, Marie Z. Moftah, Ahmed A. Karim, „How Knowledge of Ancient Egyptian
Women Can Influence Today’s Gender Role: Does History Matter in Gender Psychology?“ in Frontiers in
Psychology, 7, (2016).
131 Gay Robins, Las mujeres en el Antiguo Egipto, (Madrid: Akal Ediciones, 1996), 11, 20; In addition to having a
better position, the main purpose of women was to marry and have children. Barbara Watterson, Women in
ancient Egypt, (Glucesteshire: Amberly publishing, 2013).
132 Hatshepsut came to power as regent around 1479 BC, and as pharaoh in 1473 BC. The chronology of
Egyptian dynasties and individual pharaohs is not something that all Egyptologists agree on. The chronology
used in this paper is one that has been accepted by most scholars. The chronology of the Eighteenth Dynasty is
taken from: Catharine H. Roehrig, “Introduction” in Hatshepsut: From Queen to Pharaoh, 2-6, ed. Catharine H.
Roehrig with Renee Dreyfus and Cathleen A. Keller, (New York: The Metropolitan Museum of Art, 2005), 6.
133 Roehrig, „Introduction“, 3.
134 Ibidem.
135 Nicolas Grimal, Historia del antiguo Egipto, (Madrid: Acal S. A., 1996) 294. In ancient Egypt, it was
customary for pharaoh to marry his sisters so that the blood of the heir to the throne would be pure. Also,
pharaoh had more than one wife.
136 Zbigniew E Szafrański: „The Exceptional Creativity of Hatshepsut“ in Creativity and Innovation in the Reign
of Hatshepsut, ed. Jose M. Galan, Betsy M. Bryan and Peter F. Dorman, (Chicago: The University of Chicago
Press, 2014), 133.
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Thutmose II, who was in poor health, came to power around 1492 and died around 1479
BC when power passed to his son Thutmose III, who was still quite young. 137 On his behalf,
his stepmother (and aunt) Hatshepsut ruled Egypt as regent, and at one point took power as a
pharaoh and became a co-ruler with Thutmose III. Hatshepsut ruled for about 22 years, until
1458 BC, and the reign with Thutmose III lasted until 1425 BC.138 There are still debates about
what happened to Hatshepsut in the end, whether she was killed by Thutmose III—although
that is a less probable theory—, or whether she died a natural death.
After a long and successful reign, Hatshepsut suddenly disappears from all records. Her
disappearance occurred after twenty-two years of rule as a regent and co-ruler, after which
Thutmose III ruled for the next thirty-two years independently. 139 Older historiography has
assumed with some certainty that Thutmose III had her killed, because of his actions after her
death—erasing her name and destroying her statues and monuments. However, the possible
discovery of Hatshepsut mummy indicates that she most likely died a natural death. This seems
more likely also because, if Thutmose III wanted to kill her, he could have done it earlier. In
fact, there is no indication that Thutmose III killed her, although he erased her name from the
monuments, destroyed her statues and walled up the obelisks—that is, he performed damnatio
memoriae;140 and all this was done many years after Hatshepsut's death, at the end of the regin
of Tuthmose III. 141
Hatshepsut is one of the most powerful female rulers of the ancient world, if not the
most powerful one.142 Her reign was focused on building the Egyptian state from the inside. 143
Before her, there were powerful women in Egypt, as well as women who ruled, but only for
short periods of time. It is even more impressive that she gained power without bloodshed and
without causing social trauma. 144
The greatest achievements of Hatshepsut's rule include construction projects, especially
her funerary temple in Deir el-Bahri, and a trade expedition to the mystical land of Punt. Her
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Mladen Tomorad: Staroegipatska civilizacija sv. 1: Povijest i kultura starog Egipta, (Zagreb: Sveučilište u
Zagrebu – Hrvatski studij, 2016), 79.
138 Roehrig, “Introduction”, 6.
139 Lisa Sabbahy: „Queens, Pharaonic Egypt“ in The Encyclopedia of Ancient History, First edition, ed. Roger S.
Bagnall, Kai Brodersen, Craige B. Champion, Andrew Erskine, Sabine R. Huebner, (West Sussex: Blackwell
Publishing, 2013), 5708.
140 For the ancient Egyptians, deleting names and characters from monuments, destroying statues and any
mention of a dead person did not mean that person was only erased from history – it also meant denying that
person the afterlife. That destruction is what is termed damnatio memoriae. After Hatshepsut's death, her
name was erased or changed on most monuments. Damnatio memoriae over Hatshepsut was executed by
Thutmose III – he destroyed the statues with her image, changed their purpose, deleted her depictions and
names. (Kara Cooney: When Women Ruled the World, Six Queens of Egypt, (National Geographic, 2018), 294.;
Virginia Laporta: „La figura regina de Hatshepsut: una propuesta de análisis a partir de tres cambios
ontológicos“ in Antiguo Oriente: Cuadernos del Centro de Estudios de Historia del Antiguo Oriente Vol. 10,
(2012), 108.; M. R. Bunson: The encyclopedia of ancient Egypt, (New York: Gramercy Books, 1999), 161.)
Damnatio memoriae is a very severe punishment inflicted on a dead pharaoh by destroying his paintings and
other depictions. It was believed that the dead lived in their paintings on earth and in that way had eternal life.
Joyce Tyldesley: Daughters of Isis: Women of Ancient Egypt, (London, 1994), 229.
141 Dylan Bickerstaff: „The Burial of Hatshepsut“ in Heritage of Egypt 1, (2008), 3-14.
142 The only rivals to Hatshepsut's model of female power in antiquity will come from later imperial China.
Cooney, The Woman Who Would Be King, 317.
143 Grga Novak: Egipat: prethistorija, faraoni, osvajači, kultura, (Zagreb, 1967), 136.
144 Kara Cooney, The Woman Who Would Be King: Hatshepsut’s Rise to Power in Ancient Egypt, (New York:
Crown, 2014), 20.
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reign was a combination of regency and co-rule.145 As extremely successful, Hatshepsut's reign
can be compared to the reigns of the most famous and successful female rulers in history. Other
female rulers of antiquity ruled only in times of crisis, while Hatshepsut ruled in one of the
most prosperous periods of ancient Egypt. As Kara Cooney said: Hatshepsut’s greatest
accomplishment and most daring innovation was her methodical and calculated creation of
the only truly successful female kingship in the ancient world.146
Until modern nation-states, there were no women like Elizabeth I or Catherine the
Great, women who had power for a long time. 147 Theodora, Irena, Elizabeth, Maria Theresa,
Catherine the Great, Victoria—these are all big names of famous rulers. Theodora is probably
the most powerful woman in Byzantine history; Irena was regent and co-ruler of her son;
Elizabeth was so powerful that the whole period she ruled was called the Elizabethan era; Maria
Theresa was a key figure in 18th-century European political power; and Victoria gave name to
one era, the Victorian era.148 Hatshepsut ruled thousands of years before any of them. She held
her power at a time when being a woman meant being completely marginalized. When
Hatshepsut is compared to another female ruler of Egypt, Cleopatra, Hatshepsut's importance
as a pharaoh becomes even more pronounced. Cleopatra used her intelligence, wealth, and
charm to tie two powerful Romans to herself, but in the end, Egypt became just a Roman
province. Cleopatra's dynasty was destroyed, and Hatshepsut left her dynasty in a state of
prosperity and power.149
Cleopatra VII is certainly better known to the wider masses than Hatshepsut, but
Hatshepsut is still the most influential female pharaoh.150 Cleopatra was well educated, she
spoke many languages and she was an ancient femme fatale.151 But when it came to rule,
Hatshepsut was a much more successful ruler. Cleopatra has been attracting the attention of
biographers since the time of her death, while Hatshepsut has been practically ignored by all
but the most dedicated specialists. 152 Similarly, Nefertiti became immortal because of her
beautiful bust, her name became synonymous with beauty for the western world. 153 And
Hatshepsut? Although she is the most successful female pharaoh, she was considered
irrelevant. Although she managed to rise in antiquity, in a male-dominated world, in many
types of research in recent times she has been neglected because of her gender. Researchers
viewed her as an evil stepmother, a usurper, an overly ambitious woman.
The visual representation of Hatshepsut – a gender issue
At the time when she was Queen, i.e. the wife of the King, Hatshepsut was depicted as a woman
in paintings and statues, and the inscriptions from that time that mention her are in the female
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149 Cooney, The Woman Who Would Be King, 317.
150 Ann Macy Roth: „Models of authority Hatshepsut's Predecessors in Power“ in Hatshepsut: From Queen to
Pharaoh, ed. Catharine H. Roehrig with Renee Dreyfus and Cathleen A. Keller, 9-15, New York: The
Metropolitan Museum of Art, 2005, 12.
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gender.154 During her regency, she began to be portrayed as a woman with some masculine
attributes and regalia, as was the case with the female ruler of the earlier period,
Sobekneferu.155 By the end of her regency, male attributes began to be predominant in her
depictions, and at one point she began to be portrayed entirely as a man, with a male beard and
a royal kilt.156 This is not overly strange, since, according to the mythological understanding,

Picture 1. Statue of Hatshepsut as a woman
wearing a pharaoh's crown

Picture 2. Statue of Hatshepsut
as a male pharaoh

(Metropolitan Museum of Art)1

the pharaoh was Horus, the son of Osiris, and to be a real pharaoh, Hatshepsut had to be
portrayed as a man. 157 The representation of Hatshepsut as a man, therefore, arose from the
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Kristina Hilliard and Kate Wurtzel: „Power and Gender in Ancient Egypt: The Case of Hatshepsut“ in Art
Education 62, no. 3, (2009), 26.
155 Sabbahy, „Queens, Pharaonic Egypt“, 5708. The second female pharaoh in the history of Egypt, or the first
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Situation in Egypt during the Second Intermediate Period, c.1800-1550 BCE (Copenhagen: Museum
Tusculanum Press, 1997), 185; Betsy M Bryan: „The temple of Mut: New Evidence on Hatshepsut's Building
Activity“ in Hatshepsut: From Queen to Pharaoh, ed. Catharine H. Roehrig with Renee Dreyfus and Cathleen A.
Keller, (New York: The Metropolitan Museum of Art, 2005), 294.); V. G. Callender says: It is clear (...) that
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Power?“ in Creativity and Innovation in the Reign of Hatshepsut, ed. Jose M. Galan, Betsy M. Bryan and Peter
F. Dorman, (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 2014), 87).
156 Hilliard and Wurtzel, „Power and Gender“, 25.
157 Sabbahy, “Queens, Pharaonic Egypt“, 5708; During lifetime, the pharaoh identified with Horus, and after his
death, according to Egyptian belief, the pharaoh turned into Osiris. Horus is one of the most significant ancient
Egyptian deities who served many functions, most notable god of kingship and the sky. Osiris is the god of
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canonical representation of the image of the pharaoh. 158 In her representation in the royal role,
she was able to take three groups as models: male pharaohs, royal mothers, and regent
queens.159
During the early years of her regency, Hatshepsut presented herself as a traditional
queen.160 It is possible that Hatshepsut began to fully present herself as a man in the seventh
year of the reign of Thutmose III, that is, in the first year of their co-rule.161 Therefore, in
ideology, she had to neglect her earlier marriage and career as a queen and turn to
mythologizing of her predestination. 162
While it is clear that Hatshepsut portrayed herself as a man to prove her legitimacy,
scholars have questioned whether she actually saw herself as a woman or as a man.
Consequently, one of them, Edward L. Margetts, considered that Hatshepsut identified with
her father, and that she hated her husband and stepson, and that this hatred of her husband was
proof that she had adapted poorly to heterosexual marriage, and also stated that one could
speculate about her transvestism. 163 Margetts is one of the older historiographers who observed
the relations between Hatshepsut and the three Thutmoses in one dimension, and he drew
conclusions based on that. Indeed, it is not known what the marriage of Thutmose II and
Hatshepsut was like; perhaps it was full of hatred or perhaps full of love, so this marriage
cannot be used as legitimate evidence of what Hatshepsut was. It is undeniable that the official
image of Hatshepsut has evolved from a purely feminine to a definitively masculine
iconography; there is also no doubt about the real femininity of Hatshepsut—she was the wife
of Thutmose II and the mother of Neferure. 164 She used both male and female royal titles; the
female ones are: Daughter of Ra, Female Horus, and Perfect Goddess.165
The fact that Hatshepsut did not plan to hide her feminine side can be seen by the fact
that, in inscriptions, she sometimes presented herself in the feminine gender. 166 Uroš Matić
explains that this presentation of Hatshepsut enabled her to be a pharaoh, regardless of what
her body was.167 Several other rulers in Egypt’s New Kingdom exhibited non-binary gender

fertility, agriculture, the afterlife, the dead, resurrection, life, and vegetation (Luis Tomas Melgar Valero,:
Mitovi sveta, (Beograd: Laguna, 2017), 102).
158 Hilliard and Wurtzel, „Power and Gender“ 26.
159 Macy Roth, „Models of authority Hatshepsut's Predcessors“ 9.
160 Peter F Dorman: „Hatshepsut Princess to Queen to Co-Ruler“, Hatshepsut: From Queen to Pharaoh, ed.
Catharine H. Roehrig with Renee Dryfus and Cathleen A. Keller, (New York: The Metropolitan Museum of Art,
2005), 88.
161 Ibidem.
162 Ibidem; Hatshepsut's view of her own divinity was centered around god Amon — she claimed she was
Amon's son/daughter. On the wall of the temple in Deir-el-Bahri, she had the course of her birth written down,
claiming that her mother had conceived her with the god Amon and that she was a deity. (James P. Allen: „The
role of Amun“ in Hatshepsut: From Queen to Pharaoh, ed. Catharine H. Roehrig with Renee Dreyfus and
Cathleen A. Keller, (New York: The Metropolitan Museum of Art, 2005), 85).
163 E. L. Margetts: „THE MASCULINE CHARACTER OF HATSHEPSUT, QUEEN OF EGYPT“, in Bulletin of the History
of Medicine, Vol. 25, No. 6, (1951), 561.
164 Laboury, „How and Why Did Hatshepsut Invent the Image“, 50.
165 Kelly-Anne Diamond: „Hatshepsut: Transcending Gender in Ancient Egypt“, in Gender & History, Vol. 32 No.
1, (2020), 178.
166 Dorman, „Hatshepsut Princess to Queen“, 88.
167 Uroš Matić: „(De)queering Hatshepsut: Binary Bind in Archaeology of Egypt and Kingship Beyond the
Corporeal“ in Journal of Archaeological Method and Theory 23(3), (2016), 19.
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identities, such as Queen Tiye, Akhenaton, Nefertiti, and Tawosret. Hatshepsut was just one
example of an era of people who enjoyed playing with complex images.168
Not all frameworks of people from antiquity can be classified in today's taxonomy. If
Hatshepsut is viewed without the established framework of the new age, she was the woman
who chose to present herself as a man because of political, religious, social, and ritual
contexts.169 Apparently, she did not think that her presentation was limited to only two genders,
but she had creative alternatives, combining attributes to show herself as a former queen,
current king, and divine protector of Egypt.170 One of the researchers, Diamond, believes that
Hatshepsut's public performance was understandable to the ancient Egyptians, because they
believed in hermaphroditic deities, as well as post-mortem gender fluidity.171 Hatshepsut was
not an anomaly for them, as it is considered today. 172
Variations of the gender in which Hatshepsut's inscriptions were written are visible and
could have been caused by political and ritual reasons.173 Hatshepsut could not be at the top of
Egypt as a queen—in order to rule, she had to become a king or pharaoh.174 Perhaps Hatshepsut
saw herself as an androgenic being, modeled on the god Atum, who could play both male and
female roles when needed to ensure the vitality and maintain the stability of the kingdom. 175
When Thutmose III destroyed the statues and inscriptions of Hatshepsut, he destroyed only
those which refer to her as a pharaoh. 176
Virginia Laporta points out that the alteration of Hatshepsut's depiction served to alter
the image she wanted to send—the queen became king, both figuratively and literally.177 As
Egyptian society was largely illiterate, it was more important to portray oneself as a pharaoh,
i.e. a man, in paintings and statues rather than inscriptions. Statues from Deir el-Bahra and
other temples reflect Hatshepsut's change from woman to man and the full acceptance of royal
iconography.178 All the evidence suggests that her visual transformation into a man was a
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process, not an event that happened all at once. 179 As there is no mention of Hatshepsut's
transformation in ancient texts, only images of change remain to tell the story. 180 Ideology
demanded a male ruler. Hatshepsut adjusted to that as best as she could. 181
Conclusion
Hatshepsut's life was unusual, to say the least. She was a powerful woman in a world created
for men. A woman who dared to be a pharaoh, a woman who dared to be important as a man
at a time when that was hard to imagine. Although her life is inextricably linked with the three
Thutmoses, Hatshepsut was not subordinated, but stood at the head of the state, side by side
with Thutmose III, one of the greatest pharaohs; and in the earlier period, when she ruled for
him as regent, she made decisions independently. She adapted to the world of men as best as
she could, portraying herself as a pharaoh, but not forgetting her feminine characteristics either.
This great woman-pharaoh is not represented in historiography, nor the public as much
as she should be. But, truth be told, the study of her life is also hampered by the lack of sources
that are not mythologized or embellished. If there were some records of her daily life, albeit
distorted ones, it would be easier to imagine her as a person of flesh and blood and write books
and articles. Since that is not the case, all that is known about Hatshepsut's childhood, marriage,
motherhood is a public version written on the walls of temples, shown in paintings and statues.
As these public versions of ancient Egyptian history were embellished and never portrayed
intriguing or personal details of life through the sources, only the outlines of her silhouette are
visible; only what she was to the public. Nothing personal, nothing human is contained in it.
Women who held real political and military power in antiquity can be counted on
fingers of one hand—these are women like Cleopatra and Hatshepsut, Budika, and Empress
Lou. Historiographical perspectives on female rulers and male rulers have changed over time.
Older historiography has more often looked suspiciously at female rulers than at male rulers,
which is changing in recent times. Nevertheless, recent historiography is sometimes known to
follow some historiographical misconceptions designated by earlier researchers.
If Hatshepsut had been born as a man, her long reign would have almost certainly been
remembered for her great achievements. Instead, Hatshepsut's gender became her most
important characteristic, and historians have concentrated more on attempts to revive the
intrigues that brought her to the throne, the intrigues that kept her on it, and alleged love affairs.
In short, instead of appreciating her great achievements, those achievements have long been
overshadowed by the soap opera that some historians have made of Hatshepsut’s life.
Hatshepsut is neither the first woman to rule Egypt nor the most famous. It is true that
a few women were at the head of ancient Egypt, but Hatshepsut was not the only one. However,
she is the only one that ruled Egypt in a non-crisis period and the fact is that her rule was by
179
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far the most successful rule of a woman in antiquity, which is why she deserves more attention
than she receives.
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Abstract
The potential of religious conflict is quite high in Indonesia. It is often triggered by the
behaviour of exclusive religion and the various religious thought that always try to conquer the
truth within community without respecting each other. This study aims to know religious
moderation in its development needs and potential optimalization of the role of gender equality.
A qualitative approach was used, and the study methodology was library-based research. The
results show that religious moderation in the perspective of gender equality can be a tool to
read the religious cultural’s community in religious practice, respectively tolerance, respecting
differences, and recognizing the diversity. Religious moderation was Indonesia policy in
bilateral, regional and multilateral level to create the world’s peace. Moreover, this study
indicated that women should be the main indicator in religious moderation mainstreaming to
change the weakness of women and the nation. It is expected to become the power of religious
culture that puts and fights for the interests of the nation if there is a religious conflict.
Keywords: moderation, religious, perspective, gender equality.

Religious moderation is a tolerant way of religion that recognizes the differences, existences,
and beliefs of a religion that is believed by other parties. Moderation is derived from latin
language, moderatio, which mean average, not more and not less. According to Great
Dictionary of Indonesian Language (KBBI), moderation refers to reasonable behaviour and
trying to avoid violence or something extreme. In Arabic language, moderation is known as alwasathiyah (religious moderation) 182. This surah show that every Muslim know two human
unsure and they have those two perfections so that they become the witness for all humans,
because every Muslim is commanded to tabbayun183 and tawakal184 while listening, seeing and
completing a problem. In Islamic thought, religious moderation is an attitude of respect towards
diversity; it is inclusive (Dawing, 2018). Religious moderation is also viewed as one of the
minhaj that put forward the behaviour of tawassuth (moderation), al-adl (justice), al-hikmah
(wise), al-khairiyah (kindness), and i’tidal (harmony). Also occurring as universal
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characteristics of thought are tawazun (fairness), tasamuh (tolerance), tawassuth (moderate),
infitah (open), and al-hiwar (dialogic) (K. M. Arif, 2020). Religious moderation does not mean
mixing the truth among religions or removing the identity of each person’s belief.
The challenge faced by religious moderation regards how to be a mediator between the
controversion of the Islamic schools and thoughts by defending their truth in society. The first
is contextual schools and thoughts (Ad-dzahiriyah). The founding father is Daud bin Ali Addzahiriy bin Khalaf Al-Baghdadiy (201-207H/816-864M), born in Kuffah, from Isfahan and
live in Baghdad (Zuhayli, 2006). Addzahiri is a thought that not follow any worship practices
outside the religious text (Qardlawi, 2007) that is, Qur’an and As-Sunnah/Hadith. The only
agreement (ijma’) that recognized is from the Prophet Muhammad shallallahu alaihi
wasallam's companions (Zuhayli, 2006). This thought rejects democration and political parties
along with its aspects because it is considered as infidel product (M. K. Arif, 2020), including
the prohibition on usury (riba) in six categories (Zuhayli, 2006). The point is, this thought
rejects everything outside the religious text and what the Prophet Muhammad shallallahu
alaihi wasallam not to do, even if it is ijtihadiy (Qardlawi, 2007). It also refuses sharia bank
because it considered to have mixed up with usury (M. K. Arif, 2020). The second is Islamic
thougt of salafiy (al-ushuliyah). It was established by Syaikh Muhammad bin Abdul Wahhab
AlMasyrafiy, At-Tamimiy, An-Najdiy (1115-1206H/1703-1791M) (World Assembly for
Muslim Youth, 2003). Salafiy is the school of thought that based on the basic Islamic fondation
from Qur’an, As-Sunnah/Hadith, and scholarly consensus (ijma’)(Qardlawi, 1998) and
monotheism set by Allah subhanahu wa ta'ala and His Messengers. It rejects ta’wil and tafsir
in the form of illustration (tamtsil) and does not allow to start a question with “how” (takyif)
(Wahhab, 2008; World Assembly for Muslim Youth, 2003).
The third is Islamic liberism (aklaniyah), born from Socrates (469 SM-399 SM) and
Aristoteles (384 SM–322 SM), Greek philosophers. This thought assumes that sense is
absolute, to describe the truth and the form of God, because “I think, and I exist”. It means, the
universe and the life can only be understood using logic and reason (World Assembly for
Muslim Youth, 2003). Religion is a spiritual and metaphysical thing that not relate to the State,
Government, and Politics (Razik, 2000). The religious principle is constant, whereas the human
life is dynamic, thus it is impossible to unity human flexibility with constant religious teachings
(Audah, 1987). Indeed, it contradicts with Islamic teaching. The fourth is the thought of
religious plurasim (at-ta’ddudiyah). This thought recognizes the existing diversity and
religious characteristic differences (Thoha, 2005), but also the belief that all religions are the
same and have their own God, and can be merged as global religion (M. K. Arif, 2020).
Moreover, there two Islamic features that present the condition of community’s social culture,
those are; moderate and kind (Schwartz, 2007). The resistence of religious conflict in Indonesia
is quite worrying. The intolerance keeps increasing and throughout the year of 2018 there are
160 violations of freedom of religion/belief with 202 forms of action, spread in 25 provinces,
and other cases of blasphemy and radicalism that happen nowadays (Hermawati et al., 2016).
Religious moderation is important to be reviewed from gender equality’s perspective.
Gender is the cultural concept that differ the mentality role characteristric and community’s
behaviour (Perdana, 2019). In order to understand the culture and diversity, the concept of
gender can be one of the assessment indicators of moderation behaviour (Ali, 2017). The
gender matter is commonly linked to the equality problem, that is, an access to get a similar
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chance and rights as a human. This study will see the religious moderation from a gender
equality perspective, especially the role of women's abilities and scientific development in
implementing the religious moderation. Women prefer to work rather than dominate, and they
also like to create peace rather than conflict (Grele, 1979). Women have bigger tolerance
potential compared to men in religious moderation (Riniti Rahayu & Surya Wedra Lesmana,
2020), but this potential is not yet implemented and optimal. Therefore, the government issued
a regulation of law on Gender Equality and Justice (2012) and Inpres (no.9/2000) on Gender
Mainstreaming in National Development.
Based on the point of view of social community, women are more dynamic in building
their family relationship. They tend to be open to experience, to be more communicative, more
selective of what they want, aware of their rights, able to position theirselves, and have high
confidence (Maimanah, 2013). Moreover, women’s ability to adapt is better than men’s. Thus,
it can be said that women’s natural abilities can be the primary factors to implement religious
moderation. One of the social politics stabilities that is needed by Indonesia is to ensure the
religious moderation. A religious behaviour that put forward the religious belief and truth, that
also respecting other religions and beliefs. This kind of religious moderation can prevent
Indonesia’s citizenship from the unnecessary religious conflict that may lead to society’s
conflict, which can disunite the Nation.
The problem of this study is how to build religious moderation behaviour from the
perspective of gender equality as a cultural concept. It requires knowledge of religious
moderation from the characteristics of masculinity and feminism. Therefore, this study aims to
know the religious moderation in its development needs and potential optimalization of the
role of gender equality.
Methodology
This study used library research approach as the methodology. Library research was conducted
to collect various materials, including books, scientific journals, internet, and so on. The
collected data was ellaborated based on the need of the literature in a systematic way. After
that, the data was analysed using critical descriptive methods based on interpreted theories and
concepts.
Results and Discussion
Religious moderation in development needs
In Indonesia, religious life is very complex, plural and multicultural. The existence of diverse
religious thought along with its various perspectives may cause potential collisions, not only
thought-provoking, but also physically provoking. It is necessary to have a narration of
religious moderation to prevent one-sided justifications on righteousness claim within religion.
The narration of religious moderation is also needed to guard human honor and dignity. In
Indonesia's National Medium Term Development Plan (RPJMN) of 2020-2021, religious
moderation is included as one of the strategical issues, the theological base and the policy to
prevent extremism, sectarianism, and conflict among religious people, which done
simultaneously in national mental revolution program and cultural establishment. The
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reinforcement of religious moderation is implemented through regulation, institutional support,
good governance, and budget policy to assist human resource actors that needed within
(Kemenag, 2020).
The Ministry of Religion Affairs is appointed as the leading sector in strenghtening
religious moderation which then forming a working group to identify the intolerance problems.
One of the results is the high percentage number of intolerance opinion, especially from schools
under the guidance of non-Ministry of Religion Affairs (Kemenag, 2018). Thus, the
Indonesia’s Ministry of Religion Affairs makes the religious moderation guidance to initiate
the social religious relation that is productive, respect each other, and doing some activities to
enhance the religious moderation. There were 31 times of moderation and multicultural insight
coaching with 3.600 partricipants and 172 times of religious moderation dialogue with 110.760
participants since 2015 until 2019. This includes people from cross religions and promote
moderate religion speech (Kementerian Agama Islam, 2020).
Religious moderation is not only becoming the national policy but also the Indonesia
policy in bilateral, regional, and multilateral level in attempt to build the world peace.
Indonesia's role in managing religious issues has so far been considered successful by the
world, even it is used as a model and education of religious harmony by other countries.
Religious moderation does not merely exist in Islam, but also exists in other religions. For
instance, in Christian tradition, religious moderation is defined as the perspective to mediate
the extremity of Christian teachings. Religious moderation in the perspective of Catholic
church is a point of view of faith, fellowship, hope and love. The three virtues of these teachings
are made in the attitude of believers into love that moves life. Religious moderation in Hindu
can be seen through Satya Yuga (golden age), Treta Yuga (the age of three or triads), Dwapara
Yuga (the age of two), and Kali Yuga (dark age), in which the rhythm of religious teachings
and human character must be in harmony, and religious moderation becomes the spirit within.
In Buddha, religious moderation can be traced from four prasetya teachings, including
harmony with the universe and compulsion to help each other.
Religious moderation in its structure has been implemented throughout the country’s
policy. Yet, the thing that has not been optimally conducted is pushing the religious moderation
to be the community’s cultural movement, which starts from the awareness and the needs of
the community itself. Indonesia is a big country with various cultures, customs, languages and
religions. This mean that religious moderation is not enough to be done only by the country,
but it should be felt as community property to create peace for everyone. This is not an
impossible thing because basically, religions in Indonesia have a harmonious and tolerant
religious culture. They are appreciating and respecting each other from the beginning. Thus, in
the future, religious moderation is becoming the only choice to realize the goodness together.
Religious moderation in Indonesia has significant influence on the creation of conctructive
relations between religions, either in external way or internal way. Religion has the important
role within the life of Indonesia’s community, especially in arranging the social norms. It is
considered as a fortress that can guard and protect the human needs from the imbalance of life.
The progress of religious moderation can be measured from: (a) national commitment
– this is the most important indicator to see the perspective and implementation of person’s
mentality characteristic which impacted on the national interest, (b) tolerance – it is an indicator
to measure the honor and recognition toward the differences and beliefs of each religions, (c)
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accomodation – it uses to assess the acceptance of other religious practices, and (d) nonviolence. However, the challenge of religious moderation in digital era is not only a complex
problem but it also can be a hidden threat. This happen because the massive use of social media
allow people to comment and give information freely, which lead to the unfiltered information,
internalization of instant religious knowledge, and manipulative religious justifications. Hence,
people can receive misleading information. In this point, the role of religious moderation
become important as the standpoint that can maintain the diversity and unity of the community.
The community should not accept the information that spread in the internet without filtering
it first. As what Islam teaches that it is needed a teacher while learning and understanding the
religion. Self learning is good but sometimes the sources are unclear, especially when it is come
from google.
Optimalization of gender equality in religious moderation
Gender equality in religious moderation is aimed to create a chance and an access justice on
the understanding of the religious moderation implementative to women and men. Otherwise,
religious moderation in the perspective of gender equality has purpose to become the
mainstreaming of religious moderationculturally, to form moderative mentality characteristic
in the existing knowledge and culture, especially to women. The use of the mainstreaming
concept is intended as an inseparable part of macro human resource development policies.
Gender equality is the religious moderation element and vice verse to eliminate the negative
effects of disparity and absence of women in some forums and discourse about tolerance
(Mukhtar & Nasrul, 2021). Similar to gender equality, that becomes one of the priority issues
because women are often considered weak, religious moderation also becomes the priority
issue because of the weak position if there are disputes and divisions due to differences in
religious beliefs. Thus, women awareness and potential in implementing religious moderation
are needed.
The principal on gender equality in Islam has been delivered in Qur’an, such as in (a).
ُ اس اِنَّا َخلَ ْق ٰنكُ ْم م ِْن ذَك ٍَر َّوا ُ ْن ٰثى َو َج َع ْل ٰنكُ ْم
Q.S. Al-Hujarat: 13 ّللا
ِ ٰ ارفُ ْوا ۚ اِنَّ اَ ْك َر َمكُ ْم ِع ْن َد
ُ َّٰ ٰٓياَيُّ َها الن
َ ش ُع ْوبًا َّوقَ َب ۤا ِٕى َل ِلتَ َع
ع ِل ْي ٌم َخ ِبي ٌْر
َ ّللا
َ ٰ َّ – اَتْ ٰقىكُ ْم ۗاِنit is related to the human creation, both men and women need to know
each other and be pious, in which the dignity between men and women in the sight of Allah
subhanahu wa ta'ala has no differentiation; (b) Q.S. Az-Dzariyat: 56 نس ِإ َّّل
َ ٱْل
ِ ْ َو َما َخلَ ْقتُ ْٱل ِجنَّ َو
ُون
ِ  ِل َي ْعبُد- this verse explains about the purpose of the creatures’ creation, especially for human
of all gender, ethnicity, and so on, in the world is to worship; (c) Q.S. Al-An’am: 165 َوه َُو الَّذِي
ور َرحِ ي ٌم
ٍ ض د ََر َجا
ٍ ضكُ ْم ف َْوقَ َب ْع
ٌ ُب َو ِإنَّهُ لَغَف
ِ ت ِل َي ْبلُ َوكُ ْم فِي َما آتَاكُ ْم ۗ ِإنَّ َربَّكَ َس ِري ُع ْال ِعقَا
َ ض َو َرفَ َع َب ْع
ِ ِْف ْاْلَر
َ َج َعلَكُ ْم خ َََلئ
– the verse tells about the human duties as caliphs on earth and notdefining the gender of His
ٰٓ َ ي
servants directly; (d) Q.S. Ali-Imran: 195 ع َم َل عَامِ ٍل ِم ْنكُ ْم ِم ْن ذَك ٍَر اَ ْو ا ُ ْن ٰثى
َ ض ْي ُع
ِ ُ ّل ا
َ ۚفَا ْستَ َج
ْ ِاب لَ ُه ْم َربُّ ُه ْم اَن
ْۢ
ُ َ ع ْن ُه ْم َس ِي ٰاتِ ِه ْم َو
ُ َ ي َو ٰقتَلُ ْوا َوقُتِلُ ْوا
ْ ض ۚ فَالَّ ِذيْنَ هَا َج ُر ْوا َوا ُ ْخ ِرج ُْوا
ّلدْخِ لَنَّ ُه ْم
ٍ ضكُ ْم م ِْن بَ ْع
ُ بَ ْع
َ َّّلك َِف َرن
ِ َمِن ِدي
ْ ي َس ِب ْي ِل
ْ ِار ِه ْم َوا ُ ْوذُ ْوا ف
ۚ
َ ْ مِن تَحْ تِ َها
ْ ي
ب
ٍ ٰ – َجنmeans that it relates to Allah subhanahu
ُ ٰ ّللا ۗ َو
ِ ّللا ِع ْند َٗه ُحسْنُ الثَّ َوا
ِ ٰ اّل ْنهٰ ُر ثَ َوابًا م ِْن ِع ْن ِد
ْ ت تَجْ ِر
wa ta'ala decree to accept all the good deeds of every servant, either male or female. You are
of one another. So those who emigrated or were evicted from their homes or were harmed in
My cause or fought or were killed.
According to the four verses above, it can be concluded that Islam is a tolerance religion
that pay attention to the gender equality, in which the position of men and women are similar,
only their piousness are judged. Hence, women have same potential with men to be a better
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human beings that worth for their self and environment around. Islam does not teach the
difference between men and women in a schematic way, but placing them both biologically
and socio-culturally intact, thus they both feel of having a role. Both men and women can do
similar role, such as the office job, but there are some roles that can only be done by women,
those are; pregnancy, giving birth, and breast feeding. Whereas, there is a certain role that
humanely can only be done by the men, that is, the work that requires more enery and muscle.
In normative Islamic perspective, the relationship between men and women are equal. The
quality of a person is only be seen through the devotion and piety to Allah subhanahu wa ta'ala.
The same reward is given to people on all of their deed by Allah subhanahu wa ta'ala without
discriminating between men and women (Tanwir, 2018).
Muslim feminists are those who believe that the existing patriarchal system is not
covenient with the principles of the Koran on gender equality and justice (Harisuddin, 2015).
Thus, Muslim feminists base their arguments by interpreting the Koran and religious texts in
rejecting the patriarchal system (Badran, 2013). They believe that Islam is not against feminists
even Islamic teachings uphold equality between men and women. Thus, religion can be used
to encourage critical discourse about gender equality (Rinaldo, 2014). In the Arab region,
where the majority of people are Muslims, strengthening the interpretation of emancipatory
religions is an efficient strategy to increase gender equality (Glas & Alexander, 2020).
Women are portrayed having more potential to teach the religious moderation
behaviour early, in the family environment, to create the culture of tolerance that will affect
the wider environment in society. The application of religious moderation will be effective if
it is started from the smallest area – household. In a household, a woman who have good
religious understanding will create safe and comfort atmosphere for her husband, and vice
verse. That situation can initiate the family’s members to open to each other about their
personal feeling, their problem in work place, and other. Women are also viewed as having big
potential to maintain tolerance. Psychologically, the role of women as mothers who have
intense relationship with their children and the environment around make them become
selective of values, and knowledgeable when it comes to tolerance and respecting other’s
behaviours. Thus, women have the main role in actualizing religious moderation
simultaneously and intensively. This is also supported by women who are able to play multiple
roles as herself, wife, mother, and member of community (Jannah & Awaludin, 2020). Those
three roles above need to be facilitated and supported to make the growth of religious
moderation run effectively. Strengthening the religious moderation requires a mature strategy,
such as how to involve women to participate in the development by providing the room for
women to work and participate in the environment. Thus women will have opportunity to
attend in the public service field, which will slowly mainstream religious moderation.
Then, the government is kept prioritizing and pushing the programs related to religious
moderation mainstreaming and gender equality. The religious values need to be awakened in
order to create the norms within the community. However, the community need a reference or
guide in the middle of cultural diversity that needed to be respected and recognized through
understanding and characteristic of community’s mentality. These programs are addressed to
create un-excessive religious behaviour. Moreover, it has been recognized by the basic
constitution of the Republic of Indonesia in third paragraph of 1945 Constitution of Republic
of Indonesia, that stated Independence is achieved by the grace of Allah subhanahu wa ta'ala.
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Thus, religious behavior needs to be controlled by the State so that the current religious
dynamics do not fall into the abyss of differences that bring down each other. The State as the
supervisor has duty to keep the religion in its moderate track and this duty need to be accessed
equally by all citizens, without disparity. Gender equality for religious moderation
mainstreaming must continue to be carried out to stem false news in the name of religion.
Because in the digital era, it is difficult for people to avoid provocation and false information.
Religious moderation without gender equality can cause one-sided understanding that may lead
to the increase of radical view. Hence, the biggest challenge in religious moderation from a
gender equality perspective is to give opportunity, understanding, equality and justice to get
access to follow the transformation and development that happen continuously in human life.
It means that religious moderation, from the perspective of gender equality, is a tool to read
the community’s religious culture, especially in the mentality characteristic of the community,
either man or woman.
Conclusion
Based on the discussion above, it can be concluded that religious moderation is Indonesia’s
policy in bilateral, regional and multilateral level to create the world peace. It is proved that
religious moderation in Indonesia had significant influence on the creation of constructive
relations between religions, both externally and internally. Meanwhile, the gender equality in
religious moderation aimed to embody the chance and access justice on the understanding of
implementative religious moderation for men and women. Women awareness and potential in
implementing religious moderation are needed to change the women’s weak potential. There
are three roles that can be played by women in once in actualize religious moderation,
including; the role of mother, role of wife, and role of her own self as community members.
These three roles need to be facilitated and supported to enhance the growth of religious
moderation effectively. Religious moderation within the perspective of gender equality can
become the tool to read the community’s culture on religious practices, practices which are
tolerant, respect differences, and recognize diversity. Moreover, this study indicated that
women should be the main indicator in religious moderation mainstreaming to change the
weakness of women and the nation. It is expected to become the power of religious culture that
puts and fights for the interests of the nation if there is a religious conflict.
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